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Preface

This is a book about people living in the rural areas in
Bukoba District, Tanzania. They all cultivate land for
the production of food and cash crops, but they are
also engaged in other economic activities. Although in
the first half of the book we have put emphasis on land
use, land tenure and agricultural extension, this is not a
specific study of farmers but a study of how people in
Bukoba (the Bahaya) organize their life in society with
regard to space and time.

The second half of the book deals with the allocation
of time and labour, and income expenditure for
selected households in Nshamba ward. The study was
carried out between 1968 and 1971, that is, in the early
days of the policy of ujamaa in Tanzania. We end the
book with an outline of the social and political aspects
of the farming system.

Methods of Investigation
We started our study with a geographical approach.
Land-use mapping was the basic technique used as an
entry to the analysis of the rural organization. Detailed
farm-unit land-use maps provided an essentiai area re
ference for the study of the productivity and land
tenure problems. The land-use maps formed the basis
for the investigation of the allocation of family labour
and employed labourers; they were also important for
the understanding of the division of work between men
and women. Furthermore, the land-use maps exposed
changes in cultivation techniques and thereby the re
sults of extension service.

Mapping of farm units also revealed that the rural
population could not be treated as ahomogeneous
group. The diversity in the appearance of physical
units during the mapping process disclosed a rural so
ciety with a very wide range in standards of living and
ways of life, varying from pure subsistence farming to a
mixed economy of farming and wage-earning. The in
dividual households a1so cultivated areas ranging very
widely in size, and the composition of their labour
force was highly varied.

The first step of the data collection, i.e., the map
ping, worked successfully. The second step of the
survey was an attempt to obtain adequate single-

interview information on socio-economic aspects of
the farming system and the rural society, in order to
minimize cost and effort. This part of the survey
proved unsuccessful. Detailed and reliable data on
labour input, yields and household expenditure could
not be obtained from a single interview.

The third step consisted of a very detailed recording
of selected households conceming allocation of time,
labour and capital. Yields were measured and land
tenure problems investigated. We paid a great deal of
attention to the policy of agricultural extension in
Bukoba, but we grew ever more convinced of the im
portance of understanding the social and politicairoie
ofland, crops and cattle in relation to the specific Haya
traditions, and in relation to the Tanzanian policy of
socialism and rural development.

Farmers or peasants?
Throughout the book we use the term 'farmer'. The
population of the rural society has been divided into
two groups in the time-study sample; full-time farmers
and part-time farmers. We found these categories ap
plicable according to the economic and social structure
of the households and their mode of production, even if
we have from time to time used the terms 'peasant
economy' and 'peasant society'.

Although scholars have shown an increasing interest
in the study of peasant societies, it has been difficult to
apply their various definitions of peasantry to the
Bukoba population as such.

Shanin (1971) defines peasantry analytically: "The
peasantry consists of small agricuIturaI producers who.
with the help of simple equipment and the labour of
their families, produce mainly for their own consump
tion and for the fulfilment of obligations to the hold ers
of political and economic power." This could partly
apply to that group of the Bukoba population which
was under nyarubanja before Independence.

Chayanov's (1966) theory of peasant economy. how
ever, with its built-in labour-consumer balance. could
provide a good fit for some of the poorer Bahaya
households today.

Due to the capitalistic framework and the stratifica-
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tion of the Haya society, we use the term 'farmers';
nevertheless, we avoid the term 'farm' for a farm-unit
area of, e.g., 0.94 ha. As a gesture of compromise, we
use the term 'farmer' to refer to people engaged in
agricultural activities, including food crops, cash crops
and livestock, dependent upon family labour and hired
labour and with access to income from non-agricultural
sectors.

The term 'farmer' has also been criticized from a
political point of view: "A peasant economy cannot

harbour farmers. The few present are simply kulaks"
(Mbakileki 1973). We agree with that when seen in the
context of Tanzania as a who1e but we nevertheless
found the term 'peasant' not satisfactory for describing
the economic conditions of Bukoba society in
1968-1970. The colonial programme of growing coffee
and the educationa1 facilities availab1e in the district
had a great influence on the development of the socio
economic structure of Bukoba society up to 1967.



Chapter 1. The Physical Features
and Resources of Buhaya

Topography
The district consists of a series of mountain ridges
running from north to south, paralIeI to the shore of
Lake Victoria. The first mountain ridge forms the
Bumbire Islands, 16 km to the east of the Lake shore.
The second forms the lake shore ridge or escarpment
of an altitude of about 1200 m above sea level (the
mean Lake level is 1125 m). Between the second and
the third ridge (the Gera-Kamachumu Biirabo ridge,
which reaches an altitude of 1560 m), the Ngono river
and its tributaries form a valley and a drainage system.

The ridges terminate in rugged scarps breaking off in
bold sandstone diffs. The summits of the ridges are
relatively flat and vary in extent from I km to 20 km.
The broad-topped ridges have been designated as
plateaus and the narrow ones ridges.

The flattish summits are apparently a part of an old
erosion surface (Milne 1938). Gradually this old surface
was heaved up and tilted. Fault scarps were formed,
water carved new valleys, and the old surface was cut
into plateaus and ridges . As tilting continued, the to
pography at many places took the form of cuesta land
scapes and checked the flow of the north-running
streams, creating extensive swamp areas between the
ridges-especially to the north, at the ouHets of the
rivers. (See profile sections, p. 30.)

Water and gravity continued to work on the land
scape. The broad summits today provide extensive
areas of rolling hills, intersected by small V-shaped
valleys. The hill slopes are another distinguishing fea
ture of the topography: the upper slopes are steep,
while the middle and lower slopes have a gentie gra
dient.

Numerous small streams running from east to west
(down to the main rivers) cut back into the plateaus and
ridges, increasing the intersection of the landscape and
at places forming peninsulas of usable land in the
swamps.

Geology and soils1

Bukoba District is nearly entirely dominated by
Bukoba sandstone, which is the parent rock. Bukoba

sandstone consists mainly of compact fine and
medium-grained sandstone, in which are interbedded
sha/e-like rocks consisting of a fine aggregate of quartz
and sericite (a form of mica). This sandy shale is at
several places exposed at the surface; the thickness of
these strata is dearly evident when roads are cut
through antidinals. 2 The coarser sandstone consists of
practically nothing but quartz grains and cementing
silica. The fine-grained sha/e-like sandstones contain,
besides quartz, a clay-forming mineral in considerable
quantity. Thus the two kinds of sandstones provide a
range of soils from pure sands to loamy sands, or sandy
day.

Each rock gives rise to a wide range of locally de
rived soils; because of the topography, however, all
have more or less contributed, through transported
debris, to the mixed cover of the slopes. M0berg (1970)
has observed that in general the ferralsols3 dominate
the hills and slopes where the Bukoban sandstone is the
parent rock. In the same area one normally finds
lacustrine deposits, fluvisols, gleisols and in a few
cases vertisols in the flat parts of the valleys.

The dominating ferra/sols vary in colour from dark
reddish-brown and dark yellowish-brown in high
rainfall areas near the Lake shore to more yellowish
red and red colour in rainfall-poor areas-towards the
west and south of the Lake. The texture in the rather
uniform profile often changes from a sandy topsoil to a
subsoil with increasingly dayey texture.

Laterization
The present minerals have long been under the influ
ence of chemical decomposition. The decomposition
has been accelerated by the tropical climate: moderate
warmth and heavy leaching due to the high rainfa/l.
Under these conditions there has been a tendency to
wards iaterization. From different soil surveys it can be
seen that iron concretions in the soils can be found all
over the slopes, but are not necessarily present in large
amounts, as the soil can be situated directly on the
parent materia!. The iron concretions vary from a loose
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'murram' , sometimes of considerable depth, to a real
hardpan of laterite.

Due to the action of erosion, the topsoil and subsoil
have been washed away on the upper parts of the
slopes, so that the vegetation grows directly on the iron
concretions, the 'murram' soil.

Soils in low-Iying flat areas
The soils in the low-Iying flat areas of the broad
swampy vaJley bottom or in bays with lacustrine de
posits differ from the ferralsols in that they have either
a high content of montmorillonite day minerals or are
made up of pure sandy deposits.

Soil depth
The variety of soiJs in the area is important for the
understanding of the land-use pattem, but it may weil
be the case that the soil-depth variation is a far more
important localization factor for the present land use.

According to the topography of the area, the depth of
the soiJ profiJe varies considerably. On the levet
plateau tops the soil is generally more than two metres
deep, without any iron concretions. On the slopes the
soil depth varies according to the convex or concave
shape of the slope (Pryn0 1970). On the convex slope
the deepest soil is found on the upper and lower parts
of the slope, and on the concave slope the soil deplh
increases from the middle of the slope downwards.
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Rainfall

For an area with a marked relief, as in Bukoba District
with its north-south running mountain ridges, one can
expect the factors causing spatial variations to be re
lated to the relief pattern. Looking at the rainfall map4
and the yearly average figures for the stations located
on the map, there seems to be an interrelation between
the atmospheric processes , relief and distance from the
Lake shore. This interaction in the Bukoba area, how
ever, is quite complicated, as the atmospheric proces
ses causing precipitation are not only due to the sea
sonal wind reversal with the passing of the intertropical
convergence zone, but from time to time also to Atlan
tic air, which can reach as far as Bukoba District
through the Congo basin.

In the Lake littoral zone of Bukoba District about 12
rain gauge stations are working (but only two fully
equipped meteorological stations). Three of the 12 sta
tions have average records for more than the past 30
years. The remaining stations have average records for
15 years.

The rainfall map must be read with caution; it merely
gives the general trends for long-term periods. The

Water table and moisture content
Connected with the depth of the soil profile down to a
layer which is impenetrable for the roots of the vegeta
tion is the depth of the fluctuating water table. The
water table fluctuates according to the seasonai varia
tion in rainfall. A high water table can have a negative
influence on certain main crops such as bananas and
coffee.

There are different opinions about the water-holding
capacity of the ferralsol soils. Generally it has been
stated that these soils have an extremely low water
holding capacity, but recent observations (RaId 1968
and M0berg 1970) show that "even in the last part of
the dry season, the quite sandy ferralsol soils had a
relative high content of moisture once one reached the
depth of 50-60 cm or more below the soiJ surface"
(M0berg 1970).

Temperature

Situated between latitude 1°00' S and 2°15' S, Bukoba
District has an equatorial c1imate. There is not much
variation in the monthly mean temperature throughout
the year: it remains about 20°C. The daily temperature
fluctuates between a daily mean minimum of 15°C and
a daily mean maximum of25°C, with a margin of ±4°C.

The four diagrams with temperature and relative
humid ity show characteristic examples from the four
Haya seasons. (See pages 12-13.) Diagram 3,
Ekyanda, shows the season the Haya people call the
cool and dry season, and the diagram illustrates how
the daily temperature fluctuations are wider and the
humidity lower than in the other seasons. Otherwise,
the uniform pattern of the equatorial c1imate is
striking.

There is a correlation between the gradient of the slope
and the variation in the depth of the soil.

The depth in question is the soil profile down to the
layer of iron concretions, the A horizon. It must be
borne in mind that on many slopes the B horizon can
consist of a loose 'murram' layer of considerable
depth, and with potential value for agricultural use.
Finally , it should be mentioned that there exists a rela
tionship between the amount of rainfal! and the
minimum soil depth for the crops grown in Bukoba
District.

Climate
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Diagram 6
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some precipitation, whereas to the south July and Au
gust can be completely dry.

Diagram 5, from Igabiro Farmers' Training Centre,
situated 3 miles south of Rwantege, gives the average
rainfall (for 18 years) for the southern part of the
plateau. Compared with Diagrams 6 and 7, Diagram 5
is a good example of how average figures hide fluctua
tions from year to year.

As the Rwantege figures (Diagram 7) indicate, there
is considerable variation from year to year, both in
quantity and distribution. In the peak month, March,
Rwantege received only 69 mm in 1969 as opposed to
204 mm in 1968, and the important month, September
(the beginning of the agricultural year) received only 17
mm in 1968.

Much of the precipitation falls as thunderstorms
(mainly in the morning hours), and in this area the
interrelation between atmospheric processes and the
relief gives rise to very extreme local precipitation,
with considerable rainfall gradients over very short
distances.

This is illustrated by the monthly rainfall figures for
two stations located at 5 km from each other.
Omurunazi (altitude 4200 feet) is in a valley below the
plateau to the west. Rwantege (altitude 5000 feet) is on
the western top of the plateau. (See Diagrams 6 and 7.)

Thus the station in the vaIley, expected to be in a
rain shadow position when related to the plateau, re
ceived 119 mm more than the station at the top of the
plateau. (The two gauges were set up and checked by
the author.)

Looking at Diagram 8, which shows daily periods,
the local character of rainfall distribution is even more
striking. It seems that over a short period of time the
atmospheric processes play a dominant role, while the

1969 = 1007 mm

FMAMJJASONO

1968

JFMAMJJASONOJ

250 ~.
200

150 '\

100 • ;--'/"\Recording / .
50 started

August /968 I
o 'l(_:

Yearly dis tribution of rainfall

The rainfall diagrams show that for all areas the same
distribution pattern is found. The rainfall is rather weIl
distributed over the year. The wet season has two
peaks, a major one between March and May and a
minor one between November and December. The dry
season lasts only three months, from June to
September with Julyas the really dry month. Even in
these months the northern part of the District receives

highest rainfall area is in the vicinity of Bukoba town
(over 2000 mm). Interesting to note is the very regular
concentric pattern around Bukoba Town. This may
perhaps be due to specific topographic features or due
to the directions of the trades, in that the town is
located nearly half-way along the western Lake shore.
It mayaIso be due to the fact that the rain gauge at the
airstrip is located at Lake leve!. The Bukoba Town rain
gauge is the one furthest to the north along the Lake
shore and the only one at lake leve!. All other stations
are placed at the top of the Lake shore ridge.

Towards the south, along the Lake shore, rainfall
decreases: to 994 mm at Karambi and down to 753 mm
at Nyamirembe. Towards the west we see the same
trend but the steepness of the gradient varies with the
topography. Where the lower inland is near the shore,
as in Ibwera area, the gradient from east to west is
rather steep, but passing the Kamachumu-Biirabo
plateau the gradient is more gentle. In the broad basin
between Bukoba ridges and the ridges in Karagwe, the
rainfall drops to an estimated amount of 762 mm, and
then increases on the Karagwe mountain slopes to
1200 mm.

The same southward tendency as noted for the Lake
shore can be recognized for the plateau areas.
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interrelation between atmospheric processes, relief
and distance from the Lake shore gives the long-term
pattern of rainfall distribution in Bukoba District.

Table I. Days with rainfall. September 1968 and 1969.
Rwantege in Nshamba

Rainfall distribution and
agriculturai activities
In Chapter 5 the distribution of rainfal1 over the year
and the yearly distribution of labour input in
agriculture are related, but one example here will show
the importance of the distribution problem.

If we compare the various monthly rainfalls for
Rwantege (see Diagram 7) for the month of September,
we shall see that the station received 79 mm in 1969 and
only 17 mm in 1968. For agricultural work, this meant
that people who planted annual crops like beans and
maize at the beginning of September 1968 (after the
first showers had occurred) had to replant in October
because the first crops did not root. In 1969 the pIant
ing started in mid-September and succeeded because
there was ample rainfall. Likewise, the harvesting of
coffee started late in May in 1969 while in 1968 it had
started around the first of May in the same area.

The higher rainfall in the northern part of the District
allows the farmers to harvest two crops of beans a
year, while the farmers in the south harvest only one
crop.

Of the 262 mm precipitation in November 1968,60
mm fell in two hours on the 25th of November. Such
heavy rainfall has more erosive effect on the soils than
any possible benefits it might have on agriculture.

Of the 173 mm received in December, 52 mm also fell
in a few hours' time, in such a heavy storm that
hundreds of banana plants were beaten down and big
trees blew over, destroying crops and houses. Again,

this storm was very local and was not even recorded at
the nearby stations of Rubya and Biirabo.

L Jackson (1969) notes in his paper on rainfal1 gra
dients over small areas: "Variations in rainfal1 of the
magnitude indicated for an individual season or year
could result in a considerable variation in crop yields
over a very small area. This may be particularly rele
vant to studies of variation in yields and points out the
need for a very careful assessment of rainfall over the
area considered. "

The survey material
for physical environment
Bukoba District is one of the few areas in Tanzania
covered by excellent I : 50000 scale maps made on the
basis of airphoto covers as earlyas 1961.5 Thus the
researcher is weil equipped with very detailed to
pographic maps with contour lines at 50-foot intervals.
The important point here is that because of their excel
lent signature cover compiled from the airphotos, these
map sheets provide general land-use maps of the Dis
trict, revealing in detail such land-use features as:
forest, thicket, woodland, scrub, scattered trees,
palms, mangrove swamp, papyrus swamp, marsh, sea
sonal swamp. The maps also show with great accuracy
the location of perennial crops, mainly coffee and
bananas, in the year 1961.

1968 mm 1%9 mm

4 Sept. 23

6 Sept. IS
15 Sept. 32
25 Sept. 6
30 Sept. 3

79 mm

4

13

Total 17 mm

4 Sept.

20 Sept.

Diagram 8

DAILY RAINFALL IN mm November 1968

(2 Stations)mm
so

20

"

krl mmm

__ Rwantege ::: 171. mm

___ Qrumunazl ::: 160
Nates
l. The main soil surveys done in the area are:
Milne (1938), Agriculturai officer West Lake (1955). Sir A. Gibbs
(1956), Raid (1968), Soil Survey Unir-Ukiriguru (1969), Moberg (1970)

and Pryno (1971). The present description is a compilation from these
authors' works.

2. Anticlinal: when strata dip like the roof of a house.

3. Ferralsols: soils having a high content offree sesquioxides of iron
and/or aluminium, and having a relative ly high day content and a

relative ly low cation exchange capacity.

2-752437 Raid
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Fluvisols: soils from recent alluviallacustrine deposits.
Gleisols: soils without horizons other than a mottled gleyic horizon.
Vertisols: widely cracking gray to black soil having a high content of
expanding-Iattice clay minerals. (After M0berg. 1973)

4. Three rainfall maps with rather different isohyets have been
produced from West Lake Region:

i. Gibbs et al. (1956)
ii. David McMaster (1960)

iii. S. B. Jensen (1968)
The present map is reproduced from McMaster with the author's

permission.
5. Il is interesting to note the extensive use of these maps in dividing

the District into 599 small enumeration areas during the 1967 census.
Il is equally interesting to note the strange neglect of these maps in

everyday activities among planners, development officers and field
assistants, except for the Water Development and Irrigation Develop
ment Unit (WD & ID) and Comworks.

When an overall planning exercise was carried out in 1967 for a
development plan for the Regions, these maps were not used, and
acreage of potential land was merely estimated.

When 20 new settlements were established in 1968 in the region, the
sites for these villages were found with the aid of local people, which in
some cases led to serious mislocations. Later on, the Land Planning
Officers used a great amount of time to demarcate the boundaries of
the settlement areas, using chains and compasses in traversing the
areas--a job which could have been done in one week on an enlarged
section of the 1 : 50000 map with field checking.

These maps seem not to have been supplied to the districts. The
maps ought to be supplied as standard equipment for every field
assistant. This suppiy should be followed up by intensive tmining in
map interpretation and measurement conversion.

Officials are still using old and out-of-<late district maps. The
Agricultural Officers and Field Assistant Officers (Bwana Shambas),
who often know their areas very weil, could make intensive use of
these maps.

The Water Division could speed up work and assist all departments
in the Region if equipped with adequate machinery for enlargement
and reduction of maps.



Chapter 2. Land Use

Dividing Bukoba District into rough categories, L. and Table 3. Land Use for Lake Littoral Zone 1969
E. Berry (1969) found the following distribution of land
uses.

ha

Per cent of
total area

The land use of the district c1early shows a marked
line for cultivation towards the west, coinciding with
the isohyet 875 mm and the longitude 21"27' E.

West of this line the District is completely empty
with regard to settlements and cultivation. This applies
to the basin between Bukoba ridges and the Karagwe
Highland, and to the triangle plain towards the north
west, north of the Kagera River.

The cultivated area with smallholder settlements is
thus concentrated in the Lake littoral zone with a max
imum width of 45 km to the north and 30 km to the
south. With the present technological level and the
present price levelon agricultural output, this is the
potential zone for the Bahaya farmers.

A part of this zone is shown on the topographic
land-use map (Map No. 2), with its island pattern of
kibanja land, where dots indicate smallholder settle
ments with coffee and banana cultivation; the white
areas in between are Rweya land.

We shall now apply the same categories of land use
for this potential zone, upon which the picture changes
rad ically.

The grazing land is not only used for grazing the
rather small population of cattle but is also used for
cultivating the annual crops: groundnuts, bambarra
nuts, yams, millet, etc. The crucial point at present is

Table 2. Land Use in Bukoba District

Migration
The migration trend mentioned above applies to the
district down to the Mubunda area. People from the

that these crops are cultivated in a shifting cultivation
system, i.e., a plot is cultivated for one year or one
year and a half, and then is left fallow to regain its
fertil ity under grass for a period of 6-8 years. This
implies that to cultivate one hectare with annual crops
the farmers need 8 hectares of grassland. About 75 per
cent of the smallholders cultivate annual crops on the
grassland.

Travelling through the District early in the morning
or late in the afternoon, when the sun is low and casts
long shadows, it is striking to see the configuration of
the annual-crops cultivation pattern on the slopes. The
elongated mounds up and down the slopes covered
with grass fallow cause the slopes to look like corru
gated iron. From the north to just south of Mubunda
every piece of usable land is either under cultivation or
lies fallow (see photo page 23).

North of the Bukoba-Kyaka road (in Bugabo and
Kyamutwara divisions of Kiziba) the topograp
hy-with its narrow ridges and extensive swamp
land-Ieaves no room at all for the expansion of culti
vation for the very dense population. The range is from
50 to 100 persons per square kilometre. Farmers
nevertheless put new land under cultivation in the mar
ginal areas along the swamps, but a major feature for
these northern areas is the migration towards the west
and the south. 1

45.4
25.9
0.9

12.4
15.4

100.0

120000
68375
2500

32500
40625

264 000

Smallholder cultivation
Rough grazing land
Estates
Forest, wooded area
Other: urban, rocky, swamps

Total

Per cent of

total area

15.1
75.3
0.3
1.6

2.5
5.1

99.9

ha

120000
597975

2500
12500
20000
40625

793600Total

Smallholder cultivation
Rough grazing land
Estates
High altitude forest
Other woods forest
Other: urban, rocky, swamps
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northern divisions and from around Bukaba town and
the Maruku area have migrated to the area near Lake
Ikimba, whereas people from the large plateau have
moved to the west below the escarpment and further
out beyond the last north-south running ridge. There is
a long line of first-generation villages trying to push
cultivation out in the marginal lowland area in the
eastern part of the great basin.

People from the southern part of the plateau move
both south and west, but at the same time other tribes
like the Zinza, the Ha and the Subi have moved from
Ngara district into this southern area. People from
Rwanda and Burundi have traditionally taken up work
in Bukoba as casuallabourers and some ofthese people
have in recent years settled as farmers. They have
either opened up new land or settled in ujamaa vil
lages.

For the Lake littoral zone there is aireadya shortage
of land, and with the present land use and cultivation
system this shortage will have reached a critical stage
by the end of the century.

The functional content
of the main land-use types
The Haya farmers divide their land use into different
functional land-use types. Here a land-use type is de
fined as not only the actual cover of land with vegeta
tion, but the functional use of land and the social values
attached to the different land-use types. Tt has been
found convenient to apply the Haya terms to the land
use types: 2 (I) Kibanja , (2)Ekishambu, (3) Orweya and
(4) omusiri.

l. Kibanja-Bananas. Kibanja (plural bibanja) is
the name given to a plot of land cultivated with the
perennial crops banana and coffee.3 Throughout
Buhaya, people distinguish by name between 183 dif
ferent types of bananas for cooking and for making
beer. The names do not cover different species or
varieties but mainly sub-species deriving from two wild
species, Musa acuminata and Musa balbasiana. The
majority of edible bananas deriving from the above
mentioned species are classified under the name
Eumusa. The 183 collected names (Maruku 1968) often
cover the same sub-species within different areas, as
the bananas are locally classified according to the ap
pearance and form of the fmit, and the taste when
cooked or processed.

There are four main varieties of bananas . Ebitoke is
the common name for the cooking bananas4 which are
the dominant group of sub-species cultivated in the

kibanja. They form the staple food in the whole area
and are normally harvested shortly before they ripen.
They are peeled and cooked before they are eaten. The
Bahaya are so devoted to bananas that they will eat
cooking bananas 365 days a year ifpossible.

Embire is the common name for the sub-species used
for making beer.

The bananas are harvested shortly before they are
ripe, and the beer-making process is often as follows:

l. A large hole is dug in the ground.
2. Dry banana leaves mixed with fresh leaves are

used to line the hale.
3. The unripened banana bunches are heaped in the

hole, with glowing charcoal wrapped in dry grass put in
between the bunches.

4. The bunches are covered with fresh banana
leaves and soil, leaving a small hole on one side to
serve as an inlet.

5. For three days smoke is led in to the bananas
through the small hole.

6. On the fourth day the soil cover is removed but
the banana bunches remain covered by the fresh
leaves.

7. On the sixth day the bananas are ripe and are
taken out of the hale for pombe making.

8. Then the ripe bananas are put into a big canoelike
container carved out of a tree trunk. The bananas can
be peeled before being put inta the container; then the
juice made is called entondole in Kihaya. If the
bananas are put inta the boat unpeeled, the juice pro
duced is called ebishushu.

9. The bananas are then mixed with certain types of
grass, particularly two species, eshoju, i.e., imperata
and eyojwe, i.e., Loudetia Kageransis or Simplex,
which do not produce scent.

The brewers walk to and fro in the container.
squeezing the juice out of the bananas with their feet.
Only the men are allowed to use this technique. When
some juice has been collected, women are allowed to
participate, squeezing the juice out with their hands
into big pots.

10. After the squeezing the container is cleaned; the
juice is mixed with water and filtered by passing it
through a clean grass sieve. Then sorghum is roas ted
on a pan and mixed with the juice to help in the fermen
tatian process.

Il. The container, with the brew in it, is covered
with fresh banana leaves which are tied tightly around
it. The brew is then left to ferment for a period varying
from one to several days.

Friedrich (1968) estimates that approximately one-
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The Ndolage escarpment seen from the East. On the top of the plateau villages with big trees for fuel. Under the
escarpment villages intermixed with Rweya land. In the foreground one woman and two girls are carrying grass
bundles to the village.

third of the bananas grown in his sample area were
used for beer brewing. This seems a fairly reliable
figure, as farmers who for religious reasons do not
drink beer themselves normal ly nevertheless cultivate
the bananas used to make beer, either as a cash crop or
for contributions to relatives or friends.

Nkonjwa is the name for the species used for roast
ing. They are mainly served as a delicacy for guests.
Ebiise is the name given to the above-mentioned
species when they are eaten ripe and fresh as a sweet.
This is done mainly by children and by old people
when they are travelling. (In Kiziba called ebyenju.)

In general bananas grow weil in a ciimate with an
annual rainfall of 1250 mm (50 inches), but more im
portant is the fact that 50 mm per month "represents a
level below which bananas are seriously short of wa-

ter" (Simmonds 1959). In the Lake littoral zone near
Bukoba Town this occurs only in the month of July.
Moving to the west and south the number of months
with rainfallless than 50 mm increases to three: June.
July and August (and sometimes September, as weil).
These months do not cause severe constraints on
banana cultivation, but give rise to periodicity in yields
over the year. Thus after a prolonged dry season a
shortage of bananas will be felt. The Bahaya then begin
to talk about 'famine', which means that they must rel y
on other starchy crops such as sweet potatoes, yams
and cassava for some time.

The critical minimum mean temperature is generally
considered to be 15°C, which agrees weil with a daily
mean temperature fluctuating around 15°C. Thus the
banana-growing areas in Bukoba District, Iying to the
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Rweya slope. The palterns of Omusiri cultivation here lying under grass fallow show howevery piece of usable
land is part of the farming system.

north and east near the Lake shore, have satisfactory
c1imatic conditions, while c1imatic constraints increase
towards the west and south.

Friedrich (1968) underlines that "the considerable
variation in the density of growth within the Bukoba
District is determined chiefly by annual rainfall. In
areas with 35 inches (889 mm) of rain, 650 c1umps per
acre were counted, as against over I 100 c1umps where
rainfalls of 45 inches (1143 mm) are to be expected."

In Nshamba, an area on the southern part of the
large plateau and with a mean annual rainfall of l 130
mm, the authors found adensity ranging from 400 to
800 c1umps per acre. The sample plots were all inter
planted with coffee, which highly influences the density
of the bananas.

For the cultivation of bananas two soil factors are
important: structure and depth. The structure of the
soil determines its drainage, which is essential for
banana cultivation. A wide range of different soil types

can support bananas if they have a good internal drain
age, but compact c1ays and fine sands and silts are bad
soils for bananas.

Simmonds (1959) writes, "There is no such thing as
a good banana soil." To adopt a more pragmatic
approach to the question, it is better to ask, "Can this
soil be made to grow bananas?" rather than, "Is this a
good banana soil?" This is more relevant for an under
standing of the location of banana cultivation in the
poor soils ofBukoba District. Moberg (1970) notes that
"The depth of the soil is of utmost importance, when
the question is about cultivation of perennial crops
such as plantains, bananas, coffee and tea. Only in high
rainfall areas just around Bukoba (town) can a soil
having a depth of less than 150 cm either to compact
iron concretions, plinthite or other forms of hard-pan,
or to parent rock, be used for these crops. In other
parts of the Region, the depth of the soil should prefer
ably be more than 180-200 cm for the crops mention-
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ed." This is meant to emphasize the importance of the
soil's capacity for maintaining a water reserve during
the criticallast part of the dry season.

Thus the two factors of structure and depth playan
equally important role in our understanding of the loca
tion pattern, which will be examined in the next chap
ter.

Kibanja-Coffee. The kibanja is also the place for
cultivation of the two varieties Coffee arabica and
Coffee robusta. The latter is c!aimed to be indigenous
in African equatorial forests and was the first coffee to
be grown on a commercial basis in Bukoba District. At
the end of the nineteenth century Coffee arabica was
introduced by missionaries as a commercial crop.

Both crops were originally interplanted with bananas
and have been grown as monoculture (ukulima wa
kisasa) only within the last decade. Even so, coffee
belongs to the land-use type kibanja.

Both Robusta coffee and Arabica coffee thrive on a
slightly acidic soil, fairly rich in humus and weil
drained. Both varieties need nearly the same amount of
rainfall, about 1765 mm (75 inches), if the conditions
are to be ideal. Robusta grows best in a hot humid
c!imate up to an altitude of 4500 feet (1350 m), whereas
Arabica thrives better in a cooler c!imate and is mainly
grown from l 200 to 1500 m. This means that Robusta
coffee dominates the lower ridges in the north and east
of the District, while Arabica is predominantly found
on the higher plateau. There are, however, numerous
overlapping zones, and Robusta is found all over the
District because of its role as chewing coffee and in
customary ceremonies.

Kibanja-and the village. The term kibanja also im
plies that the plot with perennial crops is inherited or
given to the son by his father. In this kibanja the son
builds a house for his family and a cattle-shed for his
few cows; in this house he stores his coffee and other
agricultural products. Thus the first kibanja is the
centre for the nuc!ear family life and the centre for the
management of the farm unit, which consists of several
plots of kibanja (bibanja). The term has an emotionai
and social implication attached to kinship and descent.
The father will usually be buried in his kibanja; the
eldest son inherits the largest of his father's kibanja,
inc!uding the part where the tomb is situated (see chap
ter on land tenure).

Often a piece of kibanja which is not inherited from
the father is called the shamba (the Swahili word for a
cultivated plot). Even a remote part of the original
kibanja, primarily cultivated with coffee trees only,
can be called a Shamba.

It should be mentioned that the perennial crops are
interplanted seasonally with beans, maize and pump
kins.

Furthermore, isolated plants of different vegetables
find their place in the kibanja near the house: to
matoes, pepper, cabbages, sugar canes, yams and fruit
trees such as pawpaws, oranges, and mangoes. The
kibanja is crowded with many crops and each plot is
demarcated either by trees of different species, or by a
certain plant (dracaena deremensis Engl., of the genus
Agavacea). In the northern part this plant (see illustra
tion, p. 42) is called omulamula ("the one that jud
ges"); and in the southern part of the District it is
known as ekihanyi ("beacon"). This plant is customar
ily the legal plant which separate one plot of kibanja
from another.

Scattered in the kibanja are trees planted for timber
use and fuel supply. Dominant is a quick-growing tree
called omuhumula (Maesopsis Eminii). The different
farm units' kibanja plots are called bibanja and to
gether form the village (kyaro). Throughout this book
the singular form kibanja is used for all land cultivated
with perennial crops, irrespective of whether it forms a
single farm unit or a whole village (for the kibanja is
such a distinct land-use type). From a distance the
kibanja forming the village appears as a dense canopy
of light green banana leaves, punctuated by towering
dark green crowns of the Maesopsis Eminii.

2. Ekishambu (or Kikamba). The typology differs
from the northern divisions, which primarily use the
term kikamba, to the southern and western divisions,
which primarily use the term ekishambu. The two
terms apply to a piece of land which has been culti
vated with perennial crops and has been left to be
rec!aimed by grass or heavy weeds. In some areas the
term also applies to a piece of land which has been
under seasonaI crops and has also been left to be re
c1aimed by grass or weeds or to lie fallow. The term in
this case, however, is only used for a piece of land
adjacent to the kibanja. It may also merely mean weed
(e.g., in Kiziba).

There are many reasons why the plot can easily
change into ekishambu. The farm unit may be too
large, so that the farmer fails to maintain part of it, or
he may (due to old age) be unable to till the whole farm.
Labour shortage during prolonged illness or due to
death or migration of a member of the family, as in the
case of a divorce, can also cause such a lack of mainte
nance.

Larger plots mayaiso be abandoned to ekishambu
because of superstition. This is often the case when,
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Table 4. Land potential in percentages of40 km long
profile sections

Section I, the northern part through Kanyigo, was
first settled when people came to Bukoba District and
is one of the most densely inhabited areas. 5 There is no
room for expanding agricu!ture at all uniess swamp

cept by using stereophotogrammetric equipment. The
emisiri plots appear as small squares of lighter colour if
the photos are taken during the dry season, due to
lesser moisture content in the plots compared with the
surrounding grassland. In the field the emisiri plats
often appear as one large field, as the women like to
cu!tivate e10se together.

An example of the three main land-use types is
shown on the airphoto, page 28.

Location of main land-use types
(Environmental constraints)

On pages U-IS, the variations in soil types and soil
depth were mentioned, and on page 19 the relation
ship between rainfall and land use was pointed out.
Thus the morphology of the Bukoba landscape and the
resultant soils and their depths give rise to a unique
pattern of land use, which Allan (1965) has described as
"islands of high fertil ity witfi intensive cu!tivation in a
sea of infertile grassland. "

From the topographic maps the island pattern of the
kibanja land-use type is obvious. On these I: 50000
map sheets the location can be traced, but to facilitate
the understanding of the relationships between
morphology and location of kibanja, four profile
sections are drawn from the Lake shore towards the
west. They are all drawn through the sample areas
selected for the research in this book.

The profile also gives some impression of the en
vironmental conditions for the Bahaya farmers by
showing the constraints of land to the north compared
with the south. The following table gives the propor
tional differences in land potential between the profiles
from north to south:

Lakes

30

37

Forest
Swamp reserve

28
34

Land not
used. Dry
basin

8

14

25

Land mainly
under
cultivation

35
58

56

75

Profile
sections

I

II
III
IV

say, a disease attacks the coffee, or for some unknown
reason, the coffee trees fail to bear.

Large plots of ekishambu can also be accounted for
by changes in ownership of the land, after which it may
take some time before the new occupant manages to
cultivate the entire area which he has acquired.

In the overall general land-use pattern, ekishambu
cannot be traced either on the l : 50000 maps or on the
airphotos, and can be regarded as a sub-type under
kibanja.

3. Rweya is the name given to open grass or bush
land. This land between villages consists of areas per
manently uncultivated because of shallow soil or rock
outcrops or steep slope gradients, and areas with grass
fallow after the cultivation of annual crops (emisiri).
The permanent grassland as weil as the fallow land are
grazed by the sma1J herds of cattle and goats.

The rweya was formerly the source of fuel to the
villagers, but according to Milne (\938), "the sec
ondary bush was repeatedly cut over for fuel, and
cattle and goats kept back the regeneration of the trees.
The open grass-land which is a dominating feature of
the present land use pattern is until now the final result
of man's infiuence on his environment."

4. Omusiri is the term used for a small plot of land
cultivated with annual crops outside the kibanja. The
plural form used for several plots is emisiri. These
plots provide the family with the necessary sup
plementary food. The omusiri plot can be adjacent to
the kibanja, especially when the farm unit is on the
outskirts of the village and still expanding into the
grassland.

The omusiri is mainly on the rweya grassland and the
distance from the house of the farmer to the omusiri
plot varies from one to six kilometres, due to the shift
ing cultivation system and increasing population pres
sure.

The shifting system allows for a cu!tivation period of
12 to 18 months (i.e., two to three cuitivation seasons)
and a fallow period from 3 to 8 years (sometimes up to
12 years). The variation in the fallow period depends
on differences in soil fertility and population pressure.

The crops grown are groundnuts, bambara nuts,
beans, sweet potatoes, yams, cassava, sorghum,
finger-millet and maize. There are different succes
sions, but the opening crop is mainly a leguminosae
crop.

As mentioned on page 19, the major part of
the rweya in the littoral region is part of the grass
fallow within the omusiri system, so grass fallow and
rweya are hardly distinguishable on the airphotos ex-
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redamation takes place, which is a very dubious en
terprise at the present economic level of agriculture.

Section II, across the Bukoba town, shows the loca
tion of the regional service centre. The low-Iying areas
of sandy lacustrine deposits to the east are the residen
tiaI quarters for Government officiaIs, and the harbour
facilities . The main problem is the periodic rise of Lake
Victoria, which causes flooding of the harbour and the
low-Iying residentiaI quarters. 6

For agriculture, the limiting facto r is again the
swamps. It can be seen how farmers have advanced to
every bit of elevated land in the swamp areas, an indi
cation of the pressure on land, as communication to
these islands is nearly impossible during the rainy sea
son.

A third of the Ibwera section (Section III) is covered
by lakes. (If the cross-section were moved 3 km to the
north, it would yield only 10 per cent more land used
mainly for agriculture.) Here, as weIl, the farmers have
moved towards the west and have settled on the east
facing slopes, where the uplift of the air-masses from
the trade-winds produces some precipitation.

Section IV, the Nshamba section, is so far south that
swamps and lakes are not constraints. Thus it is mainly
the distribution of rainfall which at present limits pos
sibilities for agricultural expansion here. The uplifted
plateau is the most densely populated area because of
its broad level smface. (This section is indicated on
Map 2.)

Location ojvillages

After considering the environment to be exploited by
the farmers, we shall nowexamine the location of the
villages, which is the same as the location of the kiban
ja, as this land-use type constitutes the villages.

The preferred location sites are the leve! plateau
surface and the gently rounded ridge tops (marked a on
the profiles drawings) with a sufficient soil depth.
These sites were doubtless settled first, and the main
roads, too, follow the north-south direction of the
ridges and run along their tops.

The second location is on the slopes. Here the site
chosen depends on the form of the slope, i.e., convex
or concave. On the convex slope, the deepest soil is
found on the upper part of the slope and at the lower
leveI. On the concave slope, the upper part mainly
consists of rock outcrops, and the soil depth increases
the further one moves down the slope; so that the soil
will often have a considerable depth in the valley bot
tom due to the eroded material which has been trans
ported downwards. The fines t material will be trans-

ported the greatest distance, so that a succession of
soils with different textures will be found down the
slope. Thus soil on the middle of the concave slope
mainly has the texture of a loamy sand or a sandy loam,
whereas the soil on the valley bottom has a texture of
anything from sandy day to heavy day or peat.

We thus find villages located on the upper part of
convex slopes (marked b on the profile drawing) ,
primarily on the part with a gentIe gradient; due to land
shortage, however, slopes with a gradient of 20° are
now under use. (See example, section III b.l.)

The concave slope is often found near escarpments.
Thus the village can be located under the escarpment
or under a steep hillside. The gradient and the soil
depth determine the location, but it is characteristic
that the villages se!dom continue down into the valley
bottom. (This location is indicated with the letter c.) If
the village is located in a valley bottom on the profile it
is because the traverse cuts through the extreme upper
part of the valley (e.g., c.l.).

It should be emphasized that only the location of
kibanja or villages is under discussion here. The culti
vation of annual crops, the emisiri, can be found nearly
everywhere today, regardless of slope gradient.

An important location factor in African farming
systems is the siting of water supply for domestic use,
especially when the water must be transported by the
people themselves. Thus, consideration offactors such
as fertile soil and water supply arises in establishing the
village.

In Buhaya the village is identical to the area in which
the perennial crops are grown, with the houses scat
tered all over the area (see the airphoto, page 29). The
dominating location factor is, therefore, the soils.

Furthermore, the littoral region, with its well
distributed rainfall, has numerous seasonai and perma
nent streams and springs. The permanent streams are
indicated on the profile drawings, and a land-use map
for Nshamba main village (Map 5) in the plateau area
shows the variation in distances to water-collecting
points. The average distance during the wet season is l
km, and this increases to 3 km during the dry season. It
should, however, be noted that during the rainy season
most of the water is collected from the many
corrugated-iron roofs in the village, thus reducing the
time spent on water collecting.

To sum up, the importance of the littoraI region is
underlined by the study of the profiles. The very li
mited possibility of expansion is obvious in the eastem
part of this region. The constraints of rainfall distribu
tion appear, and the District also faces a problem of
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Airphoto: Land use pattern near Bukoba town. June 1967.

l. Kibanja areas cultivated in the traditional way fonn several
villages on the photo. The small white spots in the kibanja areas are
the corrugated roofs of the house. The kibanja is densely populated.
The white lines are the footpaths leading to the houses.

2. Kibanja cultivated in the modem way. mainly monoculture of
banana, because the farmers live near the market in Bukoba town. A
section of the town can be seen in the northeast comer of the photo.

3. Omusiri fields on the nveya.
4. Rweya, the grassland between the kibanja villages. The major part

of this area is with grassfallow after omusiri cultivation. The photo
reveals how the kibanja expands into this land use type.

5. Black belts in the rweya are water: streams with dense vegetation.
6. The larger buildings are schools or hospitals.
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communication from east to west during the rainy sea
son, because the roads pass through the swampy valley
bottoms. 7

The village location is determined by topography
and soil depth deriving from the erosion of the land
scape and the consistency of the parent rock material.

Sample areas seleeted
for studying the land use
The sampling

To study the land use in Bukoba three sample areas
were selected by means of multistage sampling techni
ques. The District was divided into three areas accord
ing to the following criteria:

The three main strata were confined within division
boundaries. These divisions were again stratified ac
cording to field experience so that marginal areas were
avoided and strata would represent smallholder
farmers with both cash crops and subsistence crops,
i.e., coffee-growing was an integrated part of their farm
enterprise.

Thus, three subdivisions emerged and within these
the enumeration areas from the 1967 census were used
as sample frames. The subdivisions were Kanyigo,
Ibwera and Nshamba, and from each subdivision an
enumeration area was selected at random. For all
enumeration areas lists of heads of households are
available from the Statistical Census Bureau in Dar es
Salaam. These lists were used to identify the popula
tion in the enumeration areas. The lists were checked
with help from the Ten House Cell leaders8 and
changes in the population were adjusted before draw
ing a random sample of LO per cent for two of the
enumeration areas and a 20 per cent sample from the

(A) Age of villages
Degree of fragmentation

(B) Land availability
and population densilY

l. First- and second
generation farmers

2. Second- to fourth
generation farmers

3. More than fourth
generation farmers

l. Land shortage non
existing

2. Land shortage starting
3. Land shortage acute

(C) Level of education 1-2. General
3. High level, due to

mission schools
started here
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third one, which was to be subsequently used for a
more intensive study of the labour input.

Altogether, 100 farm units or households were
selected. Of these, 10 units dropped out for various
reasons during the survey, and the total remaining
population was 90 farm units: 18 from Kanyigo, 20
from Ibwera and 52 from Nshamba. For every farm
unit a map to scale was drawn of all the plots constitut
ing the farm unit, and the land use was identified.
These farm-unit land-use maps were checked for
changes after one year. (See Map 4, page 26.)

A single interview was conducted conceming com
position of labour force, land tenure, production and
extension services, farm expenditure, farm income and
off-farm income. This was supplemented with un
structured interviewing about general problems and
peoples' attitudes towards the present agricultural pol
icy in the District.

In addition to the random sample six 'rich' farmers
were selected in each subdivision to give comparable
data, in order to throw light on the problem of
economic stratification in the rural society (the Haya
term used for such a farmer is mutungi-"the man who
owns cattle"). Among the smallholders, the definition

of a rich farmer was: a farmer who has much more
kibanja than the average farmer, who has capital avail
able to invest in buying more farm land, manure, grass,
insecticides, and who can afford to employ labour;
often, he is a farmer who owns considerable head of
cattle.

An effort was made to select the three sample areas
in such away that other parameters were kept constant
or fairly constant. The areas have approximately the
same amount of rainfall, about I 150-1200 mm a year,
fairly equally distributed. The dominant soil in all areas
is ferralsol, and the altitude varies slightly, allowing
either Robusta or Arabica coffee to be the chief cash
crop. We deliberately looked for areas which rep
resented the traditional cash crop, thus predominantly
confining the cash earning to coffee. The locations in
infrastructure are nearly the same; Nshamba is at a
slightly greater distance from Bukoba town, but this
does not influence the price paid to coffee-growers, as
transport costs are regulated by the Bukoba Co
operative Union.

The attempt to hold some important parameters
(i.e., rainfall, soil and crops) constant yields three sets
of dependent variables:
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Grass bundles for sale along the roadside .

l. The age of villages is ehosen in order to investi
gate the degree offragmentation due to the inheritanee
system (see under land tenure).

2. Population density and land availability are
c1ose1y related to the age of the village, and it is of
interest to see how farmers adjust to the eonstraints
deriving from the interaetion between the variables.

Finally , all farmers under nyarubanja tenure were
omitted, and only freeholders were seleeted. (See
Chapter 3, on land tenure.)

Land use of sample
farms in sample areas
As noted above, the farm unit of a Haya farmer eon
sists of two land-use types under eultivation (the
Kibanja and the omusiri) and two types of uneultivated
land (the ekishambu or kikamba and the rweya). For
the three sample areas under diseussion the pro
portionate share of these land-use types is shown in the
table below. A fifth type (ealled Other in the table),
whieh inc1udes trees and elephant grass, ean also be
identified.

Differenees in Table 5 must be interpreted with eau-

tion beeause they are samples. As the same time sev
eral eeologieal faetors must be accounted for. A few
trends can at this stage be observed, before going into
details.

Kanyigo is under population pressure, with an aver
age farm unit of only 0.94 ha, and with only 6 per cent
rweya land available. The rweya land in the sample
areas is grassland adjacent to the kibanja land and held
for expansion; as sueh, it is an indieation of land
shortage or availability.

The difference in rweya area between lbwera and
Nshamba may be due to the location of the sample
farmers in these villages. Thus, in our sample, a rela
tive1y large number of farmers in Nshamba happened
to be located on the outskirts of the village and were in
their second stage of farming, where after consolida
tion, they had started to expand into the nearby grass
land (see Map No. 5), whereas the farmers se1ected in
lbwera were mainly from the centre of the villages, at a
long distance from suitable grassland.

Nshamba is older than lbwera and more young peo
ple there have moved away from their fathers' farm
units to establish themselves, because the portion they
received from their fathers was too small.
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Table S. Land use types-per cent of total farm unit
land

Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

Kibanja 68.2 48.5 68.5
Ekishambu (Kikamba) 6.9 17.8 9.7
Omusi,i 9.7 11.0 7.4
Rweya 14.4 22.4 6.0
Other 0.8 0.3 8.4

Total 100 100 100

Average farm unit 1.24 ha 1.42 ha 0.94 ha

All farm units have kibanja, but there is a variation in the proportion
of fann units having the other land use types.

Ibwera area was settled mainly two generations ago,
and the first generation claimed so much land that it
can still provide for the second generation. The pres
sure for new kibanja land has not yet become ac
centuated.

Table 6 emphasizes, via the proportions of farmers
holding rweya land, the difference in potential land
availabJe for the expansion of perennial crops.
Nevertheless, the pattern of ownership of ekishambu
and emisiri in the three areas is nearly the same. In all
areas, about two-thirds of the farmers have some land
Iying as ekishambu and more than 80 per cent of all
farmers cultivate emisiri. This shows a fairly stable
pattern in the general land use.

The whole question of land-use types distribution,
however, becomes more complicated when the age
composition of the family labour force is taken into
account.

Table 7 shows that Ibwera and Nshamba have higher
proportions of male and female farmers in the most
productive age group (18-40 years) than Kanyigo. A
closer look at the conditions revealed that the 29 per

Table 6. Land use types-per cent of farmers having
the following land use types within the farm unit

Table 7. Distribution of age groups in sample areas
adult men and women

Adult men and Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo
women age group (%) (%) (%)

18-40 54 61 39
41--QO 17 37 46
61 29 2 15

Total 100 100 100

cent in the over 60 age group for Ibwera were mainly
men with younger wives or old men living together
with a son on a farm unit.

For Nshamba there was only one mother over SI
years old; otherwise, all adult women were between 18
and S I years. Thus only half of the people in 41-60 age
group were women, and the old men showed the same
pattern as in Ibwera.

In both Ibwera and Nshamba there were quite a
number of farm units with polygamous marriages, but
in Kanyigo only one example; this difference could be
due to longer influence by the Christian Church in
Kanyigo.

The higher proportion of older people in Kanyigo
seems to be due to the fact that young farmers migrate
out of this area because of the acute land shortage. The
small average farm unit (0.94 ha) and the relatively
higher age of the farm population in Kanyigo would
seem to correlate. All the IS per cent over 61 years old
consisted of men.

Nshamba area has 98 per cent ofits population under
60, and nearly two-thirds under 40, and at the same
time has the highest average size farm unit. Yet as
Table S indicates, the larger farm unit is mainly due to
the larger share of uncultivated land within the sample,
namely the 22.4 per cent of rweya land.

The total farm unit figures can be misleading as
regards production, and therefore the main land-use
type for production, the kibanja, must be analysed
further.

Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

Trees, mainly eucalyptus trees planted for commercial use (selling
as firewood), are planted by only one farmer in Ibwera and Nshamba,

and by four farmers in Kanyigo.

Ekishambu

Omusiri
Rweya

61

83
22

61

86
50

65

95
15

The distribution of
kibanja land use on farm units
Average figures of small samples can be very mislead
ing, and as such it is the range of farm unit sizes and
kibanja unit sizes which is informative.
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the sample is very small in each case, there is a striking
identity when the kibanja distribution in Figures 2b
and 3b is further broken down to show the distribution
of farmers cultivating less than 0.8 ha (Diagram 10).
Fifty per cent of the farmers from Nshamba and
Kanyigo have a kibanja unit of between 0.4 ha and 0.8
ha (l acre and 2 acres), with a mean of 0.64 ha and 0.69
ha, respectively. The farmers cultivating less than 0.4
ha fall into three categories: single people, very old
couples and farmers with other employment, for whom
farming is merely for subsistence.

Thus one can cautiously interpret the Kanyigo fig-

Diagram 9 gives first the distribution range for the
total farm units and next for the important kibanja
land, the land that really gives the farmers their living.

Looking at the figures on the left-hand side of the
page for the farm unit size distribution, the first two
columns in each figure showa characteristic evolution
from a first- and second-generation village, via a third
generation village to a village many generations old.

For all three areas more than 50 per cent of the
farmers' farm units are under 1.6 ha. Nevertheless, the
distribution varies. In Ibwera (Fig. 1a, Diagram 9) 60
per cent of the farmers moved into the area in the late
1920s and early 1930s, and they are now wel1
established farmers over 60 years old, or sons around
20-40 years old. The fragmentation of land wi th peren
niai crops due to inheritance has only taken place once,
so that 89 per cent of the farm units are between 0.8 ha
and 1.6 ha. This could be due to the fact that a fairly
large proportion of the farm unit consists of unused
land, but Fig. 1b shows that the majority of kibanja
farm units fall into the same ha-group.

The change in the two first columns of Fig. 2a and
2b(Diagram 9) from Nshamba compared with Ibwera
shows a trend towards smaller farm units, especially
for the kibanja units, where 79 per cent of the farmers
have less than 0.8 ha under perennial crops, compared
with the Ibwera farmers' 34 per cent. The much more
normal distribution of farm units in Fig. 2 a, however,
shows that more potential unused land is available.
This is supported by Tables 5 and 6, where it is seen
that 40 per cent of the land in Nshamba is not in use at
present, as it lies either as ekishambu or rweya, and
half of the farmers have rweya as part of their farm
unit. (See Map No. 5.)

Nshamba is in a transition stage, where fragmenta
tion and diminishing of kibanja land has led to the
beginning of an expansion. It should nevertheless be
noted that in the 1960s migration took place from
Ngara to Nshamba, accounting for 10 per cent of the
farmers, and these have affected the percentage of
farmers with small kibanja.

Kanyigo, in Fig. 3a, shows decreasing farm unit size
and the village is more than five generations old. But
the figure must be compared with Table 4 to illustrate
the problem of land shortage. The Kanyigo farmers
cannot make adjustments for diminishing farm units by
expansion in their own area; their only adjustment lies
in emigration by their sons. Thus some of the farmers
in Ibwera came from Kanyigo area around 1935.

The kibanja distribution in Kanyigo, Fig. 3 b, is
nearly identical with that of Nshamba and, although
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greatly . Taking kibanja plus ekishambu as total kibanja
land, the following table shows the proportion of the
total kibanja, which the ekishambu constitutes, thus
showing how much of the best potential land for peren
niai crops is available.

Table 8. Per cent of Ekishambu in total Kibanja.
Range in size ofEkishambu plots

(ha) Mean (ha)

lbwera 9 0.01-0.5 0.14
Nshamba 27 0.01-2.2 0.41
Kanyigo 12 0.01-0.4 0.14

ures and the Nshamba figures by saying that the
minimum unit of land with the perennial food crop,
bananas , which can support a family of two adults and
3-5 children, is somewhere in the range between 0.4 ha
and 0.8 ha, depending on the ratio of interplanted cof
fee (the average family in Nshamba consisted of 4.38
persons, counting only persons staying on the farm,
and not including children away in boarding schooIs,
etc.).

Furthermore, it seems possible to assume that if a
majority of the kibanja farm ullits have diminished
through dividing ancestors' land to a unit size less than
0.8 ha, the farmers start to make adjustments either by
migrating or by expanding; at around this unit level the
next division of the unit among sons will not be able to
allow for pieces of land large enough to support even a
young married couple. (See Diagram 11.)

Ekishambu

On page 24 ekishambu was defined as a sub-land use
type under kibanja, being a piece of land formerly
cultivated with perennials but temporarily not
maintained and Iying in weeds. Thus ekishambu rep
resents potential kibanja land which can quite easily be
put back into use. The range of the sizes of the indi
vidual ekishambu plots is considerable, varying from
0.01 ha to 2.0 ha; the locational distribution also varies.
As Map No. 5 from Nshamba area shows, the greater
part of the Ekishambu belongs to the larger farms in the
southern part of the village. Most small farms are found
in the northern part of the village, which is the oldest
part and thus belongs to the type of farms divided up
through several generations.

Around two-thirds of the farmers in the sample areas
(Table 6) have ekishambu, but the possibility of ex
panding kibanja land by utilizing the ekishambu varies

For Ibwera and Kanyigo the possibility of growing
more bananas and coffee through utilizing ekishambu
is limited, but the Nshamba farmers holding ekishambu
can increase their kibanja land by an average of 0.4 ha
(one acre) on the best potential land.

Omusiri

The cu1tivation of the annual crops outside the kibanja
area (see page 27) is performed by more than 80 per
cent of the farmers in all three areas (Table 6) and the
proportion of land used for omusiri does not vary much
from area to area (Table 5). Taken as a proportion of
total cultivated land, i.e., klbanja+omusiri, the differ
ences between the areas become c1earer.

The great range is due both to social factors (e.g.,
number of wives in the farm unit) and to the succession
of the crops.

Table 9. Per cent of Omusiri in total cult. area. Range
in size of Omusiri plots

Mean
(m') (m')

lbwera 13 50-2500 1450
Nshamba 18 150-6500 1800
Kanyigo 10 30-1 800 800

Rweya

It is necessary to distinguish between rweya held as
part of the farm unit (the rweya in Table 5) and the
grassland between the villages, which is not part of
farm units. The farm unit rweya forms planned expan-



sion areas (i.e., it is considered potential land for ex
panding the perennial crops) whereas the remaining
rweya land can either be used for omusiri crops or
grazing. (See also chapter 3 on land tenure.)

Land use by selected
rich farmers in sample areas
The criteria for selecting rich farmers are mentioned on
page 31. The final selection emerged by asking the
smallholders in the samples and afterwards checking at
the coffee society by asking the officials there. The
suggestions were"a1most identical.

For the three sample areas the proportional share of
the land-use types on the farm ullits are shown in the
table below.

There is some displacement in the weight of the
different land-use types: the kibanja area thus takes a
greater share of the farm unit in Ibwera and Nshamba.
For all areas it seems that the rich farmers invest less
labour in cultivating the annual omusiri crops, which
may be due to more labour-intensive cultivation tech
niques ofthekibanja.

Kanyigo area has considerably more land under
trees (mainly eucalyptus), than the other areas. Be
cause of the very steep slopes in the sample areas,
farmers have started to plant trees on the slopes which
cannot be used for agriculture. At the same time the
trees form a new cash crop because of the increasing
shortage of firewood"

The distribution
of kibanja land on farm units
I. For Ibwera it was found that all the random sampied
farmers' kibanja land was under 1.6 ha per farm ullit.
As for the rich farmers, 5 out of the 6 had kibanja units
larger than 1.6 ha, and ranging up to 5 ha.

2. Nshamba random sample farmers had 92 per cent
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of their kibanja units under 1.6 ha whereas 5 out of 6 of
the rich farmers had kibanja units larger than 1.6 ha,
and ranging up to 5 ha.

3. 95 per cent of the Kanyigo random sample
farmers had kibanja units under 1.6 ha, and 75 per cent
under 0.8 ha. The 6 rich farmers found there range
from 0.9 ha to 2.2 ha, with 4 farmers having over 1.5
ha.

Old and modern kibanja cultivation
A general trend is that the rich farmer is a farmer with
more kibanja land under cultivation that the average
smallholder. More important is the difference in
husbandry of the banana/coffee cultivation. As
mentioned on page 24, two cultivation methods are
found. Thus the kibanja land-use type can be divided
up into: (l) old cultivation of banana/coffee (ukulima
wa kawaida) and (2) modern cultivation of the same
crops, the so-called ukulima wa kisasa .

In the old kibanja cultivation bananas and coffee are
grown in mixed stands. There is no fixed spacing be
tween the banana stems and the coffee trees, and con
sequently there can be anywhere from 1000 to 2000
banana c1umps per hectare and 250 to 1000 coffee trees
per hectare, depending on the proportion between the
bananas and the coffee in the mixed stand.

The modern cultivation methods apply mainly
monoculture of the two perennial crops, with a fixed
spacing allowing for 750 banana c1umps per hectare
and 1350 coffee trees per hectare. Some farmers prefer
to use a compromise, whereby they keep the regular
spacing but plant 3 lines of coffee trees, then one line of
bananas, and so on.

Whereas the old kibanja is mulched with banana
stems and leaves, the modern kibanja is heavily
mulched with grass, which is cut on the grassland or
bought. The coffee trees are pruned and sprayed regu
lady. Thus the modem style is more labour-intensive,

vation
methods Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

Table Il. Types of Kibanja cultivation: Percentage of
total Kibanja areas

Old 86.6 82.3 83.5 44.6 57.0 47.0

Modem 13.4 17.7 16.5 55.4 43.0 53.0

Total
Kibanja 100 100

Table 10. Rich farmers. Percentage of total farm unit
land. a Land use types

Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

Kibanja 79.9 (68.2) 60.2 (48.5) 65.4 (68.5)

Ekishambu 4.7 (6.9) 2.2 (17.8) 10.8 (9.7)

Omusiri 4.7 (9.7) 7.1 (1l.0) l.4 (7.4)

Rweya 10.7 (14.4) 26.9 (n.4) 10.0 (6.0)

Other (mainiy trees) (0.8) 3.6 (0.3) 12.4 (8.4)

• The figures from the random sample of farmers are given in braekets.

Kibanja
Culti- Random-sampled fanners Rich fanners
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which a1so means that is is more capital.intensive, as
capital is invested in hired labour.

Because agreater share of the kibanja land of the
rich farmers is under modern cu!tivation methods, as
compared with the random·sampled farmers, it has
implications for the understanding of changes in the
Bukoba farming.

Less than one·fifth of all the random·sampled
farmers' kibanja area is under modern cu!tivation
method, while half of the rich farmers' kibanja is cu!ti·
vated in the modern way. We shall later break down
the figures for modern cu!tivation into three different
groups, but to understand how the different
characteristics between rich and 'common' farmers
have emerged, we must look at the land tenure, land
allocation and agricu!tural extension policy.

Summary
The main features of the environment for Haya farming
have been outlined. By describing the distribution of
soils, morphological forms of the landscape and the
rainfall distribution, the main ecological zone in
Bukoba District, terrned the Lake Littoral Zone, has
been demarcated.

The conditions of the environment have served as
background for the understanding of the land·use pat·
tern: an island pattern with the villages located on the
deepest soil, where they maintain an intensive cu!tiva·
tion of perennial crops surrounded by extensively used
grassland. Nevertheless, all the land·use types are in·
tegrated into the Haya farming system, consisting of
cu!tivation of perennials, annuals (in a shifting cu!tiva·
tion syst:,:m) and animal husbandry. Every type ofland
use is dependent on the others in such away that the
fertil ity of the kibanja area is maintained at the expense
of the intervillage grassland .

The functional aspect of the land use offarm units in
selected sample areas, representing different stages of
village development in age and different environmental
conditions, has been analysed. From a human ecologi·
cal point ofview the importance of the kibanja land·use
type has been stressed, and the constraints and pos·
sibilities for adjustments to the pressure on land have
been dealt with.

Thus far the focus has been merely on the physical
factors of the land·use aspects, a!though some social
factors have been touched upon. Using the term 'the
functional use of land', our objective is to apply the
land use analysis in a much broader sense, taking so·
cial, economic and political factors into consideration.

The next step in the analysis of Haya farming must
be to review the land tenure system and the agricu!tural
policy applied on Mainland Tanzania, and especially
how this policy has been implemented in pre· and
post·independence Tanzania in Bukoba District. The
functionalland·use pattern reflects not only the physi·
cal features of the environment, but also the motiva·
tions and implications of the rules and actions of differ·
ent institutions, such as traditional land tenure, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Bukoba Co·operative Un·
ion.

Tanzania today champions a socialist policy with
special emphasis on the rural sector. This policy may
lead to major changes in Haya farming with or without
conflicts. To illuminate this important stage of Haya
farming, it is necessary to give a thorough analys is of
the traditional land tenure system and how it has de·
veloped recently. Finally, the agricultural policy for
extension service applied over the last 70 years will
a1so be considered.

Notes
I. With the traditional system of dividing the father's land among the
sons, the fragmentation rate is very fast and in some areas to the north
there is less than one acre (0.4 ha) per household, which can just
maintain a minimum subsistence level of production, but allows no
land for cash crop development.

2. The four terms applied here to the whole district differ slightly
from subdivision to subdivision, but apart from the term ekishambu, all
dans have agreed that the three main terms are applicable throughout
the District. The variation in terminology will be dealt with under land
tenure.

3. To the north and north-east in the District, in Kiziba and Bugabo
Divisions, a kibanja should also contain a few bark-doth figtrees.
(Bark-cloth fig=Ficus Natalensis Hochst. In Kihaya=Orubugo or
Mrumba).

4. Throughout this book the crop in general is referred to as
bananas. When certain subspecies are discussed they are referred to
with a functional adjective, i.e., cooking, beer, roasting and sweet
bananas.

5. On the middle slopes of the Kanyigo ridge, both to the east and
the west, old caves with Stone Age paintings are found.

6. Suggestions to move the harbour facilities 16 km south to the
Kemondo Bay have been submitted to the Ministry of Lands (S.
Jensen, 1968).

7. In 1%8 many feeder roads were impassable and during the long
rains of March-May the main road to Uganda (the Kyaka road) was
twice closed for 20 miles, so that people had to be ferried in dugout
canoes.

8. The smallest political party unit in Tanzania is the cell. A cell
consists of ten houses grouped together to advance the political aims of
the party at the grassroots-Ievel and to enable them to express their
views to the party and the Government. All TANU members living in
those ten houses comprise a cell. Each cell elects a Leader, who takes
overall charge of the affairs of the cell at the Branch Annual Confer
ence.



Chapter 3. AgriculturaI Land Use and
Land Tenure

In a peasant society customary law, which deals with
the rights and privileges of the people within their
social and political institutions, is dominated by man's
relation to his environmental resources. Thus rules
concerning inheritance, bride price, divorce, loans or
mortgage reflect the importance of property or produc
tion deriving from the utilization of land resources. As
land or different types of land, with their vegetation,
are the basis for the peasant's entire life, the customary
laws dealing with land tenure and thereby with the
methods of acquiring land are essential for an under
standing of the farming system. The interaction be
tween land tenure and land use shows how farmers
adjust to changes in their resources, such as increasing
land shortage, and increases or decreases in human or
livestock population. Similarly, they adjust their
customary law to changes in the social framework of
society; e.g., changes caused by altered values due to
education.

Thus the acquisition of land under customary land
tenure plays an overall important role in resource aIlo
cation and the transferral of land between individuaIs.
Furthermore, the Tanzanian smallholder has not been
much affected by either the colonial or the Tanzanian
Government land legislations, which have been primar
ily concerned with large-scale farmers or estates.

The only legal actions causing a major change in the
West Lake Region land tenure system are the three
Acts of Parliament concerning the nyarubanja system.'

Nyarubanja2

In Bukoba there existed a feudal system of land tenure,
where the pattern of holding land had assumed a
hierarchical character, with the king (Mukama) at the
apex. The hierarchy consisted of institutions of c1ient
ship, based on land (kibanja land) as the most im
portant property among the Haya (Reining).

The Mukama exercised rights with respect to land,
allocating areas of populated kibanja to individuals of
the ruling dass. People living on these areas became
tenants (batwarwa) of the individual landholders (bat
wazi). There are two main views on the origin of this

institution. "The institution arose from the voluntary
act of many original settlers of Buhaya giving
themselves and their properties up to the Bahinda [the
ruling dynasty]. The Bahinda were a group of
pastoralists who had come to Buhaya from Bunyoro to
settle. " The other, contrasting theory, which appears
more plausible and is supported by Cory, is that of
conquest of the indigenous rulers by the Bahinda.
"The invading conquerors", he says, "became the
absolute masters of the conquered people and their
lands." (James, 1971.)

As the concern of this book is mainly the present
land-use system, we must refer readers to the four
authors mentioned in note 2 for a study of the de
velopment of nyarubanja. In effect, only approxi
mately 10 per cent of the holdings in Buhaya were
under nyarubanja (Mutahaba, 1969). The rest were
what Reining calls 'owner-occupants' or what
Mutahaba terms 'freehoiders '.

Integration of cattle
and agriculture
The major interest of our study lies in the oral tradi
tions about the exchange of manure and milk and the
authority of land allocation between the invading
Bahinda and the indigenous people.

The oral traditions hold that at the time of the arrival
of the Bahinda, the indigenous people were
agriculturalists growing crops like millet and yams
-that is, agriculture based on annual crops and even
perhaps shifting cultivation methods.

The availability of cattle manure as a supply for the
sandy soils of Bukoba apparently facilitated the culti
vation of bananas as the staple food. Bananas were
certainly grown and appreciated by the indigenous
people, but on the unfertilized sandy soils the bananas
had such a low yield that they could not form the staple
food. 3 BYapplyi ng manure to the bananas the yielj was
increased to the point where the households could ob
tain sufficient food from a small area of banana cultiva
tion.
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Dia ram 11

INHERITANCE OF LAND

Ila. Father I slifetime

o
llb. Father 's death

of kibanja land through the mechanism of inheritance
within customary laws aims at keeping kibanja under
the controI of the dans.

An example of customary land
tenure and the mechanism
of inheritance

lIc. Brother 1 slifetime

In our examination of the basic elements of customary
land tenure in Bukoba, a single family case will be
described first.

Five brothers, A, B, C, D, and E, at a mature age of
between 30 and 50, were all living on well-established
kibanja farm units in 1970. How did they acquire their
land?

Their father had a fairly large kibanja when they
grew up during the 1930s. This is marked K.I and with
a hatched signature in Diagram 11 a. In this kibanja was
the nyaruju (the family house), where the nudear fam
ily lived together. The family consisted of one mother
and daughters, in addition to the above-mentioned
male members. The daughters played no role in the
question of acquiring land in this case.

The K.I kibanja (hatched signature) was inherited by
the father from his father and was under the rules of
family tenure. This is called 'dan land' (kibanja
ky'oruganda). This plot can only be acquired by inheri
tance, and transfer to others than heirs can only be
done with the consent of the nearest mernbers of the
dan. (Orukiiko lwo oruganda =dan council.)

When the boys grew up, the father moved to another
area 10 km away, where he acquired a piece of rweya
from the chief and paid an allocation fee of 5 shs to the
Native Authority. The father then converted this
rweya land to kibanja by planting perennial crops. This
K.II kibanja was regarded as being under individual
ownership tenure, i.e., it can be sold or transferred to
other individuals without interferenee of family or clan
members. (Yet everyone knew, of course, that the
father was only expanding for the good of his sons, and
he would have been considered completely insane ifhe
had transferred the K.II to anyone else.)

Son A and son B married before the father died and
stayed in the father's first kibanja. They had their own
houses, however, with the paths from these houses
joining the major path leading from the father's house
and out of the kibanja. 4

When the father died, the two pieces of kibanja were
divided as shown in Diagram Il b. Son A and son B
shared K.II in nearly equal portions; A, as the primary

D

~ Clan tenure

D Individual ownership tenur e

\
c

At the same time the semi-permanent settlements of
the millet growers gradually shifted to a permanent
settlement pattem. The land tenure also gradually
changed from usufructuary ownership to proprietary
ownership. Thus, "the effect of Bahinda's settlement
was definitely not the suppression of the agricultural
culture of the indigenous population. It was to result in
the blending of the two cultures, the agriculturalists
becoming also cattle herders, and the herders in tum
taking on agricultural traits." (Mutahaba, 1969.)

With the introduction of coffee as a cash crop inter
planted in the banana kiba nja , the kibanja land-use type
·grew more important and strengthened the proprietary
ownership right. Coffee cultivation also encouraged
the minority of landholders to extend their controI of
kibanja land through the nyarubanja system.

The kibanja became the important land-use type,
and the following case study will show how allocation



Kibanja under clan tenure.
The tomb oj the owner's
Jather is seen in the
Joreground to the right. In
the background to the Lejt an
old Haya hut.
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heir (musika), got slightly more than B. e, D and E
divided K.I in three equal portions; the youngest son,
the second heir (mainuka), received the portion with
the family house, but all of the three youngest sons
stayed together with their mother as long as they re
mained unmarried. At the time of the division of the
first family kibanja after the father's death, the two
oldest sons received a symbolic piece in K.I as weil,
with A again receiving a piece slightly larger than than
ofB. In fact, B only got one coffee tree's space.

When e and D were about to marry, they 'sold' their
portions to the youngest brother, E, and each of them
bought a piece of kibanja in the same village on which
to settle down. They had to sell their parts officially to
the youngest brother to avoid later daims from their
future children, but they were paid less than the market
value of the land. During this time B sold his part of
K.II to A and also bought his own piece of kibanja.
Thus, in 1970 all five brothers, by mutual help and
transactions, are weil established on their own kibanja
land, but A's and E's kibanjas are under dan or family
tenure, whereas those of B, e, and D are held under
individual ownership. (See Diagram I I c.)

When the five plots of kibanja are divided among the
heirs at the death of the brothers, the land of A and E
will remain under dan tenure, and the land of B, e, and
D will be converted back to dan tenure. Thus the

mechanism of inheritance is to expand dan land and
stress the importance of kibanja land, which is the
bearer of both the main food crop and the mai n cash
crop.

The main pattern of allocation of land within the
customary law has been shown in this example. In
general, it is not particularly important that some of the
land acquired by the brothers was rweya land, because
in due time it was converted into kibanja. That is only a
matter of economics. If a farmer can afford it, he pre
fers to buy a developed piece of land instead of starting
from scratch on grassland .

This example gives the main theme in the transfer of
land and land tenure; it is, however, a theme with
numerous variations from one former chiefdom to
another. The role of the heirs changes from one area to
another, as weil as according to whether the predomi
nent marriage system is monogamous or polygamous.
In Kanyigo (Kiziba), the succession of heirs differs
from Ibwera (Kianja) and Nshamba (Ihangiro).

In the preceding example the first son was the prima
ry heir and the youngest son the second heir. The idea
behind this seems to be that the youngest brother will
probably be unmarried when the father dies, while the
brothers who have already married are provided for.
The youngest son is then taken care of by the mother
and vice versa. The youngest son will call the mother
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Traditional Kibanja. Along thefootpath to the right the
boundary plant: Dracaena deremensis. =Ekihanyi. See
also the text, page 24.

his "wife" . This assumption of responsibility for the
mother will depend on the age of the youngest son.

In the case of polygamous marriage the inheritance
interests of both wives must be considered. In such a
case the oldest son of the first wife is the musika
(primary heir) and the oldest son of the second wife the
mainuka (secondary heir).

It has been said above that the right to use and
transfer land takes different forms in different divisions
(particularly in former chiefdoms). Before inde
pendence, the chiefs were the main authorities re
sponsible for the allocation of land. With the abolition
of chiefdoms after independence, however, the re
sponsibility of allocating land was taken over by the
administration, at the local level under the controi of
the Village Development Committee (VDC.) VDCs
were set up all over Tanzania in 1962 and 1963 as
development institutions at village level, promoting
communication from below to above and vice versa.
The Village Branch Chairman of TAND was appointed
chairman of the VDC and the Village Executive Officer

(normally the former parish chief) was appointed Sec
retary.

The other members of the VDC consisted of the
chairmen of the Ten House cells. The VDC existed up
to 1969, when it was supplanted by the Ward Develop
ment Committee.

Göran Hyden (1969) notes that "To a large extent,
parochial attitudes have always prevailed among the
leaders of the VDCs and the party cells." Concerning
land allocation the political infiuence in the VDC did
not make any impact, as it merely became the
administrative organ for allocating unoccupied land
formerly held by the chiefs and now claimed as Gov
ernment land. Furthermore, in the 1960s the TAND
officials at village level in Buhaya were merely in
formative links between District and Regional TAND
institutions, rather than innovators actively initiating
changes in rural society.

The three Acts of 1965, 1968 and 1969 which
suppressed the interests of the landlords and broke up
the feudal system have had the greatest effect on land
tenure in West Lake. 5 It should be remembered, how
ever, that the nyarubanja system was not found in
Karagwe, a neighbouring District of Bukoba. In the
rest of West Lake, as weil, only one-tenth of the
farmers were considered to be under nyarubanja ten
antship. Nevertheless, the importance of the abolition
of the landlords lies in the fact that they often held the
best coffee land.

Thus, at the beginning of the 1970s the majority of
Bukoba banana/coffee smallholders lived under a land
tenure system partly consisting of customary laws and
partly of Government regulations, partiy administered
by individuals, partiy by clan members and partly by
Government administrators.

Disputes about land are taken to court and appeals
can be made through all courts to the High Court. The
whole problem of land tenure has become more com
plicated since the introduction of the cash economy at
the turn of the century. Pledge and mortgage, often
followed by land transactions, have become common.
At the same time, with the development of the cash
economy, the selling of land has grown to high propor
tions.

Cory and Hartnoll (1945) write:

Sale of land was practically unknown until within the last fort Yyears
and therefore no rules were evolved by customary law to deal with il.
Even now the cases (court cases) are comparatively few, so that no law
adequate to social and economic life has come into being. Such rules as
do exist have arisen to meet outstanding demands at one time or
another, and are in many instances iIIogical and contradictory and may
easily fail to cover a particular situation.



It is doubtful whether the last part of the statement is
valid; it depends on the standard of meaStlfernenl. It is
more likely that the rules emerging had to fit in with
customary laws as weil as with regulations exercised
by British-educated magistrates; it is thus hardly
surprising if contradictions arose.

Land tenure characteristics
Table 12 is an attempt to show the relationship be
tween land tenure, land use, and the mechanism of
acquisition. The arrows in the table show how land,
sooner or later, returns to c1an contro!.

Table 12 shows that African land tenure is dynamic.
It deals with the situation that pertained in 1970. In the
previous decade, the following changes had taken
place:

(i) Landlordship-tenantship had been abolished
(due to the nation's socialist policy and the legislation
deriving from this policy).

(ii) Administration of uncultivated land, rweya, had
been transferred from the chiefs to the Government
(due to the abolition of the chiefdoms). There is no
longer any allocation fee. Officially all land belongs to
the Government; the farmers have the usufructuary
rights of occupancy.

If we look at the last 70 years, we shall find that the
cash economy made a major impact on the land tenure
system, as this economy is dependent on a perennial
crop-coffee (and later tea).

Pitblado (1970) has observed that: "In general, there
is a progression from usufructuary ownership to
proprietary ownership as cash crops are introduced,
perennial crops planted, and other pressures on the
available land increase." This applies to Bukoba,
where cattle became an integrated part of the farming
system on the arrival of the Bahinda. The cattle ma
nure made possible the shifting from annual crops to
the perennial bananas as the dominating food crop and
the establishment of permanent fields, the kibanja
fields. At that time, customary land laws made adjust
ments to secure the tenure of kibanja; the e1aborate
inheritance rules have further emphasized the im
portance of kibanja.

When coffee was introduced as a cash crop, it was
natural ly interplanted with the bananas already grow
ing on fertile soil, and proprietary rights within the c1an
system were protected by demarcating kibanja bound
aries with plants or trees. The introduction of a cash
economy made a major impact on land tenure, as the
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chiefs manipulated the nyarubanja system to obtain
tighter controi over kibanja land and thereby the im
portant cash crop coffee.

Flexibility in customary laws
We have only outlined the major trends in the land
tenure and land-use relationship. Nevertheless,
customary laws have numerous adjustments to meet
individual cases and the transfer rights within indi
vidual teure are flexible, e.g., a nephew may be al
lowed to inherit his uncle's kibanja if the uncle has no
children. (Often there can exist a c10ser relationship
between uncle and nephew than between father and
son.) Even a friend can be allocated a piece of kibanja,
if this friend has helped the deceased during his
lifetime . Daughters have-at least for the last fifty
years-been able to acquire land from their fathers,
particularly in emergency cases, such as if they are still
unmarried upon the death of their father , or in a case of
a divorce where the daugher has no male children from
the divorced husband.

The need to keep the kibanja in the family-c1an ten
ure arises in the few cases where the primary heir is
not 'trustworthy or mentally balanced'. The father can
then decide that the second son shall inherit the father's
main kibanja. The second son may, however, re
fuse to take over this kibanja to avoid straining rela
tions with his elder brother. In other cases he will
accept the heritage or even demand il. The father
eventually decides to adhere to custom, but gives the
untrustworthy first son only a symbolic share, such as
the banana trees around the tomb or around the house,
while the main part of the kibanja will go to the faithful
son, so that the land can remain under c1an tenure.

The power of the c1an is also seen from the fact that
the 'c1an-council' (orukiiko lw'oruganda) can overrule
the decisions of the deceased person if they endanger
the interests of the c1an land or if the record of that
particular son is tainted with iII-farne.

Class formation and acquisition
of land
The ecological system of Bukoba District, with its var
iation in soil fertil ity , increase in population and conse
quent shortage of fertile land, contains factors which
have led to great emphasis being placed on the im
portance ofsecuring rights tokibanja land. At the same
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Table 12. Land use related to land tenure. Bukoba smallholders

Land use

Kibanja

(mainly
perennial
crops 
bananaand
coffee)

Ekishambu

Rweya

Clan tenure

Acquisition

(a) By inheritance
(b) Allocation by consent of dan members.

Rights ofuse

(c) Proprietary rights within the unwritten
rules of the dan

(d) Usufructuary tights for family members
according to head of family decision.

Transfer rights

Within lifetime of holder, sale requires
consent of dan; at holder's death transfer
to heirs according to customary dan laws.

Dividing among heirs.

Heirs

Male and female. (Formerly only males
could inhetit immovable property).

Like kibanja

Acquisition

Likekibanja a andb. (This kind ofrweya is
mainly adjacent to the kibanja and con
sidered potential kibanja land).

Rights ofuse

(cl Free grazing rights for all cattle owners
(d) Omusiri cultivation: permission of

holder; usually conttibution to holder
from crop

(el Cutting grass: permission of holder.

Individual tenure

Acquisition

(a) By purchase
(b) Allocation by Government (deserted

kibanja with no claim from dan).

Rights ofuse

(c) Proptietary tights within individual
ownership rights: freehold.

Transfer rights

Within the owner's lifetime free disposal

At owner's death land goes back to clan
tenure and follows customary laws, in
hetitance and dividing among heirs.

of--
Heirs

As under dan tenure: male and female.

Like kibanja

Acqusition

(a) Purchase
(bl Allocation by Government on Govern

mentrweya.

Rights ofuse

(c) Free grazing rights for all cattle owners
(d) Omusiri cultivation: permission of

owner contributionto owner
(el Cutting grass: permission of owner.

Government

Acquisition

Deserted kibanja with no dan
c!aim: Government takes
over. Formerly taken over by
the chief.

Transfer rights

Allocation to individuals.
Application required.

Like kibanja

Acquisition

Unused land formerly held
by the chiefs now held by
Government.

Rights ofuse

(c) Free grazing rights for all
(dl Free omusiri cultivation

to all
(el Free cutting of grass

for all.

Transfer rights

Same as under kibanja

Heirs

Male and female

Transfer rights Transfer rights

Within the owner's lifetime free diSPOSalJ Allocation to individuaIs.

At owner's death land goes back to clan Allocation to Ujamaa villages
tenure
(- .
Heirs Application required.

As under dan tenure.

Omusiri No special tenure for omusiri plots, as they are temporary and part of the rweya land use pattern. For tights ofuse,
see under rweya.



Modernfarming near
Bukoba town. Monoculture
ofbanana background and
foreground to the right. In
between a field with tea
cultivation.
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time the socio-economic pattern has evolved towards
increasing individualism in relation to land.

In post-independence Bukoba the hierarchical con
trol of land executed formerly by the kings and the

nyarubanja landlords has broken down, but a new rural
elite which has strong links with the former hierarchy
has emerged. The core of this elite contains business
men and educated people.

A new house with corrugated
rooj. In the background the
old Haya hut, now used as
kitchen. Infront ofthe house
a drumfor collecting rainwa
ter.
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The rapid rise in coffee production, the booming of
its price on the world market in two periods and an
ensuing drastic fall, and the organization of coffee
marketing have given rise to the formation of two
particular groups in this elite. The first is a small group
of businessmen, who manipulate the coffee economy
through trading, smuggling, bribery and corruption,
combined with money-Iending at exorbitant interest
rates. (For further analysis of this part of the Bukoba
economy see Chapter 9.) These people are the real
exploiters of the farming system in Bukoba and they
are normally not greatly concerned with the acquisition
ofland. The second and by far the largest section of the
economic rural elite consists of a group of rich farmers
who are a1so either small-scale business men or wage
earners. The order of the combination should indicate
that the rich farmers use an income derived from non
farming activities to expand their farm-unit areas. The
wage-earners indude people employed outside
agriculture, civil servants, dergymen, cooperative of
ficials, managers, shopkeepers, etc. These people in
vest the surplus from their salaries or allowances in
farming in their home areas.

The common feature of this large group is that in one
way or another these people have capital available
from work outside their own farm unit, and this capital
is invested in expansion of the farm areas and/or im
proved agricultural husbandry. The objectives, apart
from an improved standard of living, are basically the
same as those mentioned above: to provide for their
children in the future, as some of them will have to rely
on agricultural production to earn their living. Again,
to invest in agriculture, say, by buying kibanja land, is
a1so a method of meeting the obligations to family
members. Every wage-earner in this country feels the
heavy burden of these obligations: the requests for
school fees, covering of hospi tal expenses, repayments
of loans, help with dothes and everyday necessities
such as salt, sugar, tea, meat, etc.

The sphere of responsibility and the number of de
pendent relatives or dan members can increase cou
siderably when a person with a montWy salary is trans
ferred to his home area. The degree of burden these
social obligations confer can be seen from the following
example.

A civil servant in a fairly good position became very
iII. During his illness his relative came to see him to ask
for a little economic support. When the relative was
asked to come back after the civil servant had recov
ered a bit, he was furious, and went back to their
home village. There he went around in the village tel-

ling everybody what a bad person the 'rich' man was.
"He could not even give me 20 cents for buying salt, l
will never receive him in my house and I do not even
want him to attend my funeral

'
"

A lot of what could be terrned 'exploitative' requests
can be dealt with according to the wage earner's own
judgement, but situations constantly crop up where the
society, without having to make any formal request,
expects a contribution from the 'rich' person, if that
person wishes to maintain good relations with his rela
tives and friends.

One way of dealing with these family obligations is to
invest money in kibanja land in the home area. This
land can be allocated to poor relatives, an aunt or
divorced sister, who maintain it and at the same time
obtain their subsistence.

Furthermore, in a young nation like Tanzania, the
land thus bought gives security, like an old age pen
sion. The civil servant can retire to his shamba at home
and in his old age enjoy the dose social contact with his
own society after the a1ienated town life.

Thus, the elite not only accumulates wealth, but a
substantiaI part of this wealth is reallocated for the
benefit of the family in the context of traditional
ujamaa customs.

The elite's impact
on land acquisition
This process of dass formation in rural areas has a
major impact, not only on income distribution, but also
on the distribution of the best land.

The importance of the money economy with regard
to land tenure and the possibilities of land transfer are
shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Methods of acquisition: per cent kibanja
plats in sample areas

Al10cated
Inherited from Obtained by Native Al10cated
father by purchase Authority' by VDC·

Ibwera 50 39.5 7 3.5

Nshamba 48 24 2\ 7

Kanyigo 75 22.5 2.5

• Native Authority was the chiefs representative dealing with al1oca

tion of mainly uncultivated land before independence. Normally a
fee of 5 shs was paid (Ekishembe).
• Village Development Committee.



From the table it can be seen that where land
shortage is reallyan acute problem, there are only two
methods of acquisition, inheritance and purchase. As
the division of kibanja land through inheritance di
minishes the size of the units of this land available for
the heirs of the coming generations, the only adjust
ment to this situation within the customary framework
is either expansion through purchase of land or migra
tion.

Table 13 also shows that the Government Agency for
allocating land since Independence (the VDC) has
played a very limited role in the sample areas, indicat
ing that in the densely populated Lake Littoral Zone of
Bukoba District there is not much potential Govem
ment land available for expansion of perennial crops.

Nevertheless, it was shown in Table No. 5 (land-use)
that the rweya land within the total farm-unit area
ranged from 6 per cent to 22 per cent. This rweya land,
which is also part of the omusiri fallow system, is held
under clan tenure or individual tenme and, as Table 12
shows, this land is held to provide for the owner's
children in the future and will in due course be con
verted to kibanja. Although all land not planted with
crops belongs to Govemment, the VDC has been very
reluctant to allocate this rweya land to smallholders.

To convert rweya land to productive kibanja de
mands a heavy capital input of manure and grass
muleh. Furthermore, if the conversion scale is to be on
the order of! hectar per year, only the elite can afford
it, as it needs the use of hired labour. It should briefly
be noted here that one of the basic factors in the de
velopment of this rural elite is the availability of a large
migrant labour force from neighbouring countries
(especially Burundi) at a wage rate of shs I/50 to 2/- per
day. (See page 94.) Establishing new banana or coffee
plantations on rweya land on a large scale costs from
2000 to 4000 shs. per acre (0.4 ha), which limits this
enterprise to the people with capital, as long as the
farming system is on an individual basis. This means
that the "rich" farmers can expand more rapidly than
the very small holder using only his family labour.

Impact of land
shortage on rural inequality
When good kibanja land becomes scarce, the price of
land goes up. Table 14 shows how the market value of
kibanja land has increased during the last 20 years.

In the Ihangiro sample 31 farmers out of 52 had
bought one or more plots of the main land-use types to
expand their farm units. Very few farmers in the sam-
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Table 14. Increase in market value ofwell-established
Kibanja land 1950-1970 (Ihangiro)U

Year Shs per ha Shs per acre

1954 3000/- 1200/-

1%0 4000/- 1600/-
1965 5420/- 2 168/-
1968 7400/- 2960/-
1970 10000/- 4000/-

a The prices are average calculations.

ple had sold land. This raises the questions: which
farmers are selling land? What is the mechanism in the
demand for and supply of land?

There are two main reasons for a farmer to sell allor
part of his land:

1. To move to another area because of population
pressure on land. In that case the small holder will
often start by selling one-third of his kibanja to get
some capital on which to survive during the first period
of hardship in opening up new land. Over the following
period of establishment he will rely on part of his
former kibanja for food supply and gradually sell the
rest. In that way, in densely populated areas in Bukoba
District a considerable amount of developed kibanja
will be available for the weil-off farmers to purchase.
At the same time the very small holder mainly produc
ing for subsistence will be pushed out towards marginal
areas.

2. To clear debts. A lot of short-term loan transac
tions occur in Buhaya rural society. If the debtor can
not repay his debts at the agreed date (e.g., when the
final payment of coffee drops considerably), the loan is
normally prolonged for a short period, but at very high
interest rates, e.g., equivalent to 200 to 400 per cent per
annum. The final solution to clear the increasing debt
may be to sell the land and migrate.

Thus, selling of land is often connected with migra
tion of the poorer farmers as an adjustment to
economic crisis. The purchase of land as an adjustment
to land shortage works in favour of the rich farmers,
who gain more controi over the fertile and already
developed kibanja land. In this way the formation of a
rural class structure has been supported and the gap
between the rural elite and the majority of common
farmers has been growing, creating an inequality in the
distribution of not only income but also of fertile land.

Nevertheless, certain factors in the social structure
of the society and in the natural resources have kept
the class formation in Bukoba below a certain level.
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Even though the Haya farming system has developed
according to an individualistic and capitalistic pattern,
there are striking features of dan controI in the socio
economic structure of the Haya village which are
antagonistic to this pattern as far as land is concerned.

I. No speculation in land. There is no speculation in
land in the normal Western capitalistic sense of the
word, i.e., holding unused land for the speculative
purpose of gaining an economic profit from the increas
ing price of land, or buying kibanja land for later
speculative sale. The speculation in buying land is con
cerned with the means of providing sufficient kibanja
or potential kibanja land for one's children, so that
they will be able to get a decent start in life.

The attitude codes of the rural society within the
dan structure to land use and land tenure prevent the
individual from purely economic speculation in land.
The inheritance system limits the expansion of land
through purchase to the lifetime of an individual, be
cause division of the property will take place when the
individual dies.

2. Resource constraints and technologicallevel. It has
been pointed out in the first chapters of this book that
the potential resources are limited, which means that a
supply of fertile kibanja land on a large scale does not
exist. Nobody can, e.g., invest 20000 shs in kibanja
land in one year; instead he has to expand over the
years in bits and pieces.

Furthermore, labour and level of technology, which
are the other resources available, set limits to the size
of farm unit a farmer can maintain.

We have often heard the statement from rich farmers
when discussing land expansion: now I have got
enough to provide for my family, and this is what I can
afford to maintain properly.

3. Social and political insecurity. Within the last few
years (since 1968), the Government's drive towards a
socialist transformation of rural society has created an
atmosphere of social and political insecurity among
farmers in Buhaya as a whole. Concerning land, tt,is
insecurity has led to an attitude of wait-and-see. In
particular, the takeover of hOlJses in May 19716 has led
almost to a standstill in expansion of land through
purchase and also in other investments such as cattle
and improved housing.

This insecurity, which often is due to lack of under
standable communication of the ujamaa message from
civil servants and Tanu officials, has given rise to the

circulation of all kinds of rumours . like: "Government
wants to pool all the farm units together" , "the coffee
prices are going down because Government uses the
surplus for ujamaa villages" , "Government will soon
take over our cattle", etc. This rather hostile or scepti
cal atmosphere can, however, switch from one day to
the next. A certain ward got a water supply in May
1971. The same month the final payment for coffee was
announced and it turned out to be higher than for many
years. People in that ward now praise the wise Ieader
ship of President Nyerere and want the M.P. for that
area to be their representative forever, because these
good things have come during his time in office.

A major issue for all farmers--even very small
holders-is the question of land for their children. The
basic question dealing with the foundation of life for
Bahaya farmers-the rights of the dan to transfer and
acquire land within the framework of customary laws
-has been shaken, and even the very small holder
feels that his freedom to choose his own way of living
will be hampered. He does not realize that under the
present socio-economic system his individual freedom
to choose is a delusion.

Furthermore, there is no real awareness of being
exploited among the very small holders, partly due to
the many mutual links between rich and poor, partly
due to the large labour force of migrants coming from
outside and partly due to the fact that the smallholders
still has the choice of two alternatives. These alterna
tives are: I) to be "exploited" by working for the rich
farmer and thereby obtain an immediate profit or 2) the
laborious and long-term way of developing and expand
ing his own farm unit with the help of his own family
labour.

In the context of the socialistic policy of Tanzania,
all land officially belongs to the Government and the
Haya farmer has only the rights of occupancy arising
out of customary laws. Nevertheless, the majority of
the farmers in Bukoba District utilize land held under
either rights of dan ownership or rights of individual
ownership. This fact must be considered seriously
when trying to transform the Haya rural society into
communal farming activities.

Notes
I. Nyarubanja Tenure (Enfranchisement) Act 1965, Customary
Leaseholds (Enfranchisement) Act 1968, Customary Leaseholds (En
franchisement) (Amendment) Act 1969.

2. For a detailed analysis of nyarubanja. the reader is referred to
four authors:



Cory and Hartnoll (1945)
Priscilla Copeland Reining (1967)
Gelase R. Mutahaba (1969)
R. W. James (1971)
(see bibliography).
3. This has been observed in ujamaa villages which have planted

bananas without manure.
4. The term nyaruju indicates that the lirst family house is the house

of importance. Nya=mother, original or big. The courtyard in front is

4-752437 Raid
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called ekibuga and the footpath from the ekibuga is termed eilembo.
When the sons obtain their own houses with their own eilembo, the
father's footpath changes to the term: nyarulembo=the mother of ...
Formeriy, the term nyarulembo was mainIy used in connection with
the ekibuga of the omukama (the king). In some parts of the District
the eilembo can be a rather broad road leading to the ekibuga.

5. In 1971 a Commission was still dealing with the compensation
c!aims from the landlords.

6. The Acquisition of Building Act, 1971.



Chapter 4. Animal Husbandry and Land Use

a Source: Veterinary Office, West Lake Region, March 1971.

Table 15. Livestock population 1958-1970 (Bukoba
Dis trict) u

Bukaba District. The 1967 census counted about
100000 peasant households in Bukoba District; from
the three sample areas in 1968-1969, the percentage of
households keeping cattle was: Ibwera 22 per cent,
Nshamba 21 per cent and Kanyigo 15 per cent. Taking
20 per cent as a District average, this amounts to about
four head of cattle per household, which fits in with
Friedrich's figures from 1968 (see table p. 51). A de
tailed investigation inta the composition of the average
herd for Nshamba in 1968 yielded the following figures:

Of the 18 rich farmers selected in the sample areas,
Il kept cattle, ranging from 4 to 30 head per household;
six of them had more than 10 cows.

It has not been possible to verify the statement by
Cory and Hartnoll that the recipients of cattle from the
former kings are still the richest cattle-owners. In the
1970s, many cattle-owners have relatively large herds
of cattle, due to income from sources other than their
own agricultural work.

Other factors, however, show the impartance of cat
tie as related to land tenure and land use. Of the 20 per
cent of the farmers in the samples, all belonged to the
group of farmers with mare than 0.8 ha of kibanja.

Farmers use two debe 3 of manure4 for every coffee
tree, or 2--4 debe for every banana plant when they
plant. One sack of manure costs 3 shs (1970 price) and
contains 6 debe, so if a farmer wants to plant 0.4 ha
(one acre) with coffee in the modern style, he will use
180 sacks of manure to the value of 540 shs, and will
need up to 1080 shs worth for one acre ofbananas.

The introduction of cattle
Cory and Hartnoll write:

The great landmark in the history of Uhaya is the arrival of the Bahinda
about three hundred and fIfty years ago.' ...

... The introduction of cattle on a large scale produced an economic
revolution in land tenure. Because the Bahinda practice of farming out
cattle made it possible to cultivate bananas on a much larger scale
because of manure.

The Bahinda brought two innovations: l) The intro
ductian of chieftainship superimposed on the clan
structure, which they allowed to continue and made
use of in their political system of indirect rule; 2) The
introduction of cattle-breeding.

In former times the chief alone disposed of cattle. From his spoiIs of
war, from his own herds etc. he distributed beasts among his relatives,
favourites and prominent soldiers.... Although for the last 50 years
everyone has been allowed to own cattle, the original descendants of
these recipients are still the richest cattle owners. (Cory & Hartnoll,
1945, p. 167.)

Animal husbandry and land lise
It has been mentioned that cattle are an integrated part
of the Bukaba farming system (page 39) and that the
Bukaba soils as such are poor. It seems likely that a
system of exchange between the invading pastaralists
and the agriculturalists in Bukaba District evolved, so
that the pastoralists received bananas or other
agricultural products in exchange for manure and milk
(Mukurasi 1970).

Although an outbreak of rinderpest at the end of the
19th century killed about 90 per cent of the cattle
population, estimated at that time to be about 400000
head (Friedrich 1968), mixed farming has continued to
playan important role in maintaining the fertility of the
soil and increasing the production of bananas and cof
fee.

In 1970, 72000 head of cattle were registered as
being dipped regularly . After the dipping charge of ten
cents per head was removed in mid-1969, the farmers
have responded with great enthusiasm to the dipping
scheme. In 1970 there were 51 Dipping Centres in

Year

1958
1960
1965
1970

Cattle

50339
60217
66400
78000

Sheep

39 116
17264
19000
11000

Goats

35940
40188
44000
31907



Calf sucldng after the mi/k
ing is finis/led. In the back
ground cattle-shed with cor
rugated roo/. The young man
to the left is employed by the
owner sitting in front.
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Cattle laws

Table 16. Compasition of average herd of sample

household

The main purpose of keeping cattle is to obtain ma
nure; this is also seen from the many laws concerning
transfer of cattle between individuals.

As only every fifth household keeps cattle, the dis
tribution of cattle manure should be limited to those
who can afford to buy either cattle or manure. To
adjust the situation resulting from the scarcity of cattle,
the Bahaya have a system of transferring cattle to
friends and relatives. As cattle are very closely related
to the owner, the system is rather a mutual service than
a leasing of the cattle (Friedrich 1968)5 even when the
owner receives a reward in kind, such as beer or
agricultural products from the subsis tence sector of the
farming.

Nshamba

Calves under three years

Heifers and cows
Bulls and oxen

Number of head
per household Per cent

1.4 (0.7)' 26
2.7 (2.8) 50
1.3 (0.5) 24

5.4 (4.0) 100

During the time the cattle are kept by the friend, he
has the right to use the manure and the milk. If the cow
produces a calf, the latter may be "returned" to the
owner, but the owner must in any case be informed
immediately.

A cow or a head of cattle can also be owned com
munally by two or more farmers. In such cases, the
owners keep the cow in turns, each period being ar
ranged according to the size of the share the members
have in the cow. Duri!'g his turn each member has
exclusive use of manure and milk.6

Animal husbandry
To obtain as much manure as possible, the cattle are
kept in the shed or the boma for about 14 hours per
day. Cows are usually taken out for grazing at around 9
a.m. and returned before 7 p.m. in the evening, when it
gets dark. The journey to the grazing area often takes
up to an hour, so that the cattle graze around 8 hours
daily; with the present pasture, this is not sufficient to
keep them in good condition, and they are normally
given no additional fadder in the shed. At present, 1.2
ha of pasture is available per head of cattle.

The pasture consists mainly of various species of
Digitarium, Eragrostis and Hyparrhenia, Loudetia and
Brachiaria . Same species could provide valuable feed
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if regularly grazed, but under the present system where
cattle owners act as herdsmen strolling in tum all over
the nveya to find good grasses, the good species
quickly become rank and tough and are then avoided
by the cattle (see picture).

The nveya is bumt over annually in an attempt to get
rid of these unpalatable grasses during the dry season.
This practice is, according to some experts, of dubious
value, however, as long as the buming is not control
Ied, since the new shoots are eaten very quickly and
the soil is exposed to soil erosion from trampling by the
cattle, so that the pas ture is hardly improved.

Population pressure and
animal husbandry
Every village has a cattle headman. He is the responsi
ble leader for the cattle-owners who graze their cattle
communally. The cattle headman makes the daily deci
sion as to where the herd is to graze, and he has certain
claims on the nveya grassland .

He can, in co-operation with the VDC and the village
headman, restrict the oml/siri cuitivation on the nveya
if he considers this cuitivation to interfere too much
with the available pas ture area. The nveya is not di
vided into certain grazing areas. All villagers can graze
their cattle throughout Buhaya, whether the grassland
is publicly or privately owned. People from other tribes
also have free grazing rights in Buhaya.

Longhorned Bukoba cattle on the Rweya.

With increasing population pressure the farmers take
more and more nveya land under kibanja cuitivation,
and the demand for making available nveya land for
omusiri cuitivation also goes up. With expanding cuiti
vation of the perennial crops, banana and coffee

Cattledip in lhaflgiro. Once a
week the peasaflts can have
their cattle dipped. From
August 1969 this service is
free of charge.



The herd retllrns iII late
aftemooll hOllrs to the vil
lage. The cattle are of the An
kole and East Africall Zebll
type.

(kiballja) , the demand for cattle manure (which is so
essentiaI for the leached and eroded nveya soil) is
rapidly increasing. A growth in the cattle population is
necessary if the demand is to be met, but such a growth
faces the problem of a continuous reduction in the
grazing area available. Furthermore, this reduction will
affect the best nveya soil first.

In view of the poor quality of the pasture, the trend
towards importation of improved cattle stock aggra
vates the already low carrying capacity of the grass
land.

It may be foreseen that new methods of animal
husbandry will have to be introduced, such as im
proved pas ture, change in the grazing system and stall
feeding. This again requires adjustment of the rights on
the nveya land.

Summary
Cattle form an integrated part of the farming system,

and animal husbandry is not under the strict controI of
the clan system. Cattle were introduced and allocated
by chiefs to farmers on a basis of relationships between
friends or administrators, and which cut across clan
lineages . Grazing rights were not restricted, and herd
ing was done communally. Thus, animal husbandry is
related to public land tenure under Government
administration, and is customarily done on a communal
basis; hence it is one of the agricultural activities where
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the ujamaa policy can more easily make progress, as
for example in co-operative dairy units and ujamaa
ranching schemes.

Nates
I. The Bahinda originated from a Hima dynasty in Bunyoro and Ank
ole in Uganda. This dynasty can tface its history back to the invasions
of a pastoral people from the north-east of Africa. The Hima clan, the
Bachwezi, was followed by another Hima clan, the Baiito. One clan
member was Igaba, whose son Ruhinda migrated south and became
the chief of Karagwe and Ihangiro. Later, the other chiefdoms de
veloped from the Ruhinda clan, with the exception of Kiziba. The
Baziba claim to descend from another son of Igaba, named Kibi. (Cory
& Hartnoll, 1945)

Baiito Clan

I

/~
/i~ Ki~

IKara\) (IjgirO) (Kiziba)

(Other Buhaya Chiefdoms)

2. The figures in brackets are from Friedrich's table (1968) of the

livestock composition on farms keeping cattle, from a sample of 120
farmers in the District.

3. A debe is an empty 4-gallon kerosene tin=approx. 27 Ib.
4. MalllITe is throughout this book used to designate cattle dung (in

i'
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quotations also called FYM=Farm Yard Manure). Green manure is
called compost and artificiai manure is calledfertilizer.

5. Friedrich p. 183: "The old princip le of rewarding faithful servants
has been replaced by a system of neighbourly leasing of catlle. The
hire of caltle has to provide the hirer with stable manure for his banana
land."

6. The most common breed is the longhorned Ankole and East
African Zebu type. They are low milk-yielders. usually producing l to
2 pints daily (l pint=0.57 I.). Since 1970. however. improved stock has
been imported from outside the region by the BCU. both to sell to
farmers and to establish ujamaa dairy units.



Chapter 5. The Policy of Agriculturai
Extension in ukoba

The agricultural extension policy in West Lake dealing
with coffee/banana cu1tivation has mainly been con
centrated in Karagwe and Bukoba Districts. A1though
we here are only dealing with the present Bukoba Dis
trict, we must remember that before 1957 the two
northern districts were together called Bukoba, and
much of the policy in pre-independence days applied to
both Karagwe and Bukoba Districts.

During the German Period (1884-1916), the German
administrators and the White Fathers missionaries en
couraged the growing of Robusta coffee on a commer
cia! basis, and introduced the growing of Arabica cof
fee. The Germans also attempted to force the chiefs
(kings) to give up their privileges of growing coffee and
parcelout the cultivation to their subjects. Thus coffee
cultivation on an individual smallholder basis started,
but it was involun tmy. 1

The British Period (1916-1961) started with an even
stronger enforcement of expanding coffee cultivation.
In 1916 the administration made it compulsory for each
family to plant 100 coffee trees among their bananas.
Although the resentment against this innovation was
widespread (old farmers still remember how chiefs and
peasants were beaten when they resisted), the produc
tion of coffee in Buhaya (Karagwe and Bukoba) in
creased rapidly from 493 tons in 1910 to 10882 tons in
1935 (see Diagram 12).

Until 1936/37, the agricultura! policy of the colonial
administration was that of quantitative measure, and
no qualitative measure was imposed on the farmers.
This extension of the coffee production was followed
by rather favourable coffee prices up to 1934, and the
decline in quaIity was balanced by greater output. With
declining prices and ever-worsening husbandry, how
ever, the British administration launched a policy of
improving coffee cultivation by modern agricuIturaI
methods. Native Coffee Boards were established in
1936 and in the "Coffee (controI and marketing) Ordi
nance" of 1937, the legislation was laid down which
was intended to allow the administration to accomplish
the objectives of crop improvement.

Three major issues of improvement were con-

troversial for the farmers: l. uprooting old unproduc
tive coffee trees and replacing them with new seed
lings; 2. immediate uprooting of the banana stem when
the banana bunch was harvested (to eradicate the
banana weevil which was at that time causing serious
damage to banana production);2 3. heavy mulching of
that part of the kibanja where the coffee trees were
growing, using both banana stems and grass.

Although these three methods of improvement were
sound from an agricultural point of view, and have
been applied by many farmers since independence, not
only did they create resistance due to the customary
relations between the two perennial crops, but also the
attempt to enforce the methods on the farmers, com
bined with punishments (fines) for those who dis
obeyed, aroused a political activity in which land te
nure and the relations between chiefs and farmers and
the administration and farmers were completely dis
turbed. To illustrate this we quote two authors:

... the British began at this time campaigns to increase the coffee
production in the Bukoba area. For this reason, regulations concerning
inspection and scientific methods of improvement had to be im
plemented. According to the principle of indirect rule, the chiefs were
first approached . If the British could get the authority of the chiefs
behind the scheme, certainly people would accept il. On this issue,
however, the chiefs themselves were reluctanl. They feared far
reaching changes in land tenure-the British had passed the law
abolishing the right to create new 'nyarubanja' holdings in 1936....
With no real support from the chiefs and without any consultation of
the local people, the project was doorned to fai!. [Göran Hyden (1%9),
p.1I1.]

And p. 115: The Tanganyika African Association branch in Bukoba
(a political organisation formed by the educated elite and the wealthy
illiterate traders to promote civilization by improving public health,
education and the rights of women in society. The TAA branch was
formed from the former Buhaya Union and African Association which
was an interreligious association based mainly on the Haya tribe)
which had been activated because of the second world war, had a
strong revival in the late 1940's, when Mr. AIi Migeyo took over the
leadership of the organization. Again one of the main reasons for its
new strength was the Haya reaction against the British plans for
agricuituraI improvement.... Traditionally it was considered mad
ness to uproot the stems of the banana. The Bahaya could not under
stand why this had to be done now. (p. 115.)

The farmers also suspected the colonial rulers of having introduced
the banana weevil in Bukoba so that the subsequent shortage of food
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would make the Bahaya work for a wage to buy 'Ugali' (maize flour to
cook porridge). Now the idea of uprooting banana stumps was seen as
a coloniatist plot to hasten the destruction of the banana crop.
[Mukurasi (1970), p. Il.]

The innovations were introduced by force without
any attempt to explain the benefit to the Bahaya and
without any understanding of the Haya agricultural
system or the social structure of the Haya society. The
above detailed quotations on this issue showaclassic
example of how an important innovation can fail com
pletely .3

From enforcement
to persuasion and demonstration
The tension between the peasants and the Bwana
Shambas (Agricuiturai Field Extension Officers) grew
.to such an extent that in the 1950s the Bwana Shambas
had to abandon the work in the countryside. Conse
quently nearly all improvements stopped and the qual
ity of the coffee continued to decline.

Not until 1957 did the Agricultural Department
change its policy and embark on an attempt to under-

stand the factors behind the peasants' resistance, and
so switch over to a policy of persuasion and demonstra
tion. The true landmark in extension service, how
ever, came with the formation of the Bukoba Native
Co-operative Union (BNCU) in 1950; a Cuiturai Sec
tion within this union was to be in charge of an exten
sion service. 4

In October 1950, 48 primary societies were re
gistered and in 1967 this number had increased to 74
affiliated primary societies. In 1959 the BNCU control
led not only the marketing of the coffee but also the
coffee-curing company BUKOP. These examples are
merely intended to show the monopolyand strength of
the Union, which we shall deal with later under prob
lems of marketing. Our concern here is the Union' s
methods of extension and the extent to which the ex
tension service made an impact on land use.

Immediately before and arter independence the
BNCU launched various campaigns to improve the
husbandry of coffee (and thereby the quality of the
beans), and to raise production.

In 1960 BNCU allocated 75000 shs to "Coffee Pest
Contral ". The Union provided trained spraying teams

1·<
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Table 17. Sprayillg and pmning campaiglls-Irelld

over Ihe firsl three years

of the implications of the extension policy in the past; it
should also be remembered that the farmers had to
contribute to the financing of the improved husbandry.
This, as mentioned before, led to the result that mainly
the richer farmers benefited from the innovation.

BCNU also introduced certain conditions in their dis
tribution of seedlings from the Union 's nurseries to the
farmers. In co-operation with the field extension offic

ers from the Department of Agriculture, an inspection
scheme was carried out. If the farmers wanted to ob

tain seedlings from the BNCU coffee nurseries, they

had to prepare the planting holes according to the new
prescription for modern cultivation (IlkIllima lI'a kisa
sa). Arter inspection by the Field Extension Officer
(BlValla Shamba), the farmer received a receipt for

so-and-so many holes prepared and could then fetch
the corresponding number of coffee seedlings from the
nursery free of charge. 7

The three innovations mentioned, pruning, spraying
and proper planting of seedlings, all faced the same

bottlenecks of the Haya agricuIturai system's
structure: the huge area to cover (Bukoba and Karagwe
Dis tricts cover a total of 5800 square miles = 15 016
km2); the dispersed villages, due to the ecology of the
region; the structure of these dispersed villages , with
the individual homesteads scattered throughout the vil
lage area; the lack of manure and cash for the majority
of farmers; and the costs and difficulties of recruiting
and training sufficient extension workers. 8

Thus, the innovations did not have a widespread

effect, but the importance of the first five years of
improvement campaigns should not be underesti

mated: some of the farmers' superstition was removed
and the resistance and hatred towards the staff

members of the colonial Department of Agriculture
was not transferred to the BNCU's campaigning staff,

as the members of the societies had much more confi-

Compiled from BNCU Reporl/96/-/964.

free of charge, while the farmers had to buy the insec
ticides. This capital investment and the general
supersition of the farmers led to the result that mainly
the 'rich' farmers benefited from the campaign. They

had the money to buy the insecticides, and as we have
pointed out earlier, the rich farmers are those with a
relatively large kiballja area- that is, they could take
the risk of having part of their kiballja sprayed,

whereas the smallholder was too afraid that the new
medicine would dry up his few coffee trees, and so felt

that the risk was too great.
From an agricuIturaI point of view it was unfortunate

that the spraying was scattered and not systematic, as
it thus had little impact on the selected kiballja plots,

since they were small islands in the sea of unsprayed
coffee. The most important thing, however, was that

the farmers saw that the trees survived and even im
proved, so that the distrust in the extension service

diminished.
Arter independence (1961), a campaign for coffee

tree pruning started, with an allocation of 50000 shs
from the BCU Surplus Fund. The principle was the
same as with spraying. The Union provided the trained
personnel and the farmers paid 10 cents in service

charge per tree. Mukurasi (1970) writes,

The pruning saw was as feared as the pesticides had been in the ear1y
stages ... They (the farmers) feared that the coffee trees would not be
able to put up new branches after the pruning and that they would
ultimately dry up Response was again slow ... Finance was
again a handicap when the total number of trees treated is con-
trasted with the number of trees in the area, we lind that at most 20 per
cent of the trees benefited from the campaign.

ParalIeI with these two campaigns, the Government

(through the Department of Agriculture) worked to
convince the farmers to uproot old coffee trees and
gradually replace them with new seedlings from BNCU
nurseries. In the period 1961-1963 twenty-three

nurseries were closed down due to lack of funds, and
the Union remained with eleven nurseries. 5

The distribution of coffee seedlings had started in
1957 and in 1962 a more proper husbandry for digging

holes and mixing the planting soil with manure was
demonstrated and recommended, but with very little
response from the farmers, who could not understand

the reasons for this labour-intensive work.
Table 17 shows the trend over the first three years of

the spraying and pruning campaigns:
With an estimated population of more than 10 million

coffee trees in West Lake, the figures show that about
10 per cent received treatment within the first three
years. This seems to be a fairly good response, in view

Year

1%1/62

1962/63
1%3/64

Grand total

Number of coffee
trees treated
against various
pests·

229819
318189
406 257

954264

Sale of
insecticides
(shs)

7464
14776
21406

43646

Number of
coffee trees
pruned

43304
107521
110668

261 668
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Map 6. West Lake Divisions ofBI/koba and KaraglVe.

dence in this organization, since they obtained a better
price for their coffee, due to the introduction of the
final payment; the BNCU stafffurthermore provided a
real service to the farmers: pruning and spraying.
Nevertheless, the BNCU Extension Service up to 1965
was too expensive and ran with a deficit which had to
be covered from grants and other income. The spread
ing effect was also too scattered and haphazard, so in
1965 BNC:U changed its policy of extension.

An amount of shs 75 000/- deductable from final payment is annuaUy

being allocated to the Coffee Improvement Fund, solely for the
purpose of Demonstration Plots.

In 1968 the Union had put up 74 Demonstration Plots
in the areas where the primary societies were located.
The following list shows the position and number of
Demonstration Plots in West Lake Region in 1968.
(From BCU Report, op.cit. The geographicallocation
of the Divisions is shown on Map 6.)

The main idea was to have half an acre (0.2 ha) with
traditional interplanting of coffee and bananas but
maintained properly; a quarter-acre with monoculture
of coffee and a quarter-acre with monoculture of
banana planted with the modern spacing,9 the planting
holes being·prepared with manure or compost. The two
quarter-acre plots should also be heavily mulched with
grass, various insecticides demonstrated, and the prop
er pruning of both coffee and bananas also under
taken.

The BCU approached farmers to allocate one acre of
their kibanja for demonstration purposes. The Union
covered all costs and investments needed for establish
ing, and the staff from the Union did the work, with
some co-operation from the owner of the plot. The
maintenance of the plot was undertaken by BCU for
the first four-year period and then the plot was handed
over to the farmer. The compensation to the farmers
for uprooting and clearing their kibanja land for Dem
onstration Plots was the harvest of coffee and
bananas produced on the plot. The farmer had only to
keep records of the yield and the price obtained by
selling the products if they were marketed.

The BCU Report continues:

Table 18. BCU demonstration plats 1968
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At the same time Kilimo (Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives)
put up II Demonstration Plots using funds allocated from the

Tanganyika Coffee Board.

To promote a more widespread knowledge of modern
farming methods, the BCU in 1965 started to establish
demonstration plots. The objectives of this change in
the extension service are given in the Report of the
Bukoba Co-operative Union Ltd. for the years
1964/65-1967/68:

The aim was to teach the fanners in a practical way the best

agricullural methods of growing coffee as weil as bananas.
The tirst plots were opened in 1965 and are wholly financed by

Bukoba Co-operative Union Ltd. The idea of having Demonstration

Plots situated close to the main roads, replaced that of individual
shamba treatment, which had been done heretofore by BeU Cultural

Section Supervisory Teams at a cost of ten cents per coffee plant.

I. Ihangiro

2. Kianja

3. Bukara
4. Kiamtwara

5. Bugabo
6. Kiziba
7. Missenyi
8. Karagwe
9. Kimwani

Total

19
17
2
5
6

14
3

7

I

74

Bukoba

Bukoba
Bukoba
Bukoba

Bukoba
Bukoba
Bukoba
Karagwe
Biharamulo



The yields from these plots have been most encouraging and exam
ptes learned acted as a stimulus to some of the growers to start their
own modern shambas and ask for experts' advices, where necessary.

Nevertheless, going through the recording sheets of
the farmers, it was found that the recording was poorly
done. Either the farmers were not able to keep statis
tics , or more likely they were reluctant to co-operate in
that part of the demonstration work. As usual they
feared to give out information about income and felt
anxious about the use of such information.

There seems to have been astrange competition
between the two extension agencies, instead of co
operation. The Kilimo Plots were often allocated not
far away from the BCU Plots and certain recommenda
tions from Kilimo that the Union should be restricted
in its extension ambitions is reported by Mukurasi
(1970). The main point in the competition from the
development point of view seemed to be finance;
Kilimo was allocated funds which allowed this depart
ment to set up 11 Demonstation Plots, and in 1969 they
had to give them up because the funds were exhausted.
The BCU could embark on a demonstration enterprise
exactly on the scale they considered necessary to get a
coverage of the Region, and according to their organi
zation they were able to allocate enough money to
establish very productive Demonstration Plots.

The question of competition seemed to vanish again
in 1%7 and a good collaboration between Kilimo ex
tension staff and BCU took place, mainly in distribut
ing the seedlings to the farmers after the extension staff
had inspected the planting holes. Kilimo Bwana
Shambas made the inspections, and BCU had theil'
own Bwana Shambas in the nurseries to deliver the
seedlings to the farmers. When the demand for seed
lings increased, the BCU Bwana Shambas also partici
pated in the inspection of hole preparation.

The lesson to be learnt from the years of extension
work from 1965 to 1969 is: if a region has a strong
Co-operative Union like the BCU, and the co
operation between this Union and the Ministry of
Agriculture is smooth, much can be achieved in improv
ing the husbandry of peasant agriculture, mainly be
cause the Union controIs the organizational apparatus
to raise funds for implementing innovations, and
through the primary societies they have the contact
with the farmers which can be used as a channel for
extension, education and the granting of credit.

To sum up: during the period 1965-1969, the follow
ing extension activities were carried out in the Region,
with adominating emphasis on Bukoba District:
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BCU established and maintained 74 Demonstration
Plots.

Tanganyika Coffee Board established 11 Demonstra
tion Plots through the Ministry of Agriculture.

Maruku Experimental Station planted coffee-spraying
and fertilizer trial plots in Bukoba, Karagwe and
Ngara Districts.

BCU maintained 14 nurseries to supply seedlings to the
farmers.

Pruning, spraying and mulching techniques were
taught to the farmers by both BCU and Kilimo staff.

Hole preparation was inspected to a total of 521915
holes in the region in 1968.

Pests and diseases like tailed caterpillar attack, coffee
stem borers, leaf miner, coffee berry borers, and
coffee leaf rust were treated.

Uprooting of old unproductive coffee trees took place,
although these were often replaced by bananas in
stead of new coffee seedlings (due to price f1uctua
tion).

Coffee husks as fertilizer were brought into use.
Seedlings supplied from the BCU nurseries increased

and in 1968, 414362 seedlings were distributed
throughout the Region.

Reports from Kilimo and BCU in this period are
optimistic about the farmers' response to extension,
but there is a general anxiety about the declining qual
ity of the coffee.

BCU Repor! 1964-1968, p. 19:

With the exception of the 1964/65, maganda coffee (dried cherries)
delivered to the BUKOP Ltd (Coffee Curing Factory) have generally
been of lower quality than expected. Consequently a new grade of
Maganda known as Rejecled Cherry has been introduced.

Cherry coffees delivered by Sociehes to BUKOP Ltd. contain many
hollow and very small cherries which cannot easily be sorted out, and
as a result the Iosses to BCU Ltd. are estimated at shs 200000/- in an
average season.

In the West Lake Annual Repor! from the Ministry
of Agriculture, 1967, page 6, it is stated:

Extra pale bean defectives are still taking the tead and the percentage
of small size beans is on the increase. The reason for the pale beans is
that some growers do not carry out a selective picking of only ripe
cherries and the reason for the small-size beans may be attributed to
the fact that quite a number of trees are too old and also probably to
varietal characteristics....

It is suspected that smuggled coffee of poor quality from neighbour
ing countries Uganda, Ruanda and Urundi has contributed to a certain
extent in lowering the quality of our coffee.

And Annual Repor!, page 15:

There is also the problem of improvement of quality. As long as the

coffee here is marketed as dried cherries (maganda) it is difficult to



Table 20. Distribution of tradition al and modern culti
valion of the kibanja: percen!age of the total kiban}a
area 1970. Richfarmers

response from farmers to the methods of improved
farming in the modern way has been increasingly posi
tive, but lack of finance has held back the very small
peasants from participating.l\l

To investigate whether this trend is valid or not we
shall analyse the random-sample farmers in Bukoba
District and compare them with the sample of the 'rich'
farmers. First, have the Demonstration Plots and the
work of extension staff had any impact on the land-use
pattern of the kibanja cultivation, combined with the
fact that good seedlings could be obtained only if the
new technique of modern cultivation was adopted?

By comparing the two tables, one perceives an obvi
ous difference in the degree to which the average
farmer and the 'rich' farmer have adopted the modern
cultivation technique. Now, the area unit figures could
be quite misleading, if for example only one or two
farmers within the random sample had accounted for
all the cultivation in modern style. Nevertheless, the
following table shows that the response to improved
methods over the last five years has been quite
satisfactory for the very small farmers, and a glance
back to Diagram 9 on page 35 shows that more than 90
per cent of the farmers concerned have less than 1.6 ha
of kibanja.

The majority of the farmers have adopted modern
cultivation when they have expanded their kibanja area
onto ei ther former ekishambu land or rweya land; only
a few of the 'rich' farmers have uprooted old coffee
trees and changed the old kibanja to modern kibanja.
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Table 19. Distribution of traditional and modern culti
va tian of the kibanja: percentage of total kibanja area
1970. Random-sample farmers

Types of
cultivation Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

Traditional
coffee/banana 86.6 82.3 83.5
interplanted

Modem culti-
vation: coffee 7.5 8.6

monoculture
Modern culti-
vation: banana 3.3 13.4 1.6 17.7 3.8 16.5
monoculture

Modern culti-
vation: 10.1 8.6 4.1

coffee/banana

Total cultivation 100 100 100

assess its quaiity and our extension effort to advise on improvement of
quality will be hindered by the fact that there is no price differential
between coffee (in this case dried cherries) which has been properly
picked and dried and that which has not. Only when a solution is found
for a price difference, will the farmer feel that all was worth the effort.

[The falling coffee prices throughout the 1960s have
also had an impact on the farmers' efforts.-Authors'
comment.]

The farmers I interviewed also expressed the concern over the fact
that they were being paid the same price for their well-cared for,
capitaI intensive coffee, like the traditionalist farmers. Il is lack of
price differentiation the farmers contended that was in away limiting
the expansion of modern farming for the unprogressive farmers see no
incentive (financially) to make them change their farming way.

[The authors have often during their interviewing
heard the same refrain, that the carrot held in front of
the farmer to persuade him to change to modern farm
ing must be not only the promise of a higher yield but
also a better price for a better quaiity .]

The biased benefit
of the Extension Service
It has been argued in the previous chapters that the
so-called traditional agricultural system, upon the in
troduction of the monetary economy, has widened the
gap between the few rich farmers and the many poor.
Several authors argue that the agricultural extension
policy of BeD has been mainly in favour of the rich
farmers (Hyden and Mukurasi and indirectly the An
nual Repor! for 1968 from Kilimo). All agree that the

Types of
cultivation

Traditional
coffee/banana

interplanted

Modern culti
vation: coffee

monoculture
Modern culti-
vation:banana

monoculture
Modern culti

vation:

coffee/banana

Total cultivation

Ibwera Nshamba Kanyigo

44.6 57.0 47.0

11.7 20.9 18.0

2.3 55.4 6.3 43.0 25.4 53.0

41.4 15.8 9.6

100 100 100
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Table 2 I. Percelltage offarmers who have dOlle some
cultivatioll iII modern style sillce 1955

Coffee Arabica. Cultivation in modern slyle. Coffee
trees planted iII lines and weil prulled. The groulId is
heavily mulched with grass. 111 the background
pineapples tIllder the trees.

I
~.

I

Costs and activities
involved in modern farming
The BCU Demonstration Plots proved to the farmers
that with sufficient input of capital in the form of
labour, manure, fertiIizer, grass-mulch and insec
ticides, the Bukoba soil could give substantial yields of
coffee and banana. In particular, it was proved that by
capitaI-intensive proper husbandry, the time from
planting to the first yields of coffee and bananas could
be speeded up, so that coffee would begin to bear after
3 to 4 years (formerly up to 8 years) and bananas would
yield their first bunches after 12 months (formerly 24
months).

Yet very little was published and know n to the
farmers about the cost of this modern farming. From
the BCU accounts we find that the establishing and
maintenance costs at the end of the 1967/68 financial
year for the 74 Demonstration Plots were shs 298806/-,
that is, on the average, shs 4000/- capital input over
the first two years for one acre of coffee/bananas in the
modern style.

It is thus no wonder that IIklllima wa kisasa (modern
farming) on a relatively large scale was closely con
nected with the so-called rich farmers, the people with
income sources from work outside agriculture: school
teachers, pastors, house constructors, BCU officials,

Extension of bananas in the modern style cultivation.
The new slickers are planted in lines with proper spac
ing.

100

100

100

Random Sample 'Rich'

44

50

30

Ibwera

Nshamba
Kanyigo

This applies mainly to the 'rich' Kanyigo farmers,"
who have embarked recently on expanding
monoculture of bananas because of the fairly good
market price and their own means of transport, as they
either have their own cars or have access to cheap
transport.

As the figures in Tables 19 and 20 express a ratio of
expansion, it can be seen that 30-50 per cent of the
very small farmers have expanded their kibanja area
with 13-18 per cent, which in absolute figures means a
range from a few hundred square metres up to l ha,
whereas all the 'rich' farmers have expanded about 50
per cent, ranging from t ha up to 2 ha. To this should
be added that some of the 'rich' farmers have expanded
by buying trad itional kibanja land from other people.
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magistrates, civil servants and other wage-eamers,
plus the coffee traders and moneylenders.

The very interesting point, however, is that even the
very small farmer struggled to cultivate on modern
lines, even if his cultivation amounted to one-tenth of
an acre per year. On the other hand, a farmer wishing
to expand his kibanja using high-quality seedlings had
no alternative but to adopt the modern farming. DnIess
he adopted the recommendations for spacing, hole
digging, and mixing the topsoil with manure, he could
not obtain the seedlings from the BCD nurseries.

Establishment costs
for one acre (0.4 ha)
How could the costs of one acre or less of a Demonst
ration Plot come to shs 4000/- within the first two
years? The following table (22) deals with the
establishment costs for one acre of modern bananas.
The list of items and the figures in column 3 are quoted
from Ngeze (1968) and the rest of the cost columns are
calculated from the authors' Ihangiro survey. Ngeze
reckons with 302 holes and suckers of bananas per
acre, whereas the authors have applied 300 holes or
suckers per acre, which accounts for the small and
insignificant difference between the prices of some
items.

The left part of the table shows a capital-intensive
establishment of one acre, using entirely employed
labour for all activities. The right part of the table
shows a combination farm management, made up of
employed labour and family labour force, and includes
two different land-use types. Finally, the last column
shows a farmer with his own manure supply.

The table is computed for pure establishing costs,
regardless of any calculations of returns (these will be
dealt with in Chapter 7). The main idea is to look at the
various possibilities from a farmer's point of view, to
show how different farmers can accommodate
themselves according to their financial position and the
availability of labour, and thus to demonstrate that a
great deal of capital is not required to expand if enough
family labour is available, assuming that the opportun
ity costs of family labour are equal to zero. The main
capital inputs can be confined to grass and manure.

Cllltivation

It is assumed that the rweya land is covered with a
vegetation of small bush which must first be cut down,
after which the stumps and tree roots must be removed

before the tractor can do the first ploughing. The
tractor breaks the soil and tums over the sod, but as
couch grass is common in Bukoba District, the acre has
to be hoed very carefully throughout to remove the
couch grass. This accounts for the many man-days
spent on the second cultivation. If the first cultivation
is done by hand, the main part of the couch grass will
be removed during the first hoeing. This will take about
one month if a person works very hard at a rate of 5
hours per day. The first hoeing is so exhausting that a
person can usually work effectively for only 4 hours
per day, finishing about 25 m2 per day. The advantage
of using the tractor is twofold: the cultivation work is
shortened by 83 man-days, releasing the workers from
the most exhausting work: and the cultivation costs are
cut by around shs 100/-. It should be noted, however,
that only the very few rich farmers are able to organize
the tractor service, and the tractor service applied to
scattered individual farming will mainly be a loss to the
tractor agency. 12

The advantage of working on formerly cultivated
land (ekishambll) can be seen by comparing columns
5/6 with 7/8. According to the time the plot has been
Iying unmaintained, labour input for cultivation differs.
The advantage of using ekishambll land comes primar
ily in the planting stage, where input of manure and
grass can be reduced because of the greater content of
humus in this soil and the better structure.

Those farmers using both hired labour and family
labour will normally only expand t to ! an acre per
year. The expansion ratio will be analysed at the end of
the present chapter.

Digging holes

According to the supply and demand of labour force,
the pay range for digging holes varies from -/40 c to
-/10 c; coffee holes being smaller than banana holes,
they are dug at a price from -/20 c to -/10 c.

Manure

In 1968 farmers paid -/50 c per debe of manure
(FYM=farmyard manure). Where manure is scarce the
price has gone up to 1/- perdebe in 1970. When starting
abanana plot on rweya land, farmers prefer to use 4
debe or more per banana hole for planting, whereas on
better soil 2 debe are sufficient. The value of manure
has long been known to the farmers, but the proper
mixing of topsoil and manure in the planting hole,
followed by a thick mulching, has speeded up the
growth and flowering of both bananas and coffee.
Formerly, the cooking bananas (ebitoke) took 24-28
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Table 22. Establishment eosts (shs) for one aere (0.4 ha) of modern banana ellltivation (Ukulima \Va kisasa)
at different labour \Vage rates. Ihangiro Division 1968
A=man-days, B=wage rate/day

Hired & family labour
Tractor & hired labour
Rweya land Rweya land EkislwlIlbll

No cattle No cattle No cattle Cattle

A B B B A B A B B

2/- 3/_a 4/6(J1 2/- 2/- 2/-
Hems (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

l. Land clearing 40 80 120 184 40 80 30 60 60
2 a. Ploughing tractor 70 70 70

b. First cuitivation hoe 160 320 124 248 248
3. Second cultivation hoe.

Levelling land 133 266 400 612 56 112 56 112 112

Total cuitivation 173 416 590 866 256 512 210 420 420

4. Digging holes
@ -/40 c per hole 120 120/80 120 120 120 120

5. Manure:
a. Cost FYMb 000 362/40 600 600 300"
b. Manuring 20 40 60/40 92

6. Planting:
a. Cost of suckers
@-/50 c each 150 150 150
b. Planting @ -/10 c

per planted sucker 30 30/20 30
7. insecticides:

Dieldrin agains! weevil 50 50 50 50 50 50
8.. Mulching:

a. Cost of grassd 400 500 400 400 200' 200
b. Spreading grass 30 60 90 138

Total eslablishment 1886 I 953/80 2446 1682 1090 790

a P. B. N. M. Ngeze: "Report on an Appraisal of the Economies of Banana Growing as compared to Coffee and Tea in the Bukoba District."
(Makerere University College, Kampala, 1968.)
b For rweya soil, farmers usually use 4 debe of manure per hole; price per debe in most areas is -/50 c (Column 3=-/30 c per debe).

, On ekisilambll land which has formerly been cultivated with perennial crops farmers use 2 debe of manure per hole.
d Grass cut on the rweya land is bought in bundles. One bundle has an average weight of 20 kg and the farmers pay -/50 c per bundle.
Price per bundle can go up to 1/- and down to -/20 c, according lo the distance the grasscutter must transport the bundles. Grass-cutting is
mainly done by Burundi workers or by women, and a woman can cut 3-4 bundles a day, which gives an income ofshs 2/- per day.

Farmers mainly use 400 bundles per acre, bu! for establishing a modem acre on poor T1veya soil, a progressive farmer will apply 800
bundles the first time and then continue with 400 bundles either every hal f year or every year.
, 400 bundles @ -/50 cents.
f BCU estabtishing labour pay-rate.

,,

months to bear the first crop, and the later suckers
13-15 months. 13 Coffee was formerJy expected to come
inta bearing after 6--8 years. Under modern husbandry
the trees bear a fairJy good crop after 3-4 years. H

The heavy application of cattle manure in modern
farming increased the demand for this item, and the
extension service therefore simultaneously had a
campaign to teach the farmers to prepare compost,

which again involved a considerable amount of extra
work.

Planting

If a smallholder expands in the modern way at a rate of

t to ! an acre, he will normally get his supply of
suckers from his own kibanja or from those of his
friends or relatives, according to the system of mutual
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Table 23. Establishment east (sIlS) for one aere of
bananas iII modern style 5 miles outside Bukoba tOlVlI
on RlVeya land

help or customary ujamaa . Bananas are such an in
tegrated part ofBahaya life that only 10-20 years ago it
was unthinkable that anyone could charge a person for
a sucker or refuse a relative or a friend permission to
take some suckers for personal use.

If BCU or large entrepreneurs go into banana culti
vation as an export crop, they must buy suckers, as
they are outside the general social structure of Haya
society. Furthermore, they must select speciaJ vari
eties to get a rather homogeneous population of high
yielding banana plants. In this case the price per sucker
varies from -/10 c to -/50 c.

Transport eosts

In Table 22 no transport costs for manure, suckers and
grass bundles are given. Transport costs for the
above-mentioned items are difficult to calculate uniess
lorry transport is involved, because the farmers gradu
aJly collect their items daily with the help offriends and
relatives. This kind of transport, although it is consi
dered as work by the farmers, is not regarded as capital
investment, precisely as the utilization of family labour
in peasant production is not counted in mone
tary terms or with any strict measurements.

Taking the wage rate of shs 4/60 a day, which can be
used as BCU standard labour pay-rate, total costs for
planting one acre are shs 2446/-. To this amount trans
port costs should be added, so that total costs will rise
above shs 3000/- per acre. Then come labour costs for
weeding, pruning and spraying, including second-year
mulching with grass. It is not astonishing that the
Demonstration Plot establishment costs for the first
two years are estimated to be around shs 4000/- per
acre.

Ngeze, op.cit., cites the example of a man five miles
from Bukoba town, who used coffee hus k instead of
manure. The husk was obtained from BUKOP Factory

I. Tractor to cultivate I acre twice

2. 9 labourers at shs 90/- each,
plus one headman at shs 130/-

3. 15 lorries of husk at shs 50/-
4. Grass and mulching
5. Dieldrin
6. Miscellaneous work by labourers

Total

120

940
750
800

50
800

3460

free of charge; he only had to pay the transport cost.
The establishing cost amounted to shs 3660/- for an
acre. The different costs of items are shown in Table
23. The person in question used a spacing of IS' by 15',
which gives 260 stools of banana per acre.

It is reasonable to assume that this man is either a
BCU or a Government official or an M.P., so that he
must pay the Government rate of 4/60 a day for wages.
Nevertheless, his costs are shs 1014/- more than the
costs given in Column 4 in Table 22. He used an addi
tional shs 400/- per bundle (being near the town: grass
is scarce in the densely populated area; furthermore,
the Bukoba Tea Estate is a large buyer of grass bundles
at 1/- per bundle), or the table shows his costs for the
first-year mulching twice. This may be the case; if so,
his extra labour cost of shs 564/- can then account for
maintenance, weeding and spreading grass the second
time.

Comparing Tables 22 and 23, the establishing costs
on rlVeya land range from shs 1682/- (if the farmer has
free manure supply at a value of 1082/-) to shs 3460/
for one acre of bananas .15 The costs for establishing
one acre of modern coffee cultivation are slightly low
er, some 300 to 400 shillings less per acre.

From Table 22 it can be seen how farmers can ac
commodate according to the economy scale they can
afford to use. In estabIishing a piece of kiballja in the
modern styl e, there are three items to be considered by
the farmers: labour, grass and manure.

Labour

Table 22 shows that labour is not a major bottleneck in
the present system, because labour is available at a
cheap rate at village level (shs I/50 to 2/- per day).16
The 2/- rate per man-day, which is applied as the
general payment rate in Table 22, needs some com
ment. Farmers pay their employed labour either in kind
(mainly bananas) or in cash, and throughout our sam
ple the payment in kind showed an adjustment to the
2/- value, with some modification according to
geographical location, either in relation to Bukoba
town or to the distance to certain items. Table 24 gives
the variation in values of different activities and items
both in cash and in kind.

Piecework or contract work is very common, and
severaJ activities are nearly always done as piecework,
such as the above-mentioned hole-digging, cutting
grass bundles and picking coffee. That is why these
activities are calculated at the same amount in the
various columns of Table 22. Larger jobs such as land
clearing will aJso usually be done on a piece-work basis
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to speed up the work or if labour is scarce in peak Table 24. Variation in payment of employed labour
seasons. 1968-1969

Credit and Loall System

Under the BCU credit system two main types of
agricultural loans are available to those farmers who
are members of a BCU primary society.

l. Emergency loans. These loans can be obtained at
no interest on a short-term basis not exceeding six
months. The period for acquiring the loan is between
the first and the last payments for the coffee. The loans
are paid out of the reserve funds of the society and are
deducted from the final payment to the individua!
farmer. This means that the size of the loan is directly
related to the number of kilos of coffee delivered to the
society by the individual farmer. The farmer can re
ceive 10 cents per kilo for magallda (unhulled coffee)
and 20 cents per kilo for FAQ (hulled and clean coffee)
(1970),

The decision about who is to receive emergency
loans is made by the committee of the primary society;
the loan conditions as weil as the entire socio
economic pattern of the rural society favour the coffee
traders and the rural e!ite. No specific conditions are
attached to these loans,

The emergency loans were originally intiated in 1956
to help farmers with school fees, payment of hospital

2/-
6 hrs
1/- per debe fresh coffee
5/- a day
3/- a day

Grass

Tables 22 and 23 show that grass bundles for mulching
the kiballja plot can exceed the investment costs of
manure. Furthermore, if the farmer must obtain his
supply of grass through the work of his family, consid
erable time must be set aside for this item, as it will
take one person 80 to 100 man-days to cut the 400
bundles necessary for one acre. A good large bundle of
Hyparrhenia grass weighs 20-25 kg, which means that
only one bundle can be transported from the rweya to
the village at a time by one person.

Mallure

The value and importance of manure (FYM) have been
stressed throughout this book; the supply of sufficient
manure is a major bottleneck. 17 Compost manure was
prepared by 12 per cent of the farmers 18 in the sample,
and only one of the random-sample farmers used
fertilizer, together with only a few rich farmers.

The problem of increasing the manure supply is not
simply a matter of importing more cattle into the Dis
trict. An increase in the cattle population will increase
the strain on the rweya land, which within the present
ecological system is the only source of grazing. At the
same time the nveya land is the area for expansion of
new kiba nja , the supply source for the increased de
mand for mulching grass, and the area for omusiri
cultivation.

The ecological balance between the two main land
use types, kibanja and rweya, cannot be maintained
with both an increasing population and an increasing
number of cattle. A change in animal husbandry (as
mentioned on page 53) could enable an adjustment for
the pressure on environmental resources. A change in
the crop cultivation towards more intensive methods is
already taking place, but so far this intensification is
not an adjustment to the population increase, as it has
been combined with an area expansion of the kibanja
land-use type.

The large and 'rich' farmers have benet'ited from this
approach of capital-intensive improvement methods
because of the prevailing socio-economic system, with
a stratification of the society into employers and emp
loyees, the loopholes in the coffee trading and market
ing system, and the organization of the credit and loan
system.

5-752437 Raid

Activities

All types of
farm work

Clearing land
One hole, banana
One hole, banana
One hole, banana
One hole, coffee
One grass bundle
One grass bundle
One grass bundle
Mulching

Weeding

Picking coffee
Processing beer
Processing coffee

Shillings
Daily

2/
1/50,2/
-/40
-/20
-/10
-/10
1/
-/50
-/20
2/-

l/50
4hrs

Range
Monthly

45/-,50/-

45/
variation
30/- to 50/
35/- to 45/-
(usually)

Kind:
Bunches of
bananas

I bunch a day
l bunch a day (6 hrs)
I bunch = 5 holes
I bunch= 10 holes
I bunch = 20 holes
I bunch=20 holes
I bunch=2 bundles
I bunch=4 bundles
I bunch= 10 bundles
I bunch per day

Size differs
according to
hours
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treatment, food purchase, etc. In fact, the loans could
be used for whatever the farmers needed, and the main
concern of the BCU was to get its money back.

2. The rehabilitation loans. These loans are financed
by the NDCA (National Development Credit Agency)
and were set up in 1966. The farmers apply to their
primm'y society for a loan to be used for improved
farming. E.g., the farmer who is uprooting his old
coffee trees and replacing them with new coffee seed
lings in the modern way (llklllima wa kisasa) needs the
money to pay for grass mulch, manure, spraying or
pruning equipment after he has begun rehabilitation.
The aglicultural Field Assistant Officer (Bwana Sham
ba) then visits the farmer and thereafter advises the
Committee of the primary society, which on this basis
decides whether the farmer should be granted a loan, if
the funds are made available. All the applications are
forwarded to the BCU.

The BCU applies to the NDCA, which grants the
fund at an interest rate of 7 i per cent and the same
interest is charged by the BCU on the loans to the
farmers. The BCU is responsible for the repayment to
the NDCA via the repayment from the primary
societies. The repayment period varies with the terms
of the loan made by the NDCA to the BCU.

The size of the funds and the terms have been as
follows:

1966-totalloan of shs 500000 repayable in 3 years
1967-totalloan of shs 1000000 repayable in 5 years
1968-totalloan of shs 1000000 repayable in 7 years
1969-totalloan of shs 800000 repayable in 7 years.
For 1968 and 1969 the peliod of grace has been two

years. The amount of the loan granted to the farmer
depends on a three-year average value of the farm
er's corree delivery .

Formerly the evaluation of the farmers' agricuiturai
husbandry was done by the Kilimo (Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Co-operatives) Bwana Shamba.
After most of these were posted to Ujamaa Villages in
1968, the BCU has trained its own Bwana Shambas,
called "Agricultural Auxiliaries". These 74 persons,
one for each of the primary societies in the West Lake
Region, are mainly people who have been working for
the Union in its spraying and pruning teams. They have
undergone 3 weeks' training in extension techniques
and advising on rehabilitation loans.

3. Cattle loans. Early in 1971 NDCAJ9 gave the BCU
approval to give cattle loans to members for purchasing

heifers, which the BCU imports from Musoma. In
April 1971 300 heifers arrived from Musoma. The
amount of the loan will cover the cos t of the animal. An
upper limit of no more than 3 animals per member is set
by the Union. Repayment is over 4 years, with a one
year period of grace.

According to the Manager of the BCU, the distribu
tion of the loans should be to poorer farmers, regard
less of coffee deliveries, as the loans can be secured
against the cattle and their offspring. The key person
nel in allocating the loans are still the Bwana Shamba
and the Committee members of the Primary Society.

4. Tea loans. Farmers joining the smallholder tea
scheme around the Bukoba Tea Estate are given
fertilizer and tea stumps on credit. The loan is de
ducted from their payments for their deliveries of tea
leaves and as these deliveries are spread out over the
whole year the repayment is not felt as much as those
for the coffee loans. The tea loans are the loans best
geared towards agricultural development. The BCU's
role here has been as financier.

Impact of the Extension Service
The effort made since 1965 to convince farmers of the
economic benefits of modern farming methods has two
aspects: l. The impact on the peasant society; Le., the
degree to which the peasants responded to the innova
tions. 2. Were all peasants able to apply the benefits of
modern farming? Or had the whole extension prog
ramme some built-in factors which biased the de
velopment in favour of a certain group of peasants?

Table 25 indicates that the response to the exten
sion campaign since 1965 has been positive and half of
even the very small farmers use manure and grass, the
main items of improvement, to get a better yield. Ac
cording to the slow expansion rate for smallholders
(see Table 19, page 60) these farmers are able to
cover a major part of their manure demand through
fami1y/friend relationships, whereas grass, especially
in areas with land shortage (Kanyigo) must be bought
with cash.

The use of ferti1izer as a substitute for FYM or
compost has not penetrated the peasant society at all.
Of the 18 'rich' farmers only 4 have used fertilizer and
in very insignificant quantities (1-3 bags per year) and
of the random-sample farmers, virtually none.

Spraying is progressing slow1y and the Kanyigo area
with its very small kibanja p10ts has reacted most posi
tively, as it can be more fatal to lose the coffee produc-
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Table 25. Percentage of farmers in Nl/1dom sample
responding to extension service. 1969-1970 season

l. U sing manure for planting

coffee or bananas" 55 50 70
l a. Of these farmers, those

buying manure: 15 30 25
2. Using fertilizer 5
3. Spraying coffee 10 10 20
4. Insecticides for bananas 5 10 (60)'
5. Using grass mulch 44 50 55'
5 a. Of these farmers those

buying grass bundles 25 34 40

" The percentage does not indicate that all these farmers planted in
the modem way (see Table 21, page 61). Some ofthem merely planted
5-10 coffee trees or banana plants within their traditionaI kiballja.
, During a heavy attack of banana weevil, BeU supplied insecticides

'free of charge' and during that time 60 % of the farmers applied
insecticides. When the free supply stopped the percentage dropped

to 10%.
, 30% of the Kanyigo farmers have expanded in modern farming, but

55% were buying grass bundles, as some farmers apply grass mulch to
their traditional kiballja.

the uprooting of coffee trees, replacing them with
bananas . This applies to farmers near Bukoba town or
farmers with transport facilities or easy access to main
roads. Bananas have so far been competitive with cof
fee, so long as the inland market is not saturated. The
majority of peasants in Bukoba District will neverthe
less continue to depend on coffee as the main cash
crop, even though diversification to tea growing and
ranching is increasing.

Nshamba KanyigoIbwera

The role ofBCU
in the political-economic pattern
From the survey it can be concluded that less than 10
per cent of the peasants in Bukoba District are among
the rich farmers, in the sense that they have been able
to attain rapid economic development through modern
farming, and a majority of this 10 per cent already
belonged to the privileged class of the population be
fore modern farming was introduced.

The BCU Demonstration Plots, Extension Service
and loans have made a significant impact on the peas
ants' attitude towards more intensive farm(ng methods,
supported by extension work done by the agricultural
extension staff from the Ministry of Agriculture. It
must be remembered that the economic organization of
the Union was established during British rule, the top

tion from a very small farm unit. This might also be due
to the higher level of education or the longer tradition
of education.

No table has been computed for the rich farmers, as
it is implicit in the definition that those farmers have
responded to the extension campaign, except for
fertilizer application.

One should conclude that the extension campaign for
husbandry improvement has been a success, especially
when the former resistance is borne in mind, and con
sidering a1so the short period of time, five years. Only
the improvement of harvesting techniques, drying and
processing has not been successful, mainly due to the
inability of the BCU to reward the farmers who do
produce high-quality coffee with a better price.

As incentive no. 2 has not hitherto been fulfiJled,
farmers have concentrated on output expansion,
mainly combined with an area expansion of farm units.
Farm unit expansion on a large scale (=1-2 acres,
0.4-0.8 ha per year) can only be done by farmers with
some capital available either in the form of large
kibanja units or from income sources outside
agriculture. As these two factors are interdependent, it
is understandable that only the so-called rich farmers
have been able to expand on a large scale. Further
more, the Ioan and credit facilities have been allo
cated on a calculation of a three-year output basis for
the farmers' production of coffee, to assure that the
farmers can repa y both the loan and the interest. This
again was in favour of the rich farmers, but unfortu
natelyaiso in favour of the coffee traders, some of
the m having very small farm units which do not allow
for large deliveries to the primary societies, but who
have nevertheless been able to obtain loans from
societies for 'agriculturai improvement' on the basis of
their pound s of coffee delivered.

One side effect of the modernization programme is

The economic
benefits of modern farming
There are three main incentives to respond positively
to improved crop husbandry on the modern lines:

I. Expectation of a higher yield per unit area
2. Expectation of a better price for a better quality

of product
3. Access to credit facilities if a farmer applies mod

ern farming, as modern farming needs capital invest
ment.
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officials of the Union were trained in Western
countries, the independence of Tanzania did not bring
any immediate change in the economic institutions of
the Region, and that the BeU within the acknowledged
capitalistic socio-economic pattern of Buhaya has been
a very successful enterprise.

It should fUl'ther be remembered that although the
Arusha Declaration came in early 1967 and the Presi
dent's 'Ujamaa Vijijini' was published in September
1967, the idea of transforming the rural society accord
ing to the Nation's socialist objectives first reaIIy
started to penetrate the local administration with the
coming of the Presidential circular of 23 March 1969.
The Union has until 1971 had no direct political influ
ence, but of comse a major influence indirectly, as
many of the rich farmers benefiting from modern farm
ing and credit facilities have been people with political
influence. A radical change in political ideol()gy, and
hence the implementation of this ideology through
economic institutions requires some time for adjust
ment.

Notes
l. For a detailed analysis of the pre-independence agricultural policy
see Austen, R. A., NorthlVest Tanzania under German and British
Rule, Yale University Press 1968; Hyden, G., Political Developmelll in
Rural Tanzania, E. African Pub!' House, Nairobi 1969; Mukurasi, P.
W., The Bukoba Ca-operative Union as an Instrument ofAgr/eulfinal
Innovation, Political Science-Paper 7: Dissertation, University Col
lege, Dar es Salaam 1970.

2. It is a tradition to leave about two metres of the stem after cutting
down the banana bunch. This part is considered to be the "mother"
for the new sucker (the "chiId ", in Kihaya called Olllll'ana gIV'en
gemu.) Thus the old mother stem contains a lot of juice, and the child
has to suck from the mother to be healthy (personal communication
with farmers). When the piece of the mother stem has dried up and
started to rot it is uprooted and spread on the ground as mulch.

3. P. de Schlippe, Shifting Cultivation in Africa. London, 1956: "In
some other cases, far-reaching agrarian reforms are undertaken based
on extremely sound ideas, but they faH because of the lack of
knowledge of some details unimportant to our minds, but all-important
to the cultivator, and not only to him but to his natural environment."
(p. xi)

4. In 1946 the Bukoba Native Coffee Board took over the marketing
function, in order to break the monopoly of the Indian coffee dealers
and to provide for agreater surplus for the farmers, by introducing a
second payment.

5. Bukoba Native Co-operative Union Ltd.: Report for the years
1961-1964.

6. BNCU Report, p. 9: "Though weil sprayed, the old coffee trees
did not make a good yield and more oflen many tumed out barren. Il
was therefore, imperative for the Union to launch pruning cam-

paigns."-This implies that some of the trees in Columns 1 and 3 are
the same, first sprayed and then pmned [authors' comment].

7. The seedlings were not really free of charge; the farmers paid for
them through their coffee, as BNCU charged a certain levy on the
coffee to cover the cost of the seedlings.

8. The field staft' within the Ministry of Agriculture and Co
operatives, Agricultural Division for Bukoba District, was in 1967
forty-one, of whom twenty-four were Assistant Field Officers and
fifteen Field Assistants, with circa 35 of them permanently in the field,
in an area with about 103000 rural households, which gives a ratio of
one extension officer to 3 000 households.

9. With the modem spacing, one acre of bananas contains 300
clumps ofbananas, and one acre of coffee 540 trees (=750 bananas and
1350 coffee trees per hectare).

10. Mukurasi, op. cil. page 44: "We can therefore conc1ude, that the
Union has proved that the farmer, with the right grassroot approach on
the part of the agencies of agricultural innovation, has the ability and
the will to change his farming ways but only if the necessary capilai
inputs are within his reach and also if the forms of investment have got
some economic payoffs."

West Lake Annual Reporll968: "Weeding and mu1ching were nicely
performed though some farmers were not able to do so due to lack of
funds."

11. Il also applies to farmers in Kyamtwara and Kia!1ia Divisions
located near the market in Bukoba town.

12. The main agency for tractor service isBCU Ltd. BCU was given
19 tmctors in 1964 by the Government in the form of a loan, install
ments of which were payable yearly for a five-year period. The
tractors were mainly allocated for large-scale opemtions of tea, sugar
canes and cotton, but they have also been hired out to individual
farmers. "From 1964 the time when the Union received the lractors,
up to the end of 1967/68, the loss amounted to shs 1036,878/-." (BCU
Report 1965/65-1967/68). In 1971 most of the tractors had been sold,
and no individual farmers can rent tmctor service.

13. J. S. Ishengoma, Rweya Land ellltivation ll, Mamku District
Book 1956: "Where no cattle is owned and nothing in the form of
manure is added to the soH, the boiling types will take 24-28 months

14. District Agriculturai Officer, personal communication.
15. This is still seen from the farmer' s point of view, and no calcula

tion is made concerning the value of cattle.
16. The rate of shs I/50 to 2/- applies to labourers coming from

out side Bukoba; i.e., Ruanda/Bumndi migrantlabour normally coming
in for half-year periods. It wou1d be difficult to get the Bahaya
themse1ves to work for this rate ofpay.

17. "UnavaHability of manure in the planting holes was the major
problem which accounted for fewer seedlings planted during the pIant
ing season. Efforts were made to encourage farmers to prepare com
post heaps thus to get sufficient manure for planting, but though there
was some response, the compost prepared was not sufficient to fill the
planting holes.

The use of coffee husk was also made but because many farmers
could not obtam it from its sources, due to transport facilities and
inadequacy of the husk the problems of manure could not be !ifted ."
(West Lake Annual Report, Min. of Agr., 1968.)

18. ! of the farmers making compost were from Ibwera, where only
15 per cent of the farmers own cattle.

19. The activities of the NDCA have been concluded and its credits
and liabilities transferred to the Rural Deve10pment Bank.



Chapter . The Ihangiro Time Study

In the previous chapters we have described the physi
cal resources of Bukaba District, their potential and
constraints. In a spatial context we have analysed the
land-use pattern and we have shown the importance of
kibanja land within the land tenure system. Further
more, we have argued that the extension advice of
fered by Kilimo and the BeD has been adopted mainly
byaminority of farmers, the so-called "rich farmers" ,
while the loan facilities and the change in land tenure to
individual ownership as weil as the whole set-up of the
coffee economy have created a "rural elite" of
farmers. The term "rural elite" applies to the capitaIis
tic framework of the Haya society. Within the ujamaa
framework of today's Tanzania, members of this
stratum should be termed "kulaks" or "petty
capitaIists" . This minority has developed much
quicker than the majority of small holders in Bukoba
District.

We now intend to analyse the labour resources
through a very detailed survey of 31 selected farmers in
one division of the District. We have chosen Ihangiro
Division for our sample because we lived there for
nearly two years and had the kind of contact with the
farmers which is necessary for a detailed socio
economic study. One objective was that the farmers
participating in the survey should receive an immediate
benefit from their co-operation, i.e., the surveyors and
the fanners should leam from each other and have a
constant dialogue about the objectives of the work.

The input or use of time was, however, not confined
to agricuItural work, as we wanted to look at the rural
society as a totality , where the different ways of using
time or allocating manpower are equally important in
understanding the social structure of the peasant vil
lage life.

We were interested in the roIe of men and women in
the peasant society, because we met contradictory
statements and prejudices, such as: "Bahayas are lazy;
they do not like to work but employ labourers. The
women do most of the agricultural work and the men
especially are more interested in leisure and drinking
than in improved standards of living;" "The Bahaya
men do most of the agricultural work; when they can
see a profit, they work very hard and they easily adopt

new crops and cuitivation techniques." Therefore we
shall first give some quantitative data on how adult
men and women use their time during a 12-hour day
throughout the year; next, we shalllook at the alloca
tion of labour on different crops and activities through
out the year.

Composition of labour
force in the time study sample
To exarnine the allocation of labour we made a study of
how people spent their time throughout the year 1969
in Ihangiro. In the study 269 persons were recorded on
31 fann units. Originally 32 farmers were selected, but
one farmer was imprisoned for 5 months and was there
fore excluded during the final processing. The farmers
were selected to be representative of the distribution of
farm size in the main random sample in the division,
and at the same time such that two modes of farm
production should also be represented. These two
modes were (1) the farm unit worked only by family
labour, including visiting friends in the traditional con
text of ujamaa, and (2) the farm unit worked by the
family labour force and employed labourers. Half of
the men in the study were part-time farmers, the other
half full-time farmers.

Daylight activities
Bukoba District is situated between latitudes 1°0' and
2°15' south of the Equator. Therefore, it very conve
niently made sense to use a 12-hour day for measuring
the daylight activities. Records were kept from 7 a.m.
until 7 p.m. and the daylight activities were divided
into 5 major groups: l) Agriculturai work, 2) Employ
ment or business outside the farm unit, 3) Social
activities, 4) Domestic work-this included all work
related to activities in and around the house, such as
fetching water and firewood, cooking and washing,
housebuilding and repairs, eating, brewing pombe,
fetching food from the plots, etc.; for convenience'
sake, it a1so included animal husbandry for the five
farmers owning cattIe, 5) Leisure--everything coming
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Table 26. Age and sex distribution of labour force in
the time study sample

Age Number Total

Permanent members of
household working on
the farm unit

Male adults (husbands) 21-65 29
Female adults (wives) 18--65 34
Female adults (mothers) 45-65 6

69 69
Not at At
school school

Male children 7-20 14 19
Female children 7-25 17 17
Male relatives 7-45 4 4
Female relatives 7-45 II 2

46 42 88
Permanently employed
males 20-50 3

Total persons living permanently
in the household and working on
farm unit 160

Persons temporarily working
on the farm unit

Male employed labourers 36
Female employed labourers 16

52 52
Visiting relatives, friends,

neighbours and ujamaa groups 57-90" 57

Total temporary workers 109

Grand total 269

" The visiting group of people were difficult to c1assify. The 57 per
sons did more than one day's work, while the 33 others merely helped

a few hours during a visit. Many people appeared several times on
the I'ecord sheets, so that the figures give an estimated range of the

number of visitors during the year who do some work on the farm. A
proper record was kept of how many man-hours they contributed,
but no attempt was made to keep a separate record for each person.

or other work outside the farm unit. Then we shall give
two case studies to show the variation in the distribu
tion within separate farm units.

Distribution ofdaylight activities (1969)

In Diagrams 13 and 14 and in Table 27, average figures
for the 3 groups of adults in the Ihangiro peasant soci
ety have been used to show the general trend in the
allocation ofpeople's time on the main activities during
the year. The percentages have been computed from
the actual hours people spent per month on the differ
ent activities.

Diagram 13 gives an overall view of the distribution
of activities. The different columns indicate for each
month the percentage of the time available (in a 12
hour day) which is used for the different activities. For
each diagram the percentage for the whole year for
each activity is written on the shading.

A mqjor viewpoint adopted here is that when we
look at adult people's life as an entirety, all kinds of
work, whether agricultural, domestic, or related to so
cial obligations, are considered as productive work, as
opposed to leisure. This means that for the daylight
activities even taking a meal or staying in a hospital is
considered as work.

In Table 27, below, the major trends are sum
marized. Among the people relying only on farming for
their living, the women do more agricultural and
domestic work than the men (on the average, 14 per
cent more).

The total work (71 per cent) for women (Class A)
amounts to 3 110 hours per year, which corresponds to
Si hours per day. Full-time farmers, i.e., men (dass B)

Table 27. General trends in distribution ofdaylight ac
tivities, percentage of the year

under the two Swahili terms kupumzika (to rest) and
kutembea (to take a walk and go around and meet
people). We must admit that it is not satisfactory to
include kutembea as "leisure", as this term also can
cover productive work. When you walk around in the
village, many important decisions can be made con
cerning your social and economic life, and as such it is
very productive. Many of these decisions belong to the
secrets of a person's life or between two persons and
there was, of course, no possibility of recording them.

First, we shall compare the main daylight activities
for adult women and men, dividing the men into full
time farmers and part-time farmers with employment

Agricul tural

and domestic work

Social work
Employment or
business

Total work

Leisure

Total activities

Full-time in

agriculture

A B
Women Men

59 45
12 Il

71 56
29 44

100 100

Part-time in
agriculture

C
Men

26

15

25

66

34

100
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use 2427 hours per year for the various work activities,
equivalent to 6! hours per day, and part-time farmers,
i.e., men (Class C) 2886 hours, which corresponds to
nearly 8 hours per day. As the recording only went up
to 7 p.m. every day, 1 or l! hours can be added to the
women's work, accounting for the evening meal prep
aration, etc., thus giving the women a minimum work
ing day of 9-10 hours.

Looking at the Haya peasant society as a whole at its
present stage of development and social organization,
two groups of adults (Class A and C) are occupied with
productive activities for two-thirds of their time, while
the third group, full-time farmers (men), are favoured
in being occupied for only about half of their time.

Thus, Diagram 13 tells us that if one wants to think
of development in terms of increased work input in the
agricultural sector, classes A and C of the adults have
no spare time available, whereas Class B men could
increase their labour input by about 10 per cent. There
fore, an increase in labour input can-except in the
case of male full-time farmers-only be obtained by
reducing the time spent on the other activities
mentioned above. Since the majority of farmers have
access only to labour-intensive inputs, not to capitaI
intensive ones, increased input thus requires the real
location of the use of time and a consequent change in
social structure and values.

To facilitate comparison, the four main activities in
Diagram 13 are shown separate1y in Diagram 14, each
drawn up with the same base line. As we compare the
three classes of adults, we shall describe the content of
the activities.

Agriculturai work
Agricultural work, which accounts for one-fourth of
the women 's time and one-fifth of the time of full-time
male farmers, includes all work in the field, hulling of
the dried coffee cherries, threshing of beans and the
hours spent walking to distant plots. (For further
analysis see the next section, on agriculturaI activities.)

Looking at the three agricu1tural diagrams 14 A, B,
C, the noticeable feature is the lack of peaks in labour
input. The small peak of 35 per cent for the women in
January accounts for 4.2 hours per day. If the labour
input is calculated on the basis of actual working days
(250 working days a year; see page 78), the daily
labour input for women can reach 6 hours for
agriculturaI field work in January and February.

Class C farmers for six months of the year spend less
than one hour per day in agricultural work, as they are

occupied with work outside their farm unit for one
fourth of their time (Employment-graph). These part
time farmers include all kinds of local craftsmen:
carpenters, brickJayers, local building constructors,
timber sawers, tailors, hairdressers and skilled casual
labourers ; businessmen such as coffee-traders, bar
owners, pombe-brewers, and one clerk.

These farmers either replace their own work by em
ployed labour as long as they can obtain cheap labour
ers from Burundi or they keep their farm unit at a size
which can be run by the family labour force. The
variations in the business pattern are manifoId. One
man has a contract with a neighbouring estate to pro
vide grass mulch for the coffee fields; he hires Burundi
labourers to cut the grass and is himself a manager.
Another has a contract with a trader who supplies
bananas to the Mwanza market: he buys up bananas in
the villages and sells them to the trader. A third ex
pands his farm unit through capital input obtained from
trading in coffee.

The agricultural diagrams only show the average
allocation of time for women and men, respective1y.
For the case studies of the individual farmer, the
monthly fluctuation is wider (see Diagrams 15 and 16)
and it must be remembered that a substantiaI input
comes from children, relatives and hired labour.

Domestic work
For all three classes of adults most work is concerned
with activities centred around the house or on work
concerned with improving the housing facilities. Of the
total of 34 per cent of the women's time spent on
domestic work, about 20 per cent is used for preparing
food. In a farm economy where the bulk of the food
comes from the farmer's own unit a great deal of time is
used for fetching the food, cleaning it and preparing it.
Firewood must be collected and cut, water fetched,
etc. The fire must be maintained and controlled, while
at the same time other activities can take place, such as
drying coffee, shelling groundnuts, drying beans, etc.

The peak in July and August is due to the dry season
in Ihangiro, where water must be brought from rivers.
In 1969, Ihangiro did not receive a single drop of rain
during those two months (see Rainfall, Diagram 7). At
the end of the dry season some of the nearby streams
may dry up, so that people must go further to obtain
water, while the different streams and water-collecting
points also differ in the quality of water. During the
rainy season much time is saved by collecting water
from the corrugated roof. (In June 1971 all farmers in
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Diagram 13

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAIN DAYLIGHT ACTIVITIES 1969
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the sample received piped water from collection points
in the villages.) Also included in the dornestic work
diagram is washing clothes. Men and women usually
take care of their own clothes and they go to special
washing points by the streams. (See al50 Map 5.)

The mutual help in agricultural work exercised on
other people's farm units, e.g., planting beans to
gether, which is traditional ujamaa work done by
groups of women, is inc1uded in the dornestic classifi
cation. We wanted to keep labour input on the farmer's
own unit separate, because animal husbandry is in
cluded in the domestic work of the class B and C
farmers. This takes into account the fact that only
about 3 per cent of the cattle-owners' time is spent on
herding duty, while most of it is spent near the house
milking the cows. Taking the cows to and from the
rweya pas ture is often a task done by children in the
family.

The main activities for the full-time farmers are
pombe-brewing and housebuilding or improvement of
house facilities and the mutual help in these activities,
as weil as participation in hunting parties for vermin
controI.

Social activities
During the recording of the social activities, the re
corders simply wrote down what people were doing,
where they were going and for what reasons. During
the processing of the data the social activities were

divided into the following groups, listed here in order
ofpriority for men and women.

Under the term "other social visits" are included all
general kinds of visits through which a person main
tains the sociallinks with family members and friends,
in order to maintain his reputation of being a good and
respected person in the society, e.g., visiting parents,
bringing beer to one's father-in-law, paying a visit
when a child is bom, taking some of the farm products
to relatives, etc. These kinds of activities usually in
volve a safari outside the village, and preparation of the
gifts to be brought. During these mutual visits an ex
change (mainly offood products and beer) takes place.
The visits, which are planned and expected, account
for nearly 10 per cent of the woman's time and about 6
per cent of the full-time farmer' s time. The part-time
farmer must maintain a wider circle of acquaintances,
owing to his specific business; his social obligations
may also be greater if he is known to have a regular
cash income.

Within the village many of these visits (especially to
friends) take place during Ieisure hours and they are
more improvised.

The activities take place throughout the year with no
specific peak months. The two priority lists emphasize
the importance of the social life within the family and
clan and a circle of close friends ; there is nothing
remarkable about that. Four out of the first five
priorities are identical for men and women. Neverthe
less, men go more regularly to the market than women
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Diagram 14
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Table 28. Priorit}' list for social activities for:

and for natural reasons women are more orten admitted
to the dispensary than men. As a whole it can be seen
that men attend public functions more than women.

All men

l. Other social visits

2. Going to the market
3. Visits to sick relatives
4. Assistance during mourning
5. Religious and other

festivals
6. Meetings
7. Hospital and dispensary
8. Court cases
9. Fetching medicine

All women

l. Other social visits
2. Assistance during morning
3. Visits to sick relatives
4. Hospital and dispensary
5. Religious and other

festivals
6. Going to the market
7. Fetching medicine
8. Meetings
9. Court cases

group we have called the rural elite. This group has
managed to be released from hard manual work, be
cause of capital available to employ labourers or to buy
certain necessary inputs like grass and manure. Those
are the people blaming the others for not liking to work
hard with the hoe. It is, in short, hypocrisy.

Furthermore, the same group that has supported and
promoted individualism in the peasant society, in the
colonial system, and the post-independence adminis
tration has been unable to stop either coffee smuggling
or coffee trading, the latter keeping the smallholders in
a vicious circle of dependency. The leisure diagram for
class B is not statistically significant, but it does give a
hint; we must look for comparative data to assess
whether men can work mare in agriculture if the
economic incentives are there (see page 90).

Leisure
The time spent in leisure is often taken as an indicator
of laziness, and it is very orten used as an explanation
for the lack of development among smallholders in
Bukoba. If one looks at the leisure diagram for the class
B farmers, it seems to support this theory, but we
nevertheless cannot accept this explanation, as life is
much more complicated and does not a1low for such
generalizations. First we must ask: who are the
persons making the statement about laziness? They are
mainly the administrators and the weil-off farmers, the

Farmer C

Two case studies
of daylight activities
Before closing this section, two case studies, one a
full-time farmer with 1.08 ha under cuitivation and the
other a part-time farmer with 3.51 ha under cultivation,
are shown in Diagrams 15 and 16. This is done partly to
illustrate how the average diagrams hide individual var
iations, but also to show that in spite of these varia
tions, the trends are fairly constant, especially for
agricuitural and for Ieisure activities, with the major
fiuctuations occurring mainly within the domestic and
social activity groups .

Diagram 15
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Farmer D Diagram 16

CA S E STUDY IN -DAYL I GH T" A CTIVITIE S
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Diagram 15 shows a full-time farmer who runs his
one-hectare farm unit with the help of his wife and his
mother; for a few months he a1so had a divorced sister
helping him. The peaks and troughs in the agricultural
columns are more marked than on the average
diagrams, while the proportion of the time used for
agriculture remains roughly the same. The time spent
in leisure is the same as the average figure, but the
domestic and social activities fluctuate widely from the
average.

When reading the diagram the following comments
will throw light on the changes from month to month.
The wife left for the main part of March and half of

June to take care of a sick relative in another village,
while the mother was admitted for hospital treatment in
April and had to help relatives in November because of
a death.

The farm unit is small and therefore there is a
marked decline in agricultural activity during the dry
season, July and August, which is accentuated by the
fact that this year was a bad year for coffee yield, so
that the coffee harvest in May and June was quickJy
finished.

The women's agricultural work is divided between
work in the kibanja (60 per cent) and work in OIn1/siri
(40 per cent). The permanent family labour force con-
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Table 29. Percentage distribution of time used on
social activities for husbands from the two case studies
in Diagrams 15 and 16

Husband's Husband's
Diagram 15 Diagram 16

Priority list of (full-time (part-time
social activities farmers) farmers)

I. Other social visits 31.0 22.9
2. Going to the market 26.2 14.7
3. Visits to sick relatives 18.7 1.4
4. Assistance during mourning 11.2 2.5
5. Religious and other festivals 6.2 3.6"
6. Meetings 1.2 25.2
7. Hospital and dispensary 1.8 1.\
8. Court cases 26.1
9. Fetching medicine 3.7 2.5

Total 100 100

" The part-time farmer belongs to the Lutheran Church and has been
put under church discipline because of his three wives.

sists of the three people in the diagram, but their work
covers only 78 per cent of all field work done in the
one-hectare farm unit. The remaining 22 per cent is
done by relatives and friends.

Diagram 16 shows a part-time farmer with 3.5 ha, of
which 0.4 ha is omusiri, mainly prepared and planted
the previous year, which means that nearly all
agricultural work is done in the kibanja. In addition to
his three wives, the farmer has 7 children available for
agricultural work, although 4 of them are in school, and
during peak seasons he hires up to 10 labourers for
coffee harvest and weeding activities. The man is
merely a manager on his farm, a responsibility which
he shares with his first wife, who is really in charge of
the day-to-day work of the farm.

The husband's main activity in agriculture is pruning
the coffee trees and the banana stems. His non
agricuiturai work is irregular, as it involves owning a
share in a bar and making school dresses for a primary
school.

The fact that 23 per cent of his time is used for
domestic work is due to his animal husbandry: he milks
his cows every day. His social activities also take a
larger share of the total time than in the case of the
average part-time farmer, since he is a village headman
and has more obligations in the court and public meet
ings. Table 29 shows the percentage distribution of
time used for social activities for the two husbands.

In the case of the full-time farmer the order of
priorities is almost the same as the average pattern

listed on page 74, white the part-time farmer's public
obI igations are clearly displayed in the table.

The distribution of the activities of the three wives is
fairly uniform and follows the average of Diagram 13
quite closely, although one-fifth of their time is spent in
agricuiturai field work, which is a little less than the
average figure. The third wife worked less than the
other two, as she was pregnant and delivered a child in
June. The peaks in domestic activities in September for
all wives are due to the mutual help on other farm units
for planting beans.

The four adults in diagram 16 do 40 per cent of the
total agricuiturai work in the field. 29 per cent is done
by the children living at home and relatives, and the
remaining 31 per cent of the total input on this 3.5 ha
farm unit is performed by hired labour.

Input of adult family labour
in agriculturai section. Division
of labour between men and women
The farming system ofBukoba District consists of full
time farmers and part-time farmers operating a mixed
farm economy of integrated animal husbandry and
agriculture. The agriculturaJ section has two main
components, perennial crops and annual crops, related
to two well-defined types of land use, the kibanja and
the oml/siri.

Il has been shown how certain changes in the re
sources of the Haya economy have influenced land
tenure, land use and cultivation techniques. These
changes have taken a particular direction under the
influence of the extension policy of Kilimo and the
BeU.

The way the Bahaya allocate their labour force in the
agricultural sector has also undergone changes. Before
the introduction of the cash crop coffee, a clear divi
sion of labour between men and women was found, and
even today some division can still be distinguished for
certain activities, certain crops and their related land
use types.

Most of the part-time farmers are men, as employ
ment opportunities for women outside the farm units
are very limited . Nevertheless, if there is a demand for
female labour, e.g., on the Bukoba Tea Estate, women
may take up payed employment. In some cases they
mayaIso do piecework such as cutting grass for mulch.

For the full-time farmer a division of labour related
to land-use types is found. In general oml/siri work is
performed only by women and kibanja work by both
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(m or w)=men or women may participate now

• If a young couple open up nveya land for kibanja. they normally

start with some OIm/si,i crops and work together.

Table 30. Division of labour between men and IVomen
in the agriculturai sector

types. Curve II A is the input in the kibanja and curve
III A the input in omusiri. These two curves are sum
med in curve I A to show the total agricuituraI labour
done by women. Curve IB is the labour input by full
time male farmers and curve I C the input of part-time
male farmers.

Labour input for animal husbandry has been ex
cluded from the diagram. It should be noted, however,
that recording has been done for the farmers keeping
cattle. The full-time farmers spent an average of 180
hours per year on herding duties, whereas the part-time
farmers mainly employed labourers to do the herding.

Thus it can be concluded that on farm units where
people are working full time on farming and where
animal husbandry is counted as an integral part of
agriculture, there is no difference in the labour input of
men and IVomen, the average hours worked per year
being 1082 for men and 1079 for women. These fig
ures, however, only apply to a minority of
smallholders.

For the majority of smallholders, 80 per cent or
more, the following conclusions can be drawn from
Diagram 17. For the kibanja land-use section of the
farm unit, men do slightly more work than women, but
for the whole farm unit consisting of kibanja and
omusiri, IVomen do more work than men in terms of
input ofhours into agriculturai field activities.
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Labour input by men
and women related to land-use types
Diagram 17 shows the average monthly labour input in
terms of working hours for men and women; that is, the
recorded amount of hours used by both sexes in
agricultural field work. The use of man-equivalents
applied by Collinson and the researchers from the
German IFO Institute l did not make sense in the
Bukoba farming system, where the division of labour is
related to different land-use types and crops and where
the main agricultural activity, hand-weeding, can be
done equally weil by men, women and children.

The classes of adult farmers are the same as used in
the diagrams for daylight activities. Here the labour
input done by women is split up according to land-use

sexes. With in the traditional kibanja system men are in
charge of the husbandry of the perennial crops bananas
and coffee (with the exception of the harvesting of
coffee, which is done by the whole family; the wife
decides on the use of the food bananas, but the
husband has the responsibility for the beer bananas).
The interplanting of annual crops in the kibanja is done
by women and children. Men are completely in charge
of the animal husbandry, hunting vermin, building
houses and brewing beer.

With the introduction of the more labour-intensive
cultivation techniques of kibanja (ukulima wa kisasa),
agradual change in the division of labour is taking
place and the working relationship between men and
women is becoming more integrated. This is especially
true in the case of young farmers.

An interesting example of how the diversification of
the so-called traditional coffee/banana-omusiri system
has infiuenced the division of agricultural labour be
tween the sexes is found in the smallholder tea scheme
outside Bukoba town (surveyed by A. A. Moody,
1970). Tea is a labour-demanding crop throughout the
year, and if it is cultivated on a family-labour basis, the
women must be involved in the plucking of the tea
leaves. To adjust to this additionallabour input (the tea
farmers still maintain their kibanja with coffee and
bananas) the women have given up part of their olllusiri
cultivation to participate in the much more profitable
tea cultivation. (See comparision with Moody's data at
the end of this chapter.)

In Table 30, below, an attempt is made to outline the
division of labour still existing in the Ihangiro area.
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130

Diagram 17

Class A, B and C Farmers

months. During the discussion of daylight actlvlty
(Diagrams 13 and 14), it was argued that this is not the

case where the agricuiturai work is calculated as the
percentage of the total time available during the year.

We shall nowexamine whether this is valid if the
agricuiturai work is estimated on the basis of actual

working days available in each month of the survey
year.

An absolute minimum number of working days was

calculated by deducting the following days from the
total days of the year: public holidays=ll, Sundays for

Christians and Fridays for Moslems=52, and market
days, meetings, celebrations and days with heavy
rain=52. This gave a total of250 working days in 1969.

For each month the average number of working hours
per day was then found by dividing the number of
hours in Diagram 17 by the actual number of working

days available per month for the three main c1asses of
adults (Table 31).

With a 12-hour day available for daylight activities,
there were 3000 hours available during these 250 days.

Of these hours, women spent 36 per cent of the time in

agriculture and the full-time men farmers spent 30 per
cent.

From August to March women do more work than

men, because of the amt/siri cuitivation and the inter
planting of the annual crops in the kibanja. From
March to August men do more work than women, in

spite of the fact that they only work in the kibanja,
owing to the time-consuming nature of banana pruning
and ground mulching. The tluctuations between

Men f1time 902 hrs - Kibanja

Men p/time 500 hrs - KlbanJa

Women 1079 ho urs - Klbanja and Omuslfl.

Women 762 hours - K,banJa

Women 317 hours _ Omusiri
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AVERAGE WORKING HOURS PER MONTH FOR

MEN AND WOMEN IN KIBANJA AND OMUSIRI-:

The Haya evaluation of
labour input
When we presented the above conc1usions to our

Bahaya friends , an interesting reaction took place. The
men disagreed and c1aimed that they were doing more
in agricl/ltl/re. Asked to define agricuiture, they an
swered that agriculture is the work applied to bananas
and coffee! When then asked what they considered the

work done in amI/siri, the answer was: "That is not
really agricuiture but some work the women are doing
because they like it". This shows the importance of the

kibanja land-use section in the Haya farming system.

Average daily working
hours per month
The use of labour hours in Diagram 17 might give the

impression of substantial labour peaks for some of the

Table 31. Average I1l/l11bers of hours worked per day in

each mOl1th of the year (1969).250 working days

No. of Men Men

Months working days Women (full-time) (part-time)

January 22 5.9 3.5 1.5

February 19 6.0 4.7 3.1
March 21 4.7 4.7 2.8

April 19 3.8 4.5 2.5
May 20 4.6 4.8 3.2
June 21 4.4 4.7 2.2
July 22 2.8 3.0 1.4
August 21 2.0 1.9 l.5
September 22 4.7 3.8 2.0
October 23 3.9 2.8 1.4
November 19 4.8 2.3 1.3
December 21 4.4 3.0 l.2

Average for 250 days 4.3 3.6 2.0
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months according to the division of labour will be un
derstandable from the following description of the
agricultural calendar for men and women, respectively.

The agricultural calendar
We have here reproduced the rainfall diagram for the
area once again, because the agricuIturaI year can only
be understood in relation to the rainy seasons and the
dry seasons. (The rainfall was measured by the authors
with a 16 cm diameter rain-gauge.)

When examining the agricultural calendar, one
quickly notices the relationship between decline in
labour activity in agriculture and the main dry season
(during the rain peak in April work also declines, but
only slightly).

Weeding the Kibanja.

The Haya seasons
The relationship between the climatic seasons and the
agriculturai year is even more pronounced when one
looks at the way the Bahaya divide the year. In Ihan
giro the farmers distinguish between four main seasons
and within the seasons they have terms for specific
periods. (See also Diagrams 1,2,3 and 4, pages 12-13.)

Akanda =Mid-December to mid-March.
Etoigo =Mid-March to mid-June (the rain peak has

several terms: oruboza lIVa april: boza="to decay
or to rot"; kaibisamfllla ="able to make an upright
(=honest) person steal."

Ekyanda=Mid-June to mid-September. This is the dry
and cool season and the south-east trade wind is
dominant. Occasionally, showers can occur in Au-

gust. These are by old people called: myoyo ya el1
te="souls of cattle."

Omllhal1gllko =Mid-September to mid-December.
KlIhal1gllka = "to begin." The end of this season is
called OmllSel1el1e. arter the delicious grasshoppers
which appeal' at this time of the year.

Referring to Diagrams 17 and 18, an analysis of the
agriculturai year will be presented. The main objective
is to show how the various agricultural activities with
annual and perennial crops are timed in relation to each
other and to the division of labour between men and
women.

Diagram 18

RAINFALL IN mm RWANTEGE, NSHAMBA

1968 -1970

;: monthly ralnlall In mm

The agriculturai calendar
in kibanja and omusiri
Akanda

At the end of December the harvest of the beans
planted in September and October starts. The harvest
is finished during January and February. When the
bean plants stand dry and yellow, the entire plants are
pulled out of the ground and are heaped togetheI' in
front of the house. The beans are threshed from the
pods by beating the plants with long sticks. The beans
are the n dried a few days on the ground, arter which
they are mixed in a thin paste of clay and water. The
paste dries out, providing a hard shell around the bean,
thus preserving it better and preventing it from drying
during storage. Finally, the beans are stored in large
containers made from the leaf sheaths of the banana

1969=888mm1968 = 1330 mm

mm
300

kr /mmm
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Kibanja mulched with banana leaves and stems. In the
backgroul1d the Haya hut.

plant. The containers are hung under the roof in the
house. The maize from the kibanja is usually harvested
continuously as green maize until the end of April.

When the women have finished removing the beans
from the kibanja. the men can start to prune the
bananas, which involves cutting down the outer dried
leaf sheaths and dead leaves. Stumps left over after
harvest are uprooted and split up and unwanted suck
ers are dug out. Not only the benefit of proper
husbandry but a1so considerable prestige for the indi
vidual farmer is attached to the general appearance of a
well-maintained kibanja.

If manure is available either in the form of compost
or cattle dung, this is the time for manuring. Manure is
either mixed into the soil between the stems or spread
on the gro und around the banana stems.

After finishjng these activities the men (together with
the women) weed the kibanja. It was found that men
spent more time weeding at this time of the year in the
kibanja than women, as the latter are also occupied
with weeding the groundnuts in the omusiri plots.

Banana plants and coffee trees planted in November
are replaced with new specimens, if they have failed to
grow.

Omusiri. At the tum of the year the preparation of the
groundnut plots reaches its work peak with the planting
of the groundnuts mixed with beans. Women who
planted bambara nuts in September harvest them dur
ing the relatively dry period in February. In March it is
time for weeding the groundnuts and beans and some
women start to prepare the mounds for sweet potatoes.

Etoigo

This season can be divided into two periods according
to the termination of the "Long Rains". The first
period during the rains is completely dominated by
weeding activity. All the available labour force partici
pates . The soil is loosened with a small stick or weed
ing knife and the weed is pulled out by hand. The total
labour input decreases a bit in April due to the heavy
rains.

The second period, commencing in the beginning of
May (when the rains abate), is dominated by a single
crop---coffee and the activities related to its harvest.
Thjs change in agricuiturai activity is very clearly seen
in the two case studies in Diagrams 19 and 20, pages

After the harvest ofthe maize cobs the stems are pulled
out and used as mulch on the ground.
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85-86. In Ihangiro Arabica coffee is the dominant
cash crop; the main harvest is from the beginning of
May to the end of June, followed by a final picking in
July.

Farmers with Robusta coffee can either harvest the
unripe cherries in March-April for chewing-coffee or
ripe cherries in July-August for sale. During the month
of May most of the coffee is picked, and by the month
of June the women shift their activities to the omusiri
plots, as can be seen in Diagram 17. The women have
one peak on their labour curve in kibanja for the coffee
harvest and another small peak on the omusiri curve in
June for harvesting the groundnuts.

The men and the family members and possibly also
hired labour continue with the processing of the coffee
berries. After picking, the berries are dried on mats or
on the ground (see pictures) in front of the house.
When the pulp is dry it is hulled from the bean. This
can be done in two ways in Ihangiro.

1. The most common way is to hull the berries on a
coffee-hulling rock. The dried berries are spread out on
a flat rock and a heavy stone is pulled around among
them by means of a rope, whereby pulp and beans are
separated (see location of hulling rocks on land-use
Map 5). The husk (the separated pulp) and the beans
are tossed into the air with the help of a round tray.
The wind blows the husk away and the cleaned beans
remain on the tray. Finall}', the farmer will hand-clean
remaining bits of husk from the beans before selling the
FAQ (Fair Arabica Quality) coffee to the society.

2. A few farmers in Ihangiro have large wooden
machines which resemble mincing machines (their
working principle is the same). The berries are hulled
by being passed through the machine, after which the
husk and the beans are "winnowed" as in method one.
This way of hulling is more common north ofIhangiro.

The hulling process is very labour-demanding and
hard work. Young farmers do it themselves but all
farmers prefer to hire labour for this job if they can
afford it. Otherwise they sell the dried unhulled coffee
as "Maganda" to the society. The price payed to the
farmers for the 1969 coffee was (for FAQ) shs 3/95 and
(for Maganda) shs 1/55 per kilo. The coffee is tested at
the society and the FAQ coffee which does not qualify
for the higher grade can either be taken back by the
farmer for renewed cleaning or it can be sold as UG
(Undergraded). The price of UG in 1969 was shs 1/65
per kilo.

The eteigo season is also the time for cutting grass,
as the various grass species have grown vigorously
during the rains. The grass bundles are piled up in the
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The Kibanja is mulehed with grass.

kibanja until the coffee harvest is finished , after which
they will be spread as mulch, especially in the kibanja
plots cultivated in the modern way.

Omusiri. During the etoigo season the women spend 40
per cent of their time on agricultural activities in their
omusiri plots. In Ihangiro the dominant oml/siri crop is
groundnuts, possibly mixed with beans, maize, sweet
potatoes and cassava. There are two small peaks dur
ing this season. After the women have finished the
bean harvest in the kibanja in February, they start to
weed the groundnuts in March; in April and May they
harvest the interplanted beans. June is the month for
harvesting the groundnuts. The entire plant is dug out
of the soil with a hoe and when the nuts have been
picked off the stems, the latter are heaped together and
burned. Usually women have planted 6-8 small
mounds with sweet potatoes in the groundnut plot. The
potatoes provide food for the women during harvest
time, as the groundnut plots can be several hours' walk
from the homestead. The potatoes are fried in the fire
made from the groundnut stems.

The groundnuts are brought home during the even
ing, and dried on the ground in front of the house for a
few days; after shelling, most of them are stored in
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large containers made of the leaf sheaths from banana
stems. These containers can hold up to 60 kilos of
shelled groundnuts; the storage place is again under the
roof in the house.

The omusiri activities vary considerably from indi
vidual to individual. Some women harvest in February
and March bambara nuts which were planted in
September and October of the previous year. Bambara
nuts are the dominant Ofmlsiri crop in the northern part
of Bukoba District. There is virtually an ecological
boundary running from Kamachumu to the east. North
of this line bambara nuts are the favoured crop; south
of this line, groundnuts are dominant. Nevertheless,
throughout the District, bambara nuts (enshora ) are
considered a delicious supplement to the ebitoke.
Many women spend time hoeing up mounds for sweet
potatoes and planting the stems. Sweet-potato cultiva
tion has no fixed period, and may go on throughout the
first half of the year. Even as late as August, women
plant sweet potatoes in large mounds. The soil in the
mounds contain enough moisture for the potato stems
to root and survive until the rains start in September,
when they can really start growing. (For the moisture
retaining capacity ofBukoba soils, see page 15.)

The family is harvesting coffee Arabica.

After the coffee berries are picked, they are spread out on big mats in front of the house to dry in the sun.



Ekyanda

Kibanja. The men continue with the coffee harvest,
processing, and selling. Transporting coffee to the so
ciety is done mainly on bicycles. One to two sacks of
about 60 kilos apiece are carried at a time. The farmers
get a first payment upon delivery. When the BeU has
sold the coffee through agents in Mombasa in Kenya, a
final payment is made to the farmers the following year
between April and June. The final payment is calcu
lated on the basis of the price obtained on the world
market, after deducting all the appropriate levies.

The grass-cutting on the nveya continues and is done
mainly by women. A large bundle of grass for mulch

-i weighs about 20 kilos and an adult woman can cut 4-6
bundles a day. About 400 bundles are used for mulch
ing 0.4 ha (one acre). No farmers in our sample with
more than 0.5 ha of kibanja cultivated in the modern
style were able to meet their demand for grass mulch
by using only their family labour force. They all either
employed additional labourers, paying them either 50

Woman hoeing up a mound for p/anting sweet
potatoes.
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Woman p/anting the stems of sweet potatoes in the
mOl/nd.

cents per bundle or a bunch of bananas for 4 bundles,
or they bought the grass in large quantities from certain
collection points.

The mulching of the modern kibanja takes place
from May to October, with the main work in June, July
and August. Some farmers also mulch during the short
dry season in February (see Diagrams 18 and 19); the
kibanja must be completely cleaned of weeds, after
which the ground is covered with a thick layer of grass.
The purpose of the mulching technique is manifolL1: to
limit the erosion of soil particles by the splashing ef
fects of heavy rain; to add humus to the soil; to reduce
the growth of weeds; and to keep the moisture content
of the soil at a higher level during the dry season.

Oml/siri. A harvest of finger millet or sorghum can take
place at the end of J une if the bambara-nut plot
harvested in February was afterwards planted with
millet. Otherwise the very limited activity during the
dry season is concerned with the cultivation of sweet
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potatoes. During August some women plant a crop of
maize/beans or sweet potatoes in the black, moist,
humus-rich soil in the valley bottoms.

Ol11/1hangllko

Kibanja. At the beginning of this season there is a
distinct division of labour between men and women.
September is the time for pruning bananas and the men
continue this work into the next month, but it must be
finished before the beans come up.

Women a1ways anxiously await the first showers of
the "Short Rains", so that they may start the planting
of beans and maize in the kibanja. In Ihangiro virtually
all kibanja was interplanted with beans and maize. The
labour curves for both men and women rise this month
(Diagram 17) and correlate with the rai nfal I curve
(Diagram 18). 1969 was a "normal" year, but ifwe look
at the rainfall curve for September-October 1968, we
can observe that the rain started late that year. After a
few showers in August, the rain stopped and many
women who planted beans in September had to repeat
the planting in October (when the rains really started)
-provided they had more beans in stock.

Much of the time from October to December is de
voted to the weeding of the beans, that is, in fact, the
weeding of the kibanja, by both men and women, but
the weeding activity declines as the beans gradually
form a dense cover over the kibanja ground.

If the farmer is expanding his farm unit, the begin
ning of this season is the time for digging holes for
bananas and coffee. During the digging, the topsoil and
the sub-soil are kept separate in two heaps. The topsoil
is mixed with cattle manure. Arter some months the
topsoil is put back into the hole and the sub-soil is
spread on the ground. The coffee trees and the banana
plants are planted in November and December; the
plants which do not root will then be replaced in
March.

Omllsiri. In Diagram 17 the curves for the women's
work in kibanja and omusiri approach each other in
November and December. This shows how the labour
input in kibanja declines at the time when the women
start on the omusiri work of clearing a piece of grass
land for cultivation of groundnuts. This work can be
combined with the expansion of kibanja land or it can
be done separately .

Women from the same farm unit orten work to
gether, e.g., a mother and a daughter-in-law, but they
may work individually on their own elongated ground-

nut ridges which lie adjacent to each other. Milala is
the term used for these broad elongated ridges, 4
metres wide and 12-20 metres long.

Two case studies
of the agricultural calendar
The two farmers used as examples for distribution of
daylight activities for the adult family members are
again shown in Diagrams 19 and 20. This time, the total
input of the entire labour force for the main activities
concerned with the cultivation of perennial and annual
crops is shown for each month of the year. The differ
ent activities are indicated by the various shadings.

Diagram 19. The total yearly labour input in kibanja
is 2235 hours, which is equivalent to 3 192 hours per
hectare. Of this total, 78 per cent is the work of the
husband, his wife and his mother, the remaining 22 per
cent being the contribution of visiting friends and rela
tives. The husband is 21 years old, the wife 18, and the
mother 50.

The various activities of the year are divided into
seven main items and the percentage share of the total
input for each item is indicated on the graph. (I) Ma
n/lring. This farmer planted onJy a few banana plants in
1969. (2) Hoeing. Includes digging the holes for
bananas. (3) Grass. The farmer did not do much mu Ich
ing, as the kibanja consists of traditional kibanja. Half
of the 3.6 per cent work was cutting grass to put on the
flo or in the house. (4) Bananas. This farmer pruned his
bananas slowly during seven months of the year. (5)
Coffee. Includes picking, drying, processing, transport
and selling to the society. The harvest is usually
finished in August and the time spent on coffee from
September to February is used mainly for processing,
transport and selling. That is why we see some hours
used on coffee from September to February. He wants
to spread his income. (6) Beans and maize includes
planting in September and October and harvesting dur
ing the first months of the year. (7) Weeding is the
hand-weeding of the entire kibanja, and takes place
during eight of the twelve months, with a peak in
March and April.

The husband's share of the work input in the
agricultural calendar is shown in the key to the right in
the diagram. It gives an example of the degree of divi
sion of labour between the husband and the adult wo
men. He was fully in charge of the husbandry of the
bananas, and the key person in the coffee business,
since he a10ne sold the small amount of coffee pro-
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Farmer C Diagram 19
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duced from his kibanja that bad year. He gave a hand
with the beans and helped with the weeding, but the
grass-cutting was left to the women.

Diagram 20. The second case study is from a farm
unit of 3.1 ha. The total labour input is 6940 hours in
1969, that is, 2339 hours per hectare. The farm unit is
about four and half times larger than the farm unit in
the first case study and the labour input is about three
times larger.

The labour force is composed in the following fash
ion: Husband 55 years old, did 340 hours ofwork in the
kibanja. First lVife, 43 years old, did 812 hours. Second
IVife, 35 years old, did 840 hours. Third lVife, 28 years
old, did 732 hours of work in the kibanja. Together
these four people did 40 per cent of the work.

Other members of the family, relatives and friends
contributed 28 per cent of the total work. Two sons and
one daughter aged 15, 9 and 10, respectively, were at
school, but permanently living at home. One 18 year
old daughter worked full-time on the farm. Three other
daughters and one son, all schoolteachers, contributed

work during their holidays. The rest of this group of
workers was made up by visiting relatives and friends.
Employed labour accounted for 32 per cent of the total
labour input and consisted of one permanent hired man
and up to 10 casual labourers mainly employed for
weeding, coffee processing, pruning bananas , cutting
grass and mulching. A certain part of the kiballja had
been neglected and the weeding had to be done with
hoes by employed labourers.

Farmer D is a part-time farmer supervising his labour
force. The wives work considerably more in the
kibanja land-use type than the adult women of farmer
C, but the wife and the mother of farmer C put just as
many labour hours into the amI/siri as into the kiballja,
whereas for the three wives of farmer D, ollll/siri work
is minimal. The total number of hours spent on
agricultural work by the women from the small unit is
more than that of the women from the larger unit,
because of the relative importance of kibanja and
amI/siri land in the two units.

The main difference between the two farmers is that
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Farmer D Diagram 20
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the small farmer works more intensively on the food
crops, bananas and beans, as he is dependent on a
smaller area to produce enough food, even though
farmer D has a larger family to support.

Farmer D has 1.8 ha under coffee in monocu1ture,
which is the reason why coffee accounts for alarger
percentage of the total input of work. Farmer D's
weeding looks impressive; when calculated on a per
hectare basis, farmer C used 1200 working hours per
hectare for weeding and farmer D used l 300 working
hours per hectare for the same activity.
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Table 33. Percentage distribution of the labour input
on omusiri activities (1969)

Pereentage total
Aetivities working hours

l. Land preparation 52.4
2. Planting 17.4
3. Harvesting 15.4
4. Weeding 13.5

5. Guarding the erops 1.5

Total 100.0

Table 32. Percentage distribution of the labour input
on kibanja activities (1969)

The distribution
of labour input in kibanja
The two previous diagrams showed the proportion of
the total labour input devoted to each of the seven main
agricu1tural activities. A1though similar trends in
priorities were seen, there were certain differences be
tween the two farmers. Table 32 gives the distribution
of the seven main items of kibanja activities for all the
farmers in the labour sample computed on a per
hectare basis for the year 1969. One extra activity is
added, the planting of trees for fuel, as this was re
corded under the kibanja activity, a1though it ought to
be separate.

It must be remembered that the year 1969 was a year
of low coffee yields in Ihangiro, which accounts for the
fairly low figure for the coffee activities. It should also
be mentioned that of the 15.3 per cent used for coffee
activities, only 0.2 per cent was used for spraying and
pruning the coffee trees.

Aetivities

l. Weeding

2. Beans/maize. Planting and harvesting
3. Coffee. Harvesting, proeessing, pruning,

spraying, transport and planting
4. Bananas. Pruning and planting
5. Grass. Cutting and mulching
6. Hoeing. Digging holes and clearing land
7. Manure. Manuring the soil
8. Planting of trees for fuel

Total

Pereentage
total working
hours per
ha (1969)

46.8
16.5

15.3

6.4
7.4
3.8
3.4
0.4

100.0

Hand-weeding, taking Up nearly half of the labour
time, is obviously an activity to consider. It is debata
ble whether one can talk about weeding as a bottleneck
of the daylight activities. On the other hand, in the
present system of individual farming, it is only possible
to maintain a large farm unit of kibanja if the family
labour force is large or if the farmer employs labourers ,
because of the heavy burden of weeding.

The distribution
of labour input in omusiri
Table 33 shows the amount of the total labour input
used for different activities in the omusiri cu1tivation of
various annual crops on the intervillage grassland .
Here again one activity-Iand preparation-accounts
for about half of the total labour input.

The hard work of hoeing up the grassland and re
moving the couch grass is a bottleneck in the present
system. As the omusiri crops are cu1tivated on the
pomer soils in a system of shifting cu1tivation, the land
preparation must be done every season, and, as popu
lation pressure on land increases, the distance to the
amI/siri plots increases.

There is no relationship between size of kibanja and
the size of amI/siri. Among the farmers with less than
one hectare of kibanja, 7 farmers had less than O. l ha of
amI/siri, 6 had plots less than 0.2 ha, 5 farmers had
plots larger than 0.2 ha and 3 had omusiri plots up to
0.7 ha. In fact, the size of the omusiri plots varies from
year to year according to the hea1th of the adu1t women
on the farm unit, and according to the time available
after the kibanja has been maintained. The age of the
wives and the mothers also means something. It seems
that, e .g., mothers and middle-aged women cu1tivate
larger plots than younger women, for whom pregnancy
may limit the participation in omusiri work.
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Table 34. Regression of the totalworking hOlas on the
kibanja size

Total labour input
and farm unit size. Kibanja
So far we have been concerned mainly with individuals
and the allocation of their time between different
activities. We shall now consider the relationship be
tween kibanja farm size and time spent on agricultural
activities, illustrated in Diagrams 21 and 22. Diagram
21 is a scatter diagram of the total input of labour
(family, friends and hired labour) on kibanja of each
farm against the size of kibanja on that farm. The
scatter is fairly wide among the smaller farmers, as
land is not a thoroughly homogeneous variable.

The land variable can and does consist of two main
kibanja land-use types, which may be more or less
labour-intensive (old and modern cultivation techni
ques). Thus, a kibanja unit which is under expansion or
just being established needs much more labour input
than a well-established one. Kibanja units in the former
category are those labelled I, II, III, IV and V in the
diagrams.

When we test the correlation between labour and
land (y and x), we treat labour as the dependent and
land as the independent variable. It is possible, how
ever, that land can vary according to labour supply; it
is shown below that the correlation is in fact fairly
close.

We tested the regression of the total working hours
on the kibanja size (the regression shows whether there
is any significant relationship between labour and
land). The regression was first tested for all 31 farmers,
then it was tested for the above-mentioned 5 farmers
who were actively expanding their kibanja, and finally
we tested for the remaining 26 farmers who were not
expanding. The results of the three tests are shown in
the table below; linear equations for the three regres
sion lines are shown in Diagram 21.

Table 35. Regression of total weeding hours on the
kibanja size

Yes 0.92

No 0.85
Yes 0.94

If significant
at 99 per cent Corr.

probabitity coeff.

y= 2.7+1O.59x

y = 10.2+ 8.44x

y= 0.7+ 11.58x

Linear equation

I) Total31 farms

2) 5 expanding f.

3) 26 non-expo f.

Groups of farmers

The correlation of weeding hours shows that the 26
non-expanding farmers (maintaining established kiban
ja) have the closest relationship. This relationship is
also closer for all 31 farmers than when all agricultural
labour activities were considered. It can also be seen
that the scatter is not so wide among the smaller
farmers in Diagram 22 as in Diagram 21. No significant
correlation was found for the expanding 5 farmers,
which may be due to the stage of expansion during the
survey period. E.g., farmer V was still clearing for
expansion, whereas farmers II and IV had started
mulching, in which careful hand-weeding is essential.
The linear relationship for all 31 farmers is indicated in
Diagram 22.

small group of expanding farmers. Likewise the 26
non-expanding farmers showed a closer relationship
than all the 31 together.

We have previously mentioned that the labour vari
able conceals heterogeneous components, as the
labour input also depends on the composition of the
labour force-whether the members are old or young,
whether the family is large or small and whether or not
hired labour is used. The health condition of the family
labour force is also crucial. Therefore, we made
another test, as the previous regression used total
working hours on kibanja work.

In the table below we have correlated total weeding
working hours against kibanja size. Hand-weeding ac
counted for nearly half of the total labour input in the
kibanja; furthermore, weeding is a more well-defined
variable, as hand-weeding usually involves a standard
rate of work by all types of family labour.

If signilicant

at 99 per cent Corr.
probabitity coeff.Linear equationGroup of farmers

J

The tests show that for all three categories of
farmers the relationship is statistically significant. The
closest relationship was found for the well-defined

l) Total31 farms

2) 5 expanding f.

3) 26 non-expo f.

y=1.83+25.60x

y=12.88+32.3Qx

y= 3.36+21.02.,

Yes

Yes
Yes

0.89
0.99
0.92

Labour input
per hectare per year
Kibanja

The average input of working hours per hectare/year in
kibanja was 2700 hours, with a range from 1400 to
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Diagram 21
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5200 hours for the 31 farmers. For the 26 farmers the
average input was 2500 hours/ha/year, with arange
from 1400 to 3600 hours. The wide range of hours per
hectare reflects the above-mentioned fact that the
many components in the two variables, land and

labour, can occur in many different combinations,
especially for the very small holders. Furthermore, the
working hours are made up of many different activities
performed by different people.

To take an extreme example, in 1969, a farmer with

Diagram 22
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Notes

2. The regressions and the comparative material have been pro

duced with kind assistance from Mr. A. A. Moody. Mr. Moody's fact
findings are presented in .. A repor! on farm economic survey of the tea
small-holder in Bukoba District". East African Agricultural

Economics Society Conference, Dar es Salaam, March 3 J to April 4,
1970.

ages, family, hired and vlslhng labour, per kibanja
hectare. The average total in Maruku was 2933 hrs/ha,
and in Ihangiro 2720 hrs/ha. Friedrich, who suspected
that Bahaya farmers were underemployed, or lazy,
estimated the total labour input in Kibanja at only 1341
hrs/ha, less than half the total found in these other,
more intensive surveys.

Underestirnation of the actuallabour inputs of Haya
farmers may be one reason for suspecting that they are
underemployed or lazy. But further reference to
Moody's survey of tea-farmers illustråtes that new
cash cropping, with better access to loans for further
development, can markedly increase the labour input
of Haya farmers. In addition to kibanja work, male and
female family labour in Maruku were working an aver
age of 671 hrs (men), and 280 hrs (women) on the new
tea shambas. Ihangiro farmers with larger kibanja plots
worked more hours on kibanja than Maruku farmers.
Maruku family men, however, worked over 1000
hrs/year in agriculture, compared with the average 902
hrs/year that Ihangiro farmers worked on kibanja.

Finally, it is interesting to note how the introduction
of tea into the Haya farming system has affected the
traditional division of labour between men and women.
In Ihangiro, the men works longer than the women on
the kibanja, 902 hrs/year, compared to 762 hrs/year. In
Maruku, however, the men have become much more
involved in the tea-shambas, because of the care
needed in the maintenance of this important invest
ment. They are always needed in the tea-shamba to
supervise plucking, and do most of the plucking. They
are also almost solely responsible for pruning, mulch
ing and applying fertilizer. Thus, Maruku men now
work less time than the women in the kibanja plots, but
work over twice as much as women in the tea
shambas.

J. Collison's key for man-equivalents (ME)

over 50

0.67

0.50

20-50

1.00

0.67

15-19

0.67

0.50

10-14

0.25

0.25

Age group

Male (ME)

Female (ME-

Comparison with A. A. Moody's work2

Finally, we shall compare our data with Moody's data
from his work in Maruku. Moody undertook a 12
month survey oflabour inputs anq crop harvests, using
recording techniques similar to ours at Ihangiro, among
a sample of 23 farmers in Maruku. Maruku is 6 miles
south of Bukoba, and the sample was drawn from
farmers who sold their tea through the Maruku and
Kanyangereko societies. Because his survey also de
manded a close degree of farmers' co-operation, he
biased his sample in a similar way. Maruku is a much
more closely-settled part of Bukoba district, and the
population pressure on the land is greater. The average
area of kibanja among Moody's tea farmers was 0.507
ha, compared with 1.172 ha for the farmers in the
Ihangiro time study. Therefore, the personal labour
inputs for male and female family members working in
kibanja were lower in Maruku. During the year, family
men in Maruku worked 398 hrs on kibanja, while fam
ily men in Ihangiro worked 902 hrs. Family women
worked 470 hrs in Maruku, and 762 hrs in Ihangiro.
Nevertheless, the comparability of our labour data and
Moody's Maruku labour data is illustrated by the re
sults of both surveys for total labour annual input, all

0.55 ha of kibanja land used 4163 hours, of which his
sons used about 1000 hours to walk around collecting
manu re on the roads, when the cattle were returning to
the village in the evening. The farmer was expanding
his kibanja with only one quarter of a hectare, but he
himself had no cows to provide for the manure.

Oml/siri

The labour/land ratio in the amI/siri land-use type
fluctuated from 500 to 8000 hours per hectare per year,
depending on the stage of OIn/lsiri cultivation which the
farmer had reached. The low input indicated that the
farmer was only harvesting the amI/siri crop planted
the previous year, while a high labour input indicated
that the farmer was performing a wide range of OIntlsiri
cultivation that year.

No relationship was found between kibanja unit size
and amI/siri size for the individual farmers. Therefore,
only labour input per hectare for the dominant crop
mixture groundnuts/beans/cassava was computed,
amounting to about 2200 working hours per hectare
per year.



Chapter 7. Production and Gross Return

Table 36. Yields from a 0.26 ha kibanja plot

Measurement of production from the traditionally
cultivated kibanja caused great difficulties. The yields,
especially for coffee, fluctuate from year to year. One
year the coffee trees will be heavy with coffee berries,
and the next year the same trees will seem empty. In
the traditional system, bananas and coffee are inter
planted at a wide variety of densities. The authors
counted density variations from 700 to 1500 clumps of
bananas per hectare and from 200 to 1000 coffee trees
per hectare in the interplanted cultivation.

The farmers not only interplant coffee and bananas
in the kibanja but further interplant with benas, maize,
pumpkins, sweet potatoes, cassava, tomatoes, pepper,
castor-oil plants, orange trees, yams, taros, etc. This
system is a highly intensified horticulture system. To
show the degree of intensification, the records from
one separate plot within a farm unit are listed below.
The plot was 0.26 ha in 1969, and the table gives the
most important yields from the plot.

In Ihangiro beans and maize are interplanted in Au
gust and September and harvested from January on.
The leaves are picked for spinach in November. When
the beans are harvested, pumpkins are interplanted but
only in small portions, often near the house. One can
not be certain that the entire kibanja area is planted
with beans. Some plots in the new-style cultivation or
some plots too far away from the homestead can be left
out of the annual crop cultivation.

Crops

Bananas
Coffee, fresh
Beans, dried
Sweet potatoes
Pumpkins
Oranges
Cassava
Tomatoes
Bean· and pumpkin.leaves
Maize cobs

kg

3429
283

68
13

185
56
8
2

16

No.

291

Crops 2 and 3 in the table above are harvested within
a limited, short time and can be measured to some
accuracy, but all the other crops are harvested from
day to day, bananas throughout the year and maize
over, e.g., a three-month period. Thus the yield record
concentrated on bananas, coffee and beans.

If a farmer has his farm unit divided into, e.g., 6
separate plots in the village, he mixes the coffee
harvested from these plots during the processing of the
crops. Furthermore, the coffee trees from one plot can
be 50 years old and from another plot 2 years old. Even
ifhe normally harvests one plot at a time there can be a
second harvest of late-ripening belTies from certain
plots and not from others. All this caused serious prob
lems in keeping exact records from the separate plots;
furthermore, different people in the household
harvested the day-to-day crops such as bananas and
beans. For that reason we selected 10 plots for special
recording; these yields were measured from day to
day.

These data were related with records and estimates
from experimental plots, Farmers' Training Centres
and Agricultural Officers. From the latter informants
concordant data was available-and is given below.

Coffee yields
From one hectare of monoculture Arabica coffee with
6 year-old coffee trees, the yield should be 675 kg
hulled or cleaned coffee (FAQ). That meant (in 1969
prices) a gross return of 2666/- shs per hectare. The
kilo price for cleaned coffee was 3/95 shs (first and
second payment included).

If the farmer had chosen to sell his coffee dried (as
Maganda), his yield would have been 1227 kg. The
kilo price for maganda was l/55 shs, giving him a gross
return of 1902/- shs per hectare (first and second pay
ment included).

For Robusta coffee the gross return was 2315/25 shs
for clean coffee per hectare and 2049/09 shs for
maganda, the kilo price being 3/43 shs and 1/67 shs,
respectively.
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Table 38. Gross return from 10 single plots. Shs per
hectare.

Estimated gross return from one ha. c1ean eof. 2 666/
Estimated gross return from one ha. banana 2 250/-

(Average yield of beans from the kibanja was 335 kg per heetare
whieh is equivalent to 250/- shs in gross return. As the entire kiballja
area seldom was planted with beans, we have not inc1uded this figure

in Table 38.)

Table 37. 10 single plots. Yields per hectare in kg

Plot Clean eoffee Bananas Comments

I 16000 Monoeulture, manured

2 17000 MonoeuIture, manured

3 125 2900 Trad.
4 250 400 Trad. very few bananas

5 200 Monoeul. 3-year-old eoffee

6 270 6570 Trad. kiballja

7 150 11265 Trad. kiballja

8 217 l3 200 Trad. kiballja

9 300 2535 New style, few bananas

10 222 5254 Trad. kiballja

Arabica coffee and -/15 shs per kilo for bananas (Ihan
giro market price, 1969).

The yields in kilos of bananas from plots 1 and 2
compare favourably with the estimated yield of 15 tons
per hectare. Both plots are located around the house in
the main kibanja part, where bananas always show the
highest yield due to the refuse from the kitchen and the
prestige of having large bananas around one's house.
In both cases the plots are heavily manured with either
coffee husk or cow manure. Plots 3 and 4 belong to the
owner of plot 2 and these two plots with traditional
cuitivation give considerably lower yields.

The rest of the figures in the table (except plot 5,
with young coffee trees) give the yields from a mixed
cuitivation of coffee and bananas. The yields depend
upon the proportional interplanting and the density of
the various crops.

Bananas Total

2400/- 2400/-
2550/- 2 550/-

435/- 928/75
60/- 1047/50

790/-
985/50 2 052/-

1689/75 2 291/25
1980/- 2 837/15

180/25 l 565/25
788/10 1665/-

Plot Coffee

I

2
3 493/75
4 987/50
5 790/-
6 I 066/50
7 592/50
8 857/15
9 l 185/-

10 876/90

Single-plot measurements
How do the above estimated figures relate to the fact
findings in the Ihangiro study? From the single plots
with exact measurements, the yields have been com
puted on a per hectare basis and then converted to
gross return in shs.

The gross return from the 10 plots is calculated on
the basis of a coffee price of 3/95 shs per kilo for clean

Traditional-cultivation yield

Banana yields
One hectare with banana monoculture can yield 750
bunches per year when the plot is weil established. The
average weight for a bunch was found to be 20 kg. This
figure gives a yield of 15 tons of bananas per hectare.
At the local market in Ihangiro a bunch of 20 kg could
be sold for 3/- shs (in 1969), which would earn the
farmer a gross return of 2250/- shs from one hectare of
bananas.

This meant that the farmer could earn 416/- shs more
from the Arabica cultivation. If the farmer lived in the
vicinity of Bukoba town he might be able to sell his
bunch at a price of 5/- shs, which would give him a
gross return of 3750/- shs from one hectare, or 1084/
shs more than from one hectare of Arabica coffee.
Even with a bunch price of 4/- shs, he would get 334/
shs more from bananas.

This influenced the location pattern of bananas as a
cash crop: around Bukoba town many plantations with
abanana monoculture could thus be seen coming up in
the late sixties. Farmers with easy access to the main
road Bukoba-Mwanza also considered shifting to
banana cuitivation as a supplementary cash crop. Once
abanana hectare is established, the labour input de
mand is low and if the bananas are spaced so widely
that a lorry can go between the lines, harvesting the
bunches can be made quite effective.

A farmer with mixed coffee and bananas in proportion
I : l has the possibility of earning a gross return of
2458/- shs per hectare, 1333/- shs from coffee and
1125/- shs from bananas. As the bananas are for con
sumption, he is left with 1333/- shs in cash. The aver
age kibanja in Ihangiro was 0.7 ha, and our survey
revealed that the minimum area which could supply a
small family with sufficient food was 0.4 ha ofbananas.
Thus, 0.3 ha will be available for coffee; from that area
a farmer could earn a gross return of about 800/- shs,
which should be equal to his yearly income.



The gross return in shs in Table 38 is also for com
parative reasons given for the estimated gross return
from one hectare of monoculture with coffee and
bananas.

The plots with monoculture of bananas have already
been mentioned as having high yields, whereas plots 4
and 9 (mainly coffee) reflect the bad coffee year 1969,
with gross return for coffee under half of the estimated
return. Plot 5 (young coffee trees) will come to full
bearing 2-4 years later, so the yield is fairly good.

The figures in Table 38 indicate that an expected
gross return from one well-maintained hectare of cof
fee/bananas should be around 2400/- shs, as the pro
portion of interplanting will give 2458/- shs and 2388/
shs for a coffee/bananas ratio of l: l and l: 2, respec
tively.

Gross return and income
Friedrich (1968) found in 1964/65 an average gross re
turn of l 649/- shs from an average holding of 3.5 acres.
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91 per cent of the gross return came from 2.0 acres of
kibanja. which is equivalent to 1500/- shs return from
0.8 ha. Computed on a per hectare basis, this yields a
gross return of 1875/- shs (in 1964/65 prices). The
average gross return from the 10 plots from 1969 is
1812/- shs.

Friedrich also calculated an hourly rate of family
income of -/84 shs, based on the annual earnings being
almost equal to the gross return. In our chapter on
labour input we obtained an average labour input of
2700 hours per hectare; with a gross return of 2400/
shs, this yields an hourly rate of -/89 shs.

Nevertheless, what really counts for the farmer is his
actual cash income, which ought to come from the
coffee, as the bananas and the annual crops are mainly
for consumption. Is he entirely dependent on coffee
production or has he other sources of income?

How much money is available for the farmer for
expenditure and how does he use this money? These
are the questions we shall attempt to answer in the
following chapter.



Chapter 8. Household Budgets
(Expenditure pattern)

Table 39. 60 expenditure items in 16 main grollps

ments or investments in the farm unit, either the
housing facilities or the land or the tilling of the land.
Cattle-dip payment was abandoned in August 1969.

Expenditure items 2. Drink

The sample was restricted to 25 of the 31labour-survey
households, as 6 households were omitted because of
incomplete records.

The household expenditures were divided into 60 3. Cigarettes, etc.

different items, which were later amalgamated into 16
main groups .

The last group (16) was kept separately, as it is 4. Personal arlicles

impossible to get reliable data about peoples' debts and
coffee trading. Group 8 is mainly bus transportation.
Group 12 (social contributions) are money donations at 5. Household equipment

marriages, baptism or other social events. Group 13
(religious offerings) is money given during services at
church. Group 15 is concerned with direct improve-

At the same time as the labour input data were col
lected among the 31 farmers, we collected data on
expenditure and income. We did not, however, aim at a
real household budget survey, as we had already ex
perienced many of the problems of the Haya coffee
economy. The Haya economy is a mixed food- and
cash-crop economy supplemented with income from
employment, handicraft and sale oflocal beer (pombe).
We concentrated on the distribution of the cash surplus
by daily expenditure recording: either the enumerators
noted the data on the back of the labour recording
sheet or the farmers kept a cash book. (See Appendices
3 and 4.) Although income data were part of the budget
survey, we did not press for data at this point, f01' fear
of damaging our good relationships with the farmers.
Reliable expenditure data may indicate a minimum
amount of cash surplus available to the household. No
attempt was made to evaluate the economic return of
the home-produced food, nor did we evaluate capital
deriving from land, cattle and housing.

Thus, our objective was to throw light on the cash
surplus sector of village life among the farmers in
Ihangiro. Given the possibility of obtaining a cash sur
plus, primarily from a single cash crop (coffee), and
from employment, how do people distribute this sur
plus-what are the trends in their demands?

Main groups

I. Food

Hems

I. Meat

2. Fish

3. Banana (eating)

4. Banana (pombe)
5. Vegetables

6. Onions

7. Spices

8. Salt

9. Sugar

10. Fruit
II. Bread & cakes

12. Cassava

13. Sw. potatoes

14. Rice

15. Maize

16. Maize floor
17. Other flour

18. Beans
19. Groundnuts

20. Cooking oil

21. Eggs

22. Millet, sorghum
23. Meals outside the house

24. Other food

25. Local beer

26. Bottle beer

27. Milk

28. Tea (coffee)

29. Banana juice

30. Cigarettes, snuff

31. Sweets

32. Chewing coffee

33. Personal art.

34. Soap

35. Paper, books etc.

36. Househ. equip.

37. Furniture

38. Firewood

39. Coffee trading
40. Matches etc.
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Main groups Hems

about two-thirds of the households. The range in the
yearly expenditure per single household is wide, so
that the last column gives the average expenditure per
year.

6. Clothes 41. Clothes

(See also Appendix 5, with a yearly summary of one household.)

Table 42, below, gives another order according to
the average amount of money spent on the items, thus
giving the general trends for peoples' demands when
they consider the major posts in their budgets. For
priority items 2-6 two-thirds of the farmers used less
than 60/- shs per year. Only clothes took on the aver
age a greater share of the budget.

Table 41. Priorities ofexpenditure items II

No of Range in shs
households per year

Average
shs per year

56
4

25
57

4
15
10
44

2
4

48
22

12- 171
-/10-- 13
1- 108
3- 263
-/20-- 25
-/40--174
-/50--165
-/80--257
-/10-- Il

-/20-- 40
-/30--336
-/25- 95

24
23
23
22
21
21
20
20
19
19
19
19

2. Fish
7. Spices

16. Maize flour
36. Househ. equip.
32. Chewing coffee
9. Sugar

27. Milk
44. Medicine

6. Onions
20. Cooking oil
25. Local beer
47. Social contrib.

Hems

48. Religious offerings

49. Court cases

47. Social contributions

50. Housebuilding
51. Tools
52. Manure
53. Grass
54. Cattledipping
55. Hired labour
56. Other expenses

57. Repaying debt
58. Moneylending
59. Coffee trading
60. Other

42. Bicycle

43. Transport

44. Medicine, hospital fee

45. School fee

46. Society fee

16. Money transactions

12. Social contributions

15. Investments in house
and farmIand

13. Religious offerings

14. Court cases

7. Bicycle

8. Transport

9. Medicine, hospital

10. School fee

Il. Society fee

Table 42. Priorities of expenditure items III

a Househo1d equipments=all utensils for the kitchen, sacks,
mattresses , beddings, blankets etc.

The scale of expenditure.
Income sources

Priorities of expenditure items
The ranking of the expenditure items according to the
number of households spending money on the various
items, regardless of the amount used, gives a first im
pression of priorities. Table 40 shows the items where
all 25 households had expenditure.

Table 40. Priorities of expenditure items I

Noof Range in shs Average

Hems households per year shs per year

I. Meat 25 3- 99 48

8. Salt 25 2- 24 9
34. Soap 25 2- 56 19

39. Kerosene 25 2- 36 13

41. Clothes 25 5-249 100

Priorities

I. Clothes
2. Househ. equip.
3. Fish
4. Meat
5. Local beer
6. Medicine

No of
households

25
22
24
25
19
20

Average shs
per year

100
57"
56
48
48
44

Table 41 continues the ranking of expenditure items
according to the numbers of households spending
money. Thus, the two tables give the priorities for

In Chapter 6 we found a correlation between farm unit
size and labour input. Using the same sample material
for the budget analysis, no correlation was found be
tween farm unit size and expenditure (see Table 43
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Income sources

Table 43. Expenditure of full-time and part-time
farmers

Only one of the full-time farmers had expenditures exceeding
10001- shs, and only three of the part-time farmers were below
10001- shs per year in expenditures.

3 183 0.33 l 506 0.20
6 342 0.51 2 506 0.28
8 620 0.56 4 1737 0.36

\O 158 0.64 5 1012 0.43
12 97 0.67 7 1272 0.55
15 275 0.72 9 1070 0.59
16 579 0.78 Il 1238 0.66
18 I 130 0.90 13 1253 0.70
19 834 1.13 14 856 0.71
22 614 1.81 17 I 162 0.86
24 516 2.40 20 1046 1.23
25 658 2.83 21 1340 1.50

23 1267 2.31

The part-time farmer uses double the amount of time
on non-agricultural work as on agriculture. Either he
keeps his kibanja unit to such a size that it can be
maintained by family members or he employs labour
ers as a substitution for his own labour input. This is
profitable as long as a cheap labour force is available,
e.g., from Burundi or Rwanda.

The Haya economy can to a certain degree be de
scribed as a dual economy with a subsistence sector
and a money sector. The subsistence factor produces
food for consumption and is the basis of rurallife. The
subsistence output is defined as: "output arising from
outside the recorded market economy" (Livingstone
and Ord 1969). Very few families in Bukoba live en
tirely at a subsistence level; nearly all participate in the
money economy. The dual economy is so young that
whether you are a craftsman, a clerk, a teacher of a
Principal Secretary in Dar Es Salaam, you maintain
your kibanja unit at home as part of your private
economy. The specialization and division of labour
arising from a dual economy is still at an initial stage
and gives rise more to increased consumption or
small-scale investments in agriculture than to a com
plex exchange economy.

Nevertheless, the dual economy creates a range of
income possibilities and makes the analysis of the in
come sector and thereby the whole agricultural system
more complex. A detailed investigation of the income
sector and its sources reveals that it is too simple to
talk about a food- and a cash-crop sector only. An
analysis of the part-time farmers in the sample makes it
evident that the part-time farmers often obtain a higher
income from non-agricultural work. Table 44 gives an
outline of the diversified economy of the part-time
farmers.

One should also remember that 1969 was a bad cof
fee year in the survey area and selling bananas could be
an adjustment to this situation, e.g., farmers 4,21 and
23. We are not sure this is the case. Farmer 4 had
uprooted all his coffee trees to get sufficient food from
his 0.36 ha plot, relying on cash from his salaryas a
clerk. Farmer 21 was buying bananas from farmers in
the villages and selling them to private traders coming
around to certain collecting points weekly. These trad
ers had organized the export to the Mwanza and the
Dar Es Salaam markets. Farmer 23 had a large share of
his kibanja as a pure stand of bananas and had for
several years produced bananas as part of his cash
crops.

On the other hand, bananas were in the late sixties
coming up as a supplementary cash crop recommended

kibanja
(ha)

Exp. per
Farmer year (shs)

Part-time farmers

kibanja
(ha)

Full-lime farmers

Exp. per
Farmer year (shs)

below). When we compared this with the expenditure
pattem from the sample offarmers in Ibwera, we found
the same distribution of expenditure among arandom
sample of farmers. This confirmed the fact that our 25
farmers were representative for a general pattern of
expenditure in Bukoba. There seemed to be special
components in the Haya economy giving rise to other
possibilities of cash earnings.

The 25 farmers were then divided into full-time
farmers and part-time farmers; Table 43, below, shows
the striking difference in the expenditures of the two
groups.

The Haya peasant agriculture is based on a division of
labour between men and women, men being in charge
of the perennial crops, bananas and coffee, and the
women taking care of the annual crops. It is
characteristic for this agricultural system, which culti
vates the perennial crops in the traditional way, that
they, once established, are less labour-demanding than
the annual crops, thus leaving the opportunity for in
creasing income through non-agricultural work by the
men. This is underlined in Diagrams 13 and 14 in Chap
ter 6, indicating that even a full-time male farmer will
have more leisure time than a full-time female farmer.
This gives him the opportunity to take up casual work
if he wishes.



a Second payment for coffee from previous year received in 1969.
b Loan obtained either from the Cooperative Society, the Church or private.
c Piecework contract with nearby coffee estate for providing of grassmulch. Employs Rwanda labourers for this work.

by the BCD. In 1970 the BCD started the establishment
of special Primary Society Banana plots. The con
stantly falling coffee prices in the sixties were also an
incentive to diversify agricultural production.
Nevertheless, it was primarily the farmers near the
Bukoba town market who benefited from banana culti
vation as a cash crop.

Income from coffee
In 1969 a farmer with a high-yield one-hectare
monoculture coffee Arabica could earn a gross income
of about 2600 shs on clean coffee. If he sold his coffee
dried, his gross income would be 1900 shs. That is to
say, the coffee income figures in Table 44 must be read
with care. None of the kibanja hectares in Table 44 are
pure stand s of coffee. Farmer 2 had no chance of
getting 611 shs from 0.28 ha (concerning hectares see
Table 43). This means that the 611 shs do not derive
from his own coffee alone, but also from trading with
coffee.

It should also be emphasized that the column with
gross income in most cases compares fairly weil with
the expenditure figures in Table 43. On the income side
the survey could not trace the flow of money from,
e.g., salary or wage income going into trade or the
moneylending business, which accounts for our inabil
ity to give the full picture of all the income sources.

7-752437 Raid

Pombe sale
The brewing and selling of local beer (pombe) or distil
led beer (konyagi) can only earn the producer a small
net income. Normally the brewer will not be self
sufficient in beer, bananas and sorghum and he must
invest in these items. For example, 2 bought bananas
and sorghum for 185/- shs and farmer 17 bought for
344/- shs. It must also be borne in mind that a consid
erable amount of work must be invested in production.
Friedrich (1968) mentioned 25 working hours needed to
produce 220 Ibs of beer. At least three times as much
time is needed for konyagi production.

Salaryand wage income
The definition of a part-time farmer is also question
able within the con text of the present Haya economy. Is
farmer 4 a clerk with a supplementary agriculturai
activity; is the evangelist first a clergyman and then a
farmer? We ~hoose to keep the term part-time farmer,
as both the clerk and the evangelist will, in case of
unemployment, rely on the farm unit for their living.
Thus, the basis in the village life is the land and
agricultural production. The non-agricultural work
can, if stable, bring higher income than agriculture.
Furthermore, the person with extra cash income can



take advantage of the capitalistic structure of the Haya
wciety and exploit the possibilities for trading and
moneylending.

Income scale for full-time farmers
The income from coffee was unusual1y low in 1969;

e.g., farmer 24 received 1800/- shs in 1968, when the
coffec pricc dropped to the lowest leve! in many years.
The fluctuation is mainly due to the age of the coffee
trees and to husbandry. Many coffee trees are 50 years
old or more and few farmers prune their old coffee
trees. Only 17 per cent of the total kibanja area was
planted and cultivated in the modern way, which gives
a smaller fluctuation in yields, and many modern plots
were in 1969 quite new.

Table 46. F!uctuation in coffee gross income 1968 and
1969. Mainly Arabica coffee. Random sample Ibwera

Gross income Gross income

Kibanja ha 1968 shs 1969 shs

0.8 870 88

1.1 718 201

l.3 435 18
0.9 650 212

0.8 223 47

0.9 291 194

0.7 140 12

0.6 136 27

0.8 361 56

1.1 732 225

Tables 44 and 45, incomplete as they are, show that
coffee is not a substantial income source for the
smallholder; only by supplementing his income from
non-agricultural work can he maintain a decent
standard ofliving. The problem offluctuation is severe
and general, as may be seen in the following tables
from other areas in the District.

The fluctuation varies from area to area, depending
on whether the dominant crop is Arabica or Robusta.
During a random sample with a single interview it is
impossible to check for fluctuations caused by coffee
trading. Therefore, we finally checked with some rich
farmers whom we knew were only selling coffee pro
duced from their own farm unit.

The kibanja hectares are listed to show how different
the yield can be from the same number of hectares.

The fluctuations vary from a few hundred shillings to
several thousand from one year to the next. The price
of Robusta coffee was nearly the same (onlya few
cents higher in 1969). AraNca coffee FAQ went up
with 50 cents per pound from 1968 to 1969. No atten
tion is here paid to other factors which could influence
the yield, such as coffee berry diseases, caterpillar
attacks, climate, etc. We merely wish to point out this
special condition of the Haya economy.

It is obvious that this insecure flow of income can
have disastrous effects on the family life of the
Bahayas. If, e.g., a family is struck by illness in a bad
coffee year and must spend a considerable amount on
hospital treatment, it may be necessary to borrow or
mortgage on the expected good yield the following
year. Thus the fluctuation of coffee yields can easily



Table 48. Fluetuation in coffee gross income. Rieh
farmers. Ibwera and Kanyigo 1968 and 1969 (sils)

drive the smallholder, with no savings, into a vicious
circie of moneylending. We shall in the last chapter see
how the moneylender takes this into account when he
operates.

Ibwera

Kiballja ha 1968 1969

Kanyigo

Kiballja ha 1968 1969

99

production by buying. The main items of food pur
chases are meat and fish, as can be seen in Tables
51 and 52.

There is no marked difference in meat and fish con
sumption by part-time and full-time farmers. On an
average, farmers spend a little more on fish, which is
dried and smoked fish from Lake Victoria. Both part
time and full-time farmers spend relatively more
money on extra food supply than on other items per
year.

2.1 I 184 4688
2.4 2601 1809 0.9 126 816

5.2 2212 MI 1.8 670 3 359
2.1 5317 I 532 1.7 2459 3 129
2.0 I 923 811 2.2 2370 3620
2.1 1504 812 1.3 884 2362

The patterns of expenditure
Will the different levels in income influence the expen
diture patterns for part-time and full-time farmers? The
following tables show the expenditure divided into the
amalgamated groups for both types of farmers.

If Tables 49 and 50 are compared with Table 42, the
priorities of expenditure patterns can be recognized.
As all food items are summed up in group l, it is
evident that all farmers supplement their own food

Table 49. Part-timefarlllers' expenditure in /969 (S/1S)

Drink

There is no indication in Tables 49 and 50 that Haya
men are heavy drinkers or that they waste a good deal
of money on beer. A few spent a fair amount on beer
(e.g., 7, 9 and 18) but the rest have what one might call
a normal behaviour, enjoying life from time to time.
How much beer people produce from their own
bananas cannot be seen here, but the social role of beer
in the Haya society should be remembered.

Farmer 20 is an interesting exception from the gen
eral pattern, using 165/- shs on milk. The wife in that
family was the localleader of the Bethania society. She
gave many courses about family health and diet to the
women. Her own budget was an example of a properly
composed diet.

Otherwise, all the smaller amounts under the item
"drink" are mainly used for beer, although a small
share is spent for buying tea. Among the well-to-do

Groups 2 4 7 9 II 13 14 17 20 21 23

I. Food 258 413 194 692 223 263 668 237 228 574 551 214 237

2. Drink 13 66 17 13 358· 236· 39 64 3 73 206' 69 49

3. Cig.• etc. 10 /40" 2 10 121 24 152 19 8 2 9 36

4. Personal art 34 13 51 12 35 53 21 29 42 19 63 26 2

5. Househ. equip. 46 17 346 116 58 267 91 75 49 32 58 144 107
6. Clothes 59 105 243 89 127 87 M 196 99 107 83 151 218
7. Bicycle 5 30 31 17 19 19 277 49 145 13 24

8. Transportation 18 10 17 20 II 14 9 21 37 127

9. Med. hosp. II 35 257 36 71 65 138 56 4 4 60 223

10. School fee 62 40 20 25 78 60 20 175

II. Society fee 15 70 58 56 50
12. Social cool. 32 23 95 17 42 23 54 79 10 29 7

13. Rel. off. /20 3 /40 12 /10 /30 /35 25 20 I 7

14. Court case 50 25

15. Investment 5 6 418 152 85 81 129 29 557 55

in house/farm

a /40 means 40 cents: otherwise all figures are rounded up to nearest whole number.

• Local beer 336 shs and 235 shs.
, Milk 165/10 shs and tea or instant coffee 41/25 shs.

7* - 752437 Raid
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The butcher's shop in Nshamba village in Ihangiro.

farmers it has become modern to drink instant coffee
from the factory in Bukoba town, but this is still so
expensive that it is reserved for the few.

Cigarettes

Smoking habits have a similar regular pattern. A few
smoke a lot but the majority have a very modest con
sumption. Many farmers grow their own tobacco and
smoke pipes.

Household eqllipment and clothes

There is a marked difference between the part-time
farmers and the full-time farmers concerning the
purchase of household equipment and clothes. This
could be due to the bad coffee harvest, as the two items
are one and two on the priority list. All farmers (except
one) with an expenditure of more than 1000/- shs per
year spent between 100/- shs and 250/- shs on clothes.
Farmers with less than 1000/- shs expenditure per year
spent less than 100/- shs on clothes. If a family had
children at school, school uniforms have been listed
under this item.

Items 7-15

Part-time farmers spent more on bicycles and transport
action, which might be necessary for their non
agricuiturai work. The bicycle expenditure was minor
repairs and spare parts. The transportation was primar
ily bus tickets.

Medicine and hospital fees accounted for larger
amounts among part-time farmers, as this group can
afford to utilize the mission hospitals, where they must
pay for treatment and medicine, whereas the full-time
farmers with lower income will use the Government
hospitals or clinics, where treatment and medicine are
free of charge. This is not because the part-time
farmers preferred to pay, but because the Government
clinics often ran out of medicine. The economic burden
of hospital treatment can be seen in farmers 4 and 23.

Table 50. Full-time farmers' expenditllre in 1969 (shs)

Groups 6 8 10 12 15 16 18 19 22 24 25

!. Food 153 135 196 126 14 31 386 406 119 223 388 189

2. Drink 8 5 23 4 13 5 163a 85a 6 25 52
3. Cig., etc. I 17 I /20 14 5 78 143 10 16 9
4. Personal art 4 23 30 I 12 5 8 59 2 17 5 28
5. Househ. equip. 4 13 39 7 12 21 53 102 272 13 2 23

6. Clothes 8 53 94 5 44 62 107 249 98 10 21 112

7. Bicycle 9 /35 40 23

8. Transportation 3 3 36 23 28 4 1

9. Med. hosp. 2 29 17 /80 5 70 6 23

10. School fee 10 200 35

Il. Society fee 50 50 50 102
12. Social cont 2 55 34 3 /25 3 47
13. Re!. off. I /80 /20 2 I

14. Court case
15. Investment

in house/farm 12 62 15 16 55 15 34 33 4 6 115

a Local beer 161/- shs and 83/- shs.
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Shop with clothes. Nshamba village in Ihangiro.

Society fees (membership fees for the Bukoba
Cooperative Union) are normally paid between June
and August, when farmers get their first payment for
the coffee. In a bad coffee year some farmers postpone
the payment to the foUowing year. In some cases, it

seems, the farmers may have forgotten to list this ex
penditure, as it can have been deducted from their
coffee payment.

The social contriblltiolls and the religiolls offeril1gs
differ greatly in size. This is not only due to the fact

Table 51. Meat and fish expenditllre 1969. Part-time farmers (SilS)

4 7 9 Il 13 14 17 20 21 23

Meal 22 61 50 62 42 23 95 34 4 77 143 57 79

Fish 33 109 15 121 52 45 113 70 33 113 46 50 35

Total 55 170 65 183 94 68 208 104 37 190 189 107 114

Table 52. Meat and fish expenditllre 1969. Full-time farmers (SilS)

6 8 10 12 15 16 18 19 22 24 25

Meat 57 4 47 45 7 68 99 51 15 32 26

Fish 56 13 22 7 12 171 34 29 58 69 89

Total 113 17 69 52 19 239 133 80 73 101 115
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Shopkeeper in Nshamba. In Iron t tins with kerosene.

that many farmers pay in kind to the church: in the
social sector there is a constant flow of small amounts
of 1/- to 2/- shs among people. There are numerous
events in social life when people visit a relative or a
friend and contribute some small amount to the head of
the household. In the social sector your contribution is
a very personal thing, whereas in the church it is more

Table 53. Expenditure for building one house. 1969
(shs)

Marketday in Grumunasi, an Ujamaa Village in Ihan
giro.

anonymous. Therefore the five-cent pieces in the bas
ket on Sundays in the churches are numerous.

1nvestments in hallsing or in the farm unft, i.e., the
land and cultivation, are primarily made in the latter
item. Among part-time farmers expenditure for hired
labour, grass for mulching and manure (Farm Yard
Manure) are common. The expenditures in this sample
on housing consist of minor repairs or renewals, such
as a door or a window, as no farmer built a new house
during the survey. For comparison we give the expen
ditures for building a simple house with day walls and
a corrugated roof.

l. Poles and other wooden material
2. Nails
3. Digging holes for poles
4. Iron sheets
5. Sheet covers
6. Sheet nails
7. The builder's salary
8. The soil mixer's salary
9. Debbes and elephant grass

10. Six doors
II. The collector of poles
12. Four windows
13. Food for all the builders

Total expenditures

95/15
14/

1/40
360/
45/
21/
80/
95/
10/-

240/
19/50
40/
20/-

1041/05

General trends
in the expenditure pattern
We can now sum up the general trends in the Ihangiro
expenditure pattern, as revealed by Tables 49 and 50.
Diagram 23 shows the share each amalgamated group
takes of the total expenditure budget for all farmers (in
percentages). Food is dominant, with nearly 35 per
cent of the total, next comes dothes, with about 12 per
cent and third, household equipment, with9.6 per cent.
Investments in housing and farm unit account for 9.3



Di'3gram 23. Expenditure groups in percentage of
total expendi ture budget

Groups 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 ,
Food 1-24 34.8

Drink 25-29

Cigarettes I etc. 30-32

Personal articles 33- 35

Household equipments 36-40

Clothes I shoes 4l 12.2

Bicycle 42

Transport 43

-, /oIedicine, hospi tal 44,
School fees 45

Society fees 46 2.4

Social contributions 47 2.7

Religious offerings 48 0.4

Court cases 49 0.4

Investments in house
and farmiand 50-56 9.3
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Diagram 24. Pereentage of 29 food and drink i tems of thp.
food and drink seetor

10 12 14 16

meat
fish
banana(eooking)
vegetables
onions
spices
salt
sugar
frui t
bread
eassava
potatoes
rice

maize
mai ze flo ur
other flaur
beans
graundnuts
cooking ail
eggs
meals outside home
other faod
banana pombe
sarghum
laeal beer
beer
milk
tea (eof feel
banana juice

Table 54. FIlII-time farmers 1969

Percentage total expenditure
used for food amount in shs

Food and drink sector

Food and drink account for 42.5 per cent of the total
expenditure budget for all farmers. The importance of
meat and fish has already been mentioned, and in
Diagram 24 the food and drink sector has been split
into 29 base items.

The proteins-meat, fish, beans, groundnuts, eggs
and milk-account for 36 per cent of the food and drink
sector. Beans and groundnuts are grown by the Ihan
giro people. The beans are harvested in January and
February and the groundnuts in June and July, so that
the farmers have a vegetable protein supplement to
their starchy food.

per cent and then expenditure used on mai ni y local
beer comes in with 7.8 per cent. Lastly , money spent
on medicine and hospital can be mentioned, accounting
for 5.4 per cent of the total budget.

These percentages are average figures intended to
show trends. From Tables 49 and 50 it is seen that the
dispersion is wide. If the group "food" is broken down
and rearranged, it is found that 8 of the 25 farmers used
between 10-20 per cent of their total expenditure on
food. Six farmers used between 20-40 per cent and a
similar number used between 40-60 per cent. Three
farmet's used 60-80 per cent of their expenditure on
food and only two used more than 80 per cent, namely
83 per cent each, but that was of a yearly expenditure
budget of 158/- shs and 183/- shs, respectively. Among
the full-time farmers there was a tendency towards
using agreater share of money for food expenditure
with decreasing amount available. This is illustrated in
Table 54.

The same tendency cannot be seen among part-time
farmers with an expenditure budget of more than
1000/- shs. Thus, farmer A, with 1070/- shs of total
expenditure, used 26 per cent for food, whereas
another farmer B, with l 012/- shs expenditure, used 69
per cent for food. The latter had a smaller family but he
had a fairly new kibanja, while farmer A had a family of
5 but an old well-producing kibanja. Thus, many
factors can produce quite different results in the
amounts used for food within similar-sized budgets.

14

29

33
36
46
45

83

83

834

658
620
614
579

516
183

158
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Maize flour is popular and about 7 per cent is spent
on this item. The interplanted maize in the kibanja is
mainly consumed as roasted cobs. Milk is bought in
small quantities. Some of the farmers lived near a
Farmers' Training Centre, where mil k was available
for sale. Only 20 per cent of the farmers reared cattle,
and then primarily for manure, so that milk was gener
ally in short supply.

From Diagram 24, one might gain the impression that
the people in Ihangiro are fairly weil off concerning
proteins, as compared with other regions in Tanzania.
This is true, but if we look at how often people buy
these items, the situation is not so impressive.

NlImber of pllrchases per year

People in Ihangiro could buy one pound of meat (with
bone) for one shilling in 1969. They paid 1/50- shs for
one pound of pure meat and 2/- shs for fillet. This
means that the sample family which spent most on
meat, 143/- shs, bought 96 pounds of meat in one year
(using the the I/50 price). The farmer spending least
bought 2 pound s of meat during the year.

Another way of illustrating the amount of the differ
ent food items people bought in one year's time is to
look at the number of purchases in 1969. Meat and fish
and perishable items were bought the same day they
were to be consumed. Other items like sorghum, rice
and maize flour, were sometimes bought in larger
quantities. Nevertheless, a general habit in a small
scale economy is to buy in small quantities.

The number of purchases per year is illustra ted in
Tables 55 and 56, below. In the present tables, we are
only concerned with protein items which people did
not produce from their own farm unit, as weil as a few

other items such as spices, salt, sugar, tea and rice.
Finally, we should also note such items as beer and
cigarettes .

If the number of purchases are summed, the full-time
farmers will buy these items at most every sixth day
and half of the families every eighth day or at even
longer intervals. Half of the part-time farmers bought
meat and fish every sixth day or more often.

Eggs are bought very seldom and the value of eggs
was not recognized; certain taboos also existed.

Milk is normally bought when there is a newborn
child in the family, unIess the family can borrow a cow
for a certain time or obtain the mil k as a gift from a
cow-owner. Within the social structure of the Haya
society there is a distribution of mil k based on friend
ship and family relations. Tinned mil k which can be
bought in the small shops in the villages is hardly
purchased. Again, it is obvious that farmers with sup
plementary income from non-aglicultural work buy
more milk, even if the quantities are very small. The
stliking feature in the mixed Haya husbandry is that
there is so little milk for distribution. Milk is still a rare
commodity in the Haya family life. (See notes to Chap
ter 4.)

Spices consist mainly of curry powder, which is used
for the ebitoke (the banana meal), but not as an every
day article. Spices are bought when people want to
make a special delicious meal when guests have ar
rived, etc.

Salt is a necessary commodity bought by all farmers,
whereas sugar is used primarily for tea; it may thus be
seen that heavy tea-drinkers buy more sugar than
others.

Rice in the Haya diet is a luxury for feasts such as

Table 55. NlImber ofpllrchases for part-time farmers 1969

Hems 2 4 7 9 11 13 14 17 20 21 23

Meal 15 21 20 21 23 8 38 19 2 29 89 29 21

Fish 38 70 9 50 43 40 87 60 22 63 24 26 15

Eggs l 2 12 6

Milk 10 2 7 l 4 2 9 4 l 2 66 5
Spices 29 19 15 10 25 67 43 16 7 16 2

Salt 43 34 5 5 56 17 21 26 30 31 21 31 7
Sugar 6 2 13 7 5 7 40 Il 10 l 82 27

Tea 4 l 4 I 24 I 6 3 4 l 40 15

Rice 3 l l 13 5 II 2 l l 2 l l

Local beer l 39 2 261 64 15 57 39 19 15

Cigarettes 5 20 292 60 282 7 19 14
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Table 56. Number ofpurchases for full-time farmers 1969

Hems 3 6 8 10" 12" 15" 16 18 19· 22" 24 25"

Meat 31 2 30 20 2 4 22 33 34 6 13 II
Fish 37 17 17 3 10 60 17 27 28 29 39
Eggs 3 I I
Milk 4 I 3 2 I 2 I 2
Spices 25 15 39 17 2 9 8 II 6 17 9
Salt 35 19 18 8 7 27 6 6 26 39 2 47
Sugar 41 6 I 2 II I 4 3 19
Tea 16 I 2 2 9
Rice I 6 2 2 I I
Loealbeer 3 4 8 2 24 25 4 25
Cigaretles 40 7 7\ 324 \4 48 \9

" Catlleowners.

• Poullry owner.

type, and the last represents the weil-off part-time
farmer.

Case studies of household budgets
The subsistenee budget

The first family consists of a woman, 39, living to
gether with her mother, 62, and two daughters, 11 and
9. She has a kibanja of 0.67 ha, of which 0.57 ha is
cultivated in the traditional style with coffee and
bananas mixed, and 0.1 ha is planted in the modern
way with coffee and a few rows of bananas . On the
nearby rweya she cultivated 0.12 ha with groundnuts,
beans, a little maize, sweet potatoes and cassava. Ad
jacent to this plot she had planted last year's groundnut
plot with finger millet. The family and various visitors
used 2060 hours oflabour input in the kibanja and 1716
hours in the omusiri. She had two cows.

Her total yearly expenditure was 97/15 shs, of which
60/- shs were spent in August. Going through the
monthly expenditure, a very modest standard of living
is illustrated. Farmer 12:

Christmas meals or meals at wedding celebrations.
Many farmers buy rice only once or twice a year, either
when they get their first payment for the coffee or in
December for Christmas.

Beer and cigarettes sometimes go together (e.g.,
farmer 7) and can take quite a part of the expenditure
budget. Farmer 7 spent 336/- shs on beer and 94/- shs
on cigarettes in 1969. Farmer 11 spent 130/- shs on
cigarettes and farmer 19 also spent 143/- shs on cigaret
tes. Sometimes this expenditure meant that the family
had to do without necessities. Kg., farmer 7 spent
430/- shs on beer and cigarettes but only 94/- shs on
meat and fish. Farmer 19 used 225/- shs on beer and
cigarettes and 79/- on meat and fish.

Generally the luxury sector, the last two items, is
modestly used, as people buy in very small quantities,
e.g., two cigarettes per time-such as farmer 15, who
bought cigarettes 40 times that year but only spent 13/
shs.

These tables, like Tables 49 and 50, illustrate that
some farmers are fairly weil off and some have nearly a
subsistence living. In this sample there is no example
of a truly rich farmer with a large productive farm unit
and supplementary employment. Nevertheless, the
material clearly indicates the advantage of having ac
cess to income outside the agricultural section. This
feature is part of the development which has come in
with the money economy introduced by the Euro
peans. This development has been unequally distrib
uted and has created classes in rural society.

To illustrate this economic class difference, four
families will be analysed in detail. Two are living near a
subsistence level, one is an average full-time farmer

January

February

Purehases

Onions

Spiees
Salt
Soap
Kerosene
Catlledip

Chewing eoffee
Kerosene

Cattledip

shs

-/10
-/10

-/20

-/90
-/60
-/80

-/20
-/20

-/60

Mont hly total

2/70

1/-
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Purchases shs Monthly total husband spent most of his time looking after. Total
work in the kibanja was 1239 hours; the wife contri-

March Salt -/30 buted 642 hours and friends and visitors 135 hours. The
Kerosene -/50 husband worked 462 hours in the kibanja. Total yearly
Call1edip -/60 1/40 expenditure was 275/05 shs. Farmer 15:

April Sorghum 9/-
Soap 1/30
Kerosene -/20 Purchases shs Monthly total
Matches -/35
Call1edip -/80 11/65 January Fish 2/10

May Meat l/50 Spices -/60
j

-I Soap 2/10 Sweet potatoes -/20
j Kerosene -/30 Maize flour 1/10

Firewood 4/50 Cigarelles 2/-
Call1edip -/80 9/20 Kerosene 1/40

.1 June Salt -/20
Rel. otTerings -/40 7/90

Househ. equip. -/40 February Meat 1/-
Call1edip -/60 1/20 Fish 2/-

July Salt -/20
Spices -/20

Soap I/-
Salt -/70

Kerosene -/40
Sugar -/80

Call1edip -/60 2/20
Beer 4/-
Cigarettes 1/90

August Personal art. -/50 Chewing cotTee -/30
Soap -/50 Soap 1/40
Househ. equip. 2/50 Househ. equip. 1/-
Kerosene 1/80 Kerosene 2/60
Clothes 40/- Matches -/10 61/40
Call1edip 10/70a 60/- Clothes 42/-

September Salt -/20 Transport 3/-

Soap l/50 1/70
Medicine -/20
Call1edip -/20 61/40

October Salt -/10
Soap 1/80 1/90

March Fish -/80
Salt -/20

November Soap -/40 -/40 Cooking oil -/20

December Meat l/50 Beer 2/-

Salt -/20 Cigarettes 2/30

Soap 1/60 Soap 1/-

Kerosene -/40 Househ. equip. 1/-

Matches -/10 3/80 Kerosene 2/70
Call1edip -/80

a In August the dipping was done free of charge and people paid Hired labour 15/-
their debts. Other expenses 25/-

April Fish S/50
We have made this example so detailed because it Spices -/20

illustrates better than many words the life of this fami- Salt 1/40

ly. Salt, soap and kerosene are the necessities. In Au- Cooking oil -/40

gust she spent two-thirds of her yearly expenditure as Cigarettes 2/60

she could afford to buy two pieces of clothes of 22/-
Chewing cotTee 3/-
Soap -/40

shs each. That was the time where she sold her small Kerosene 1/10
amount of coffee. Twice a year she bought meat, in Rel. offerings -/30

May and for the Christmas meal. Call1edip 1/- 13/30

The next famiJy consists of a husband, 54, wife, 28, May Salt 1/30

and daughter, Il. The kibal1ja area, cultivated tradi- Cooking oil -/30

tionally, is 0.72 ha. In the survey year the y had no Cigarettes 2/30
Soap 1/20

om/lsiri, but did have a tiny plot of sweet potatoes on Kerosene l/OS
the outskirt of the kibal1ja, and two cows, which the Call1edip -/60 6/75
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A fl/II-time farmer. Average type

The family consists ofhusband, 45, wife, 35, two sons,
17 and 10, and one daughter, 9. The kibanja of 1.13 ha

The first half of the year he still had some money
from the previous year's coffee and he received his
second payment in February. In the first half of the
year he could still afford some major expenses for
c10thes and even labour for pruning his bananas, as he
was not weIl. When he had paid his society fee in July
he kept his expenses very low the rest of the year. He
received 196/- shs for his coffee that year. Nearly
every month he and his family had a single meal with
fish or meat.

is mainly in the traditional style. The wife had at the
beginning of the year 0.06 ha amI/siri with groundnuts
and beans, and at the end of the year she hoed up two
plots for groundnuts (0.23 ha and 0.06 ha, respective
ly). The total expenditure was 834/55 shs in 1969. In
the following summary only the monthly totals are
listed and for each month the expenditures larger than
5/- shs are noted. Farmer 19:

Apart from his cigarette consumption, on which he
regularly spent 10/- to 12/- shs per month, his expendi
ture pattern is fairly typical. The months he sold his
coffee, he managed to cover more than half of his total
expenditure. In June he bought a radio which he later
sold again when he was short of money. C10thes and
hospital treatment were some other major expenses in
the two months June and August. The hired labour was
used for cutting grass mulch for the kibanja. An in
teresting feature is his regular expenses for meat and
fish.

Meat, fish, beer, cigarettes, grass
Meat, fish, cigarettes, clothes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Meat, fish, maize nour, beer, ciga
rettes, radio (250/-), c1othes, hospital,
school fees and hired labour

Meat, fish, maize nour, beer,
cigarettes, clothes, medicine and
hired labour

Fish, beer, cigarettes
Meat, cigarettes
Meat, beer, cigarettes
Cigarettes
Beer, cigarettes

81/20

32/
26/80
34/40
17/40
28/-

41/60
52/30
19/30
17/75
14/30

469/50

Total monthly Purchases of more than 5/- shs
expenditure per month. HemsMonths

January
February
March
April
May
June

July

August
September
October
November
December

A weil-off part-time farmer

The last case stud y consisted of a family of 10
members: husband, 42, wife, 38, sons, 17, 14,5 and 3,
and daughters, 15, 12,9 and 8. The kibanja consisted of
15 different pieces, with 0.46 ha in the new style and
1.04 ha in the traditional mixture. The total labour
input in 1969 was 4546 hours , of which 346 hours were
done by employed labourers. The husband's share of
the working hours was 406 hours. The wife had a small
plot of 0.04 ha of amI/siri with groundnuts and beans.
This farmer was also a business man, buying beans and
bananas from other farmers in the villages and selling

2/-

2/40

6/50

7/30

17/10

58/50

Monthly total

40/90

Purchases shs

Meat l/50
Cooking oil -/30
Cigarettes -/30
Kerosene -/50
Clothes 20/-
Transport 17/50
Re!. offerings -/10
Cattledip -/70

Meat 3/-
Salt -/40
Other food 2/-
Cigarettes -/90
Kerosene 1/20
Society fee 50/-
Cattledip 1/-

Meat l/50
Cigarettes -/20
Househ. equip. 2/50
Kerosene -/30
Transport 2/-
Cattledip 10/60

Fish I/-
Salt -/60
Kerosene -/80

Fish -/50
Salt -/20
Kerosene 1/30

Salt -/60
Beer 2/-
Cigarettes -/05
Chewing coffee -/60
Kerosene 2/65
Medicine -/60

Salt -/20
Beer 5/-
Cigarettes -/40
Soap -/80
Kerosene -/90

October

August

July

September

November

June

December

~'
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them to traders or to the nearby FTC. His total expen
diture was 1339/95 shs in 1969. His total expenditure
per month is listed below and for each month pur
chases of more than 10/- shs are noted. Farmer 21:

Expendit ure (shs)

Decem ber 1969

Meat 6/-
Fish 6/-
Vegetables l/-
Salt 3/90
Sugar 3/-
Bread -/40
Rice 1/-
Flour l/-
Eggs 1/05

Beer 5/50
Tea 1/75
Cigarettes I/-
Personal art. 1/20
Soap 3/70
Paper -/20
Household equip. 47/-
Clolhes 91/50
Transport 4/50
Medicine 1/70
Social conlr. 12/60
Grass 3/-
H ired labour 30/-

Total 227/-

Maill grollps iII 1969

Food 214/40

Drink 68/70
Cigarettes 9/30
Personal art., soap 25/60

Total monthly Purchases of more than 10/- shs
expenditure per month. Items

Besides the major expenses he had all the usual small
expenses, as may be illustrated by going through a
single month, e.g., December.

143/75
151/05
23/75
36/50
60/
20/
29/35
-/95

556/80

I 339/95

Summary
The household budget material gave as a pilot study
quite an interesting understanding of the different pos
sibilities and the different economic levels in a rural
area. The scale of economics went from subsistence to
weil-off farmers, but the truly rich farmers were omit
ted from the study, as it was too difficult to get reliable
data from them.

The mai n feature is that the cash crop coffee and the
money economy deriving from this crop has developed
the beginning of a specialized economy with some
service facilities . The farmers are able to supplement
their main food, bananas, with valuable proteins,
although still on a modest scale.

The money economy has given rise to the purchase
of certain items which were formerly produced by the
family itself, such as labour, grass, manure, certain
food items, household equipment and housing
facilities. In particular, the iron sheets for the corru
gated roof have become a general status symbol. The
money economy has also opened up possibilities for
the business-minded person: the middleman in trading
and the moneylender. Economic transactions such as
pledge and mortgage and the buying and selling of land
are now common.

One can conclude that the money economy has
created a mini-capitalistic society with a class forma
tion of small-scale part-time farmers and full-time
farmers at very different economic leveis. The
characteristic feature of this society is that specializa
tion has not gone so far. It is still basically a rural
society.

Household equip., keros.
Clothes
Bicycle
Transport
Hospital, medicine
School fee
Social contributions
Religious offerings
Investments in house
and land

Total
Maize flour, beer, household equip.
Hired labour
Transport, hospital
Hired labour
Clothes, grass, hired labour
Grass, hired labour
Hospital, grass
Meat, manure (FYM), hired labour
Meat, household equip., clothes
Fish, clolhes, bicycle, housebuilding
Fish, household equip., clothes,
school fees, housebuilding, grass

Household equip., clothes, social
contributions, hired labour

227/-

78/75
58/35
82/
27/95

109/80
221/55
64/55

141/20
97/25
79/55

152/-

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Oclober
November

December

Months



Chapter 9. The Social and Political
Aspects of the Farming System

The Second Five-Year Plan of Tanzania gives top
priority to rural development along with the implemen
tation of the principles of Ujamaa Vijijini to build
socialism into the rural economic sector. Gradual
movement toward an integrated rural economy will
create a socialist society, which is the ultimate aim of
the government.

This goal is to be achieved through a reorganization
of rural and urban societies into socialist production
and living. The idea is to build on the principles of the
traditional extended family system, and the objectives
are to farm the village land collectively. l

This policy is founded upon the assumption that
there existed three basic principles of traditional
lIjamaa living: mutual respect, sharing of joint produc
tion and work by all (J. K. Nyerere, 1967).2

This ideology has major implications not only for the
general organization of work to obtain greater output
but especially in connection with the relationship be
tween people, as moving towards a better standard of
living in this context means moving towards human
equality.

We shall therefore look at the farming system from a
social point of view of human equality in relation to the
main components of the farming system: annual crops,
perennial crops and cattle.

Annual erops
We have described before how certain communal
activities are performed in cultivating the annual food
crops, e.g., women plant beans together in thekibanja,
they plant groundnuts together and bambara nuts in the
omllsiri plots and they share the work of guarding the
crops against vermin. These activities are called
lIjamaa activities in the Bukoba society, but they are
not lIjamaa activities in the new sense of the word, as
they only cover particular sections of the cultivation of
the annuals and no joint sharing of the production takes
place. Normally, they are merely social activities and
have no influence on the economy in terms of greater
output. On the other hand, this mutual help is of major
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social and economic importance at times of ilIness
caused crisis in the family production system. This
mutual help assures the maintenance and production of
the food crops, and the links between the members of
these groups of women cut across extended family
systems and clan ties and in many areas are based on
neighbourhood and friendship relations.

This social co-operation also takes place when un
expected guests arrive or during major familyevents
such as weddings and deaths. Thus, in every village in
Bukoba, women have organized themselves into
groups which can go into action when needed. They
contribute work, but are also able to raise money if
necessary, e.g., for payment of hospital treatment.

The efficiency of the group depends partly on its
small size of no more than 25 women and partly on the
leader, who is the first among equals. The leader will
call upon the group for work and will, e.g., negotiate
with the holder of a certain piece of nveya for the
cultivation of the OIntlsiri crops. She will also decide
which area of the fallow grassland is fit for cultivation
of the omusiri crops. Before independence the chiefs
and subchiefs of some parts of the District where
bambara nuts are grown had a specially appointed man
in charge of the omusiri cultivation. This man was
called omwarambwa and he allocated the women the
area to cultivate on the nveya every year and pointed
out a special plot to be cultivated communally for the
benefit of the chief. The cu!tivation started with the
worshipping of the god called Nyakalembe, who was a
fertility god. The omusiri plots are often located side
by side on the grass-slopes and give the appearance of
one large field; this is partly a relic from the time of the
chiefs and partly because of the social satisfaction of
working near each other.

The worshipping of Nyakalembe is now only
practised by a few old women; the Roman Catholics,
who have always been much more pragmatic than the
Lutherans, have managed to transfer the worship from
Nyakalembe to the Virgin Mary. Thus, today the farm
women bring their beans and bambara nuts to the Cath
olic Church and have them blessed before planting. In
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this way the role of religion in everyday life is
maintained.

We mention this last example to stress the im
portance of understanding the cultural background of
the society when trying to change it, especially when
the main idea of the new transformation of the rural
areas along the lines of ujamaa is to use persuasion and
not force.

The above-mentioned social groups of women are
not official or registered. They are spontaneous and
flexible and their inf1uence is limited to small geograph
ical areas. They help to maintain a certain standard of
living, but the groups do not play any role in rural
development, although some of their leaders also will
be active in official women's associations such as
UWT (Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania) and
Bethania (The Women's Association within the Luth
eran Church). They could, however, playan important
role if they were recognized as growth poles for
ujamaa transformation, but only in co-operation with
their menfolk.

The role of the woman
in agriculturai development
There is a striking misconception of the role of the
woman in the Bukoba farming system. Although she
does most of the work with the annual crops (as we
have shown, she may even devote more time to the
annual crops than to the kibanja cultivation), she is not
recognized as a farmer, and the crops on which she
spends her time have, until the ujamaa villages came
into being, not been given much attention by either the
Extension Service or the Farmers' Training Centre.
When has a group of women farmers been offered a
course at the FTC on improved cu1tivation of annual
crops? This shows that there exists a close relationship
between social status and crops in the Bukoba farming
system. While the woman does not gain recognition for
her labour-demanding work with annual crops, her role
in relation to the main perennial food crop, the cooking
bananas (ebitoke), is highly recognized.

Perennial crops.
Bananas and coffee
Ebitoke is the staple food in Bukoba and some of our
informants have underlined the prestige attached to
ebitoke as food. If a farmer has no ebitoke for food and
the family must eat either sweet potatoes or cassava,

the farmer will close the door during meal hours, so
that passers-by cannot see the modest food. If the
farmer and his family are eating a very excellent meal
of ebitoke with beans or bambara nuts, and perhaps
even some fish or meat, however, then he will have the
door open, so that everybody can see the family eating
this high-standard meal.

Friedrich (1968) recognized both a horizontal and a
vertical order in plant growth, related to application of
manure, as seen in decreasing fertility of the soH the
further one moves away from the house. Thus the
bananas are usually largest and most productive near
the house and diminish in size and yield with increasing
distance from the house. This is also reflected in the
Luhaya terms and values attached to different
bananas; e.g., "Ekitoke kya Nynenju" is a special
bunch for the head of the family, often produced near
the house. Such a bunch cannot be given away without
consultation within the family, and the wife will try to
keep one for the husband's food, when he comes back
from a long journey.

On the other hand, "Akatoke K'Omumpelero" is a
bunch of bananas found at the edge of the kibanja; it is
small and considered inferior and cannot be used when
special guests are present or at festivals. (The authors
once weighed 30 bunches of ebitoke collected for a
wedding paIiy. No bunch had a weight of under 60 lbs
and several weighed up to 100 pounds.)

The woman as administrator
of the family food and needs
The division of labour between men and women puts
the men in charge of banana husbandry: the digging of
holes, the manuring of the soil and the planting and
maintenance of the banana plants-as certain skills are
required to maintain the kibanja in such away that one
obtains a regular yieJd of bananas throughout the year.
At least traditionally, the wife prepared the kibanja
land and then told the husband how many new banana
plants were needed for the household. He then had the
responsibility of planting the bananas and maintaining
them. It has been difficu1t to trace the origin of this
division of labour concerning the main food crop.
Some farmers told us that at the time when age-groups
were still common in the Haya society, the young men
went to the King's court to serve, and at the same time
they learned how to build the traditional Haya house
and how to maintain a banana kibalija.

The woman has her particular responsibility because



the husband does not know anything about how much
is necessary for food, how much should be given away
to fulfill social obligations and how much is needed for
celebrations. The wife is fully in charge of the
administration and planning of the main food crop,
whereas the husband decides about the beer-bananas.
Her role as the decision-maker is recognized to the
extent that it is considered very impolite to go and ask
a husband for a bunch of ebitoke, since the person in
charge should be approached.

Before the introduction of the cash crop coffee, the
husband was supposed to travel to find work to earn
money for the payment of taxes and the purchase of
clothes. The woman was in charge of the subsistence
production at home. With the introduction of coffee as
a cash crop intermixed with bananas, the husband re
mained at home, and became responsible for the cash
crop. The wife nevertheless remained fully aware of
how much was produced from the kibanja in the form
of coffee. As one farmer put it, a true Muhaya with

"Ekitoke kya Nynenju", a big bunch ofbananas grolVn
near the house.
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Cutting a bunch ofbananas for the daily food.

peace in his house willleave the money from the coffee
to his wife to take care of. She will know how much is
needed for clothes, equipment, everyday necessities
like salt and tea, etc. When she had decided, they will
discuss what to do with any surplus which may occur.

Thus, the Haya woman has a very important role in
the family life when there is ujamaa in the family. She
has a silent power both socially and economically,
even if the husband has the last word. The coffee
industry boomed, however, and individualism grew in
economic activities-this base of equality and mutual
respect vanished in many families; especially where
the husband is a part-time farmer, the wife will be
ignorant of the husband's income from work outside
the farm unit.

Neither the husbandry ofbananas nor the husbandry
of coffee has seen any kind of communal work among
the men, like that found among the women. Mutual
help takes place on very large farm units, but the large
farmers primarily manage their kibanja area with the
help of hired labour. Co-operation among men takes
place in sectors outside the crop production, e.g.,
house-building, cattle-herding and hunting.
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Peeling Ebitoke for a JVedding
party.

The implications of coffee trading
In Chapter 5 we pointed to certain exploitative features
in the Bukoba economy elosely linked with increasing
coffee production. From Diagram 12, page 56, it can
b seen that coffee prices boorned in the middle of the
1950s; such a boom has a tremendous effect on a soci
ety where the money economy is only a few genera
tions old. The effect was heightened by the fact that the
boom was followed by depressions in the early and the
late 1960s. People got rich overnight, spent a lot of
money and became poor again. At the same time, from
1930 onwards this was a resource for elever and
business-minded people to exploit. At first this re
source (the coffee production) was exploited by the
private traders during the colonial days up until 1950,
when the Bukoba Native Co-operative Union was re
gistered. As Diagram 12 shows, the Union was
favoured the first five years of its existence by the
coffee boom and was therefore able to accumulate
funds to take over the functions of the Bukoba Native
Coffee Board, to set up its own Marketing Section in
1956, and to take over the Bukoba Coffee Curing Com
pany in 1959. Farmers immediately received better
prices for their coffee, partly because of the boom and
partly because of the introduction of the first and final
payment system.

Unfortunately, the final payment system soon gave Preparing of the Ebitoke meal inside the hut.



rise to renewed exploitation through the so-called
"Obutura" system. Obutura is the name for the small
unripe coffee berry and is used as a term to describe
the buying of coffee on other peoples' trees in advance,
before the coffee has matured.

The small holder in need of money during seasons
when he cannot deliver his own coffee to the Society
goes to a rich farmer or businessman to obtain a certain
amount of money. The amount of money may be ac
cording to the estimated yield from his coffee trees.
The buyer, who goes with the smallholder to inspect
the trees, will normally underestimate the yield. He
pays the smallholder an amount equal to or slightly
higher than the first payment of the estimated yield,
and then puts the final payment into his own pocket as
a "reward" for his service. Thus, the smallholder is
cheated in that he does not get the full value of the first
payment of his crop and furthermore he loses his final
payment. He is kept in a vicious circle.

One side effect of the obutura system is the bad
quaiity of the coffee because of the methods of picking,
as the buyer will be so eager to obtain all the coffee
quickly that his pickers will strip off all the coffee
beans (ripe and unripe) and they may even damage the
trees. (This was also observed by Mr. Kamugisha in
his 1970 report). 3 The moneylender fears that the
smallholder will pick some of the coffee on the sly.

Many smallholders pick their coffee themselves but
sell the product directly (fresh or dried) to the coffee
traders for the first payment. These people may be old
farmers with no one to help them with the drying and
processing and transport to the Society, or they may be
people who merely want to satisfy an immediate de
mand for, e.g., beer. It mayaiso be necessary to sell to
a trader if there is illness in the family at the time of the
coffee harvest. Thus, the trader has innumerable op
portunities to buy coffee and in certain cases a village
may be completely dependent on one trader.

What makes the whole exploitation through trading
more difficult to combat is the lack of feeling of exploi
tation among the smallholders. They merely look upon
the obuturu buyer and the trader as benefactors, be
cause they have no other way of obtaining money at
any time of the year, when they are in need.

Loans with high
interest and loss of kibanja
The same person is often both moneylender and coffee
trader. The normal practice is that you pay back dou
ble the amount which you have borrowed. If you pay
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back over 6 months, this means an interest rate of 200
per cent. Nevertheless, there are just as many types of
agreement as there are individual loan transactions.
Often a short-term agreement is to pay back the same
amount as borrowed. Then if the borrower fails to
repay at the agreed date, the loan is prolonged a short
period, but this time with the high interest rate of 200
per cent.

Very unfortunately, the loan transactions are often
combined with the mortgaging of the kibanja. This
means that the borrower may eventually lose his farm
unit or part of it, if he is unable to repay his loan. This
has strengthened the move towards greater indi
vidualism in land tenure and it has been supported by
the colonial legal system. If the clan members can
afford it, they may collect the necessary money and
pay the debt in order to redeem the land; otherwise, the
kibanja will be legally transferred to the lender. The
clan seems to have lost any claim on the land in the
future.

In the case where the clan has allowed a member to
sell a piece of kibanja held under clan ownership, the
buyer will attempt to have a document written with a
higher price than that which he really paid. For exam
ple, the document may read: "Mr. N. N. has sold this
piece of kibanja, located at y and worth 3000 Shs, to
Mr. X. X. The payment has been fulfilled according to
the agreement, " although the real payment was, e.g.,
1500 Shs. The trick played here diminishes the possi
bil ity of the clan raising the money and reclaiming the
land, but the matter is extremely complicated and gives
rise to innumerable court cases. The authors have in
several cases of surveying given up the attempt to map
plots of kibanja, because the right of ownership was
disputed among various people.

Coffee marketing and
class formation
The rapid development of the cash economy in Bukoba
District during 40 years of colonial rule (the real expan
sion of coffee cultivation can be dated back to around
1920; see Diagram 12) inevitably led to the develop
ment of all kinds of corruption at all leveIs in the
marketing of the crop. There is nothing strange about
this, considering that the policy of the colonial
administration was a policy of development through
business, based on Western European principles. At no
time before independence was there any real attempt to
achieve a fair distribution of resources or income
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among the Bahaya smallholders, whereas the rich
farmers were constantly encouraged.

It must be emphasized that from the very start of the
BCU Ltd., the administration of the Union has con
stantly been fighting the corruption which crops up
from time to time in the primary societies. Much train
ing in running the primary societies and main office has
been given, funds have been accumulated for the be
nefit of the farmers (e.g., the education fund) and all
the activities of the BCU and its affiliated societies
have been carried out within a democratic institutionai
framework. Nevertheless the Union has failed to teach
its member what active democracy means, so there has
been a great amount of authoritative execution of pow
er, while nepotism has played a major role in the selec
tion of primary committee members and in the grading
of the coffee at the locallevel.

This is due to the capitalist-oriented management of
the Union, which has developed into an economic
bureaucracy. Thus far, the bureaucratic attitudes of
the Union with all its favouritism have influenced offi
cials at a lower level.

While it is far more impressive to regard what BCU
has achieved in 20 years in the way of improvements
for the marketing of their members' crops, it is also
important to the stratification of Bukoba rural society
and how these factors have favoured the exploitative
forces in the community.

How can smuggling and
excessive deliveries take place?
Coffee smuggling has been a problem during the last
ten years. From 1961 to 1967 the smuggling was out of
Bukoba District to Uganda, as prices were better in
Uganda. From 1967 onwards smugglers have brought
low-quality Robusta coffee from Uganda into Bukoba.
Some of the coffee which enters West Lake Region
through Ngara District may come from Uganda. It is
difficult to assess the amount of coffee smuggled,
although it was estimated to be in the range of 2000
tons in 1967/68. The major smugglers (who are weil
known to the public) bring the coffee in by lorries; if
the police were effective, this could fairly easily be
stopped, although some difficulties would be en
countered when the smugglers are licensed trans
porters transporting coffee from the primary societies
to Bukoba. It is far more difficult to controi coffee
coming into the District in small quantities by boat.

There are only a few major smugglers, but there are

many traders who deliver far more coffee than they are
able to produce from their own kibanja. According to
the rules of primary society membership, every
member of a society must cultivate within the geograph
ical area demarcated for delivery to that society. The
smugglers and the traders often buy a tiny piece of
kibanja in the areas of different prif!lary societies and
in that way spread their deliveries over more than one
society. Nevertheless, they just as frequently do not
bother to legitimize their selling in this way, being
content to bribe the committee members to receive the
delivery. Each new member of a primary society is
required to have his membership confirmed at a gen
eral meeting and no member is allowed without the
authority of the society to "deliver, sell, give or other
wise dispose of any coffee and Maganda to any
firm, person or body of persons other than the socie
ty", yet there seem to be no rules saying that members
must deliver coffee according to their own acreage.
About 75 per cent of all farmers are estimated to be
members of primary societies. Many members register
their wife or sons as members, and if they only use the
first or the second name of the person, only the secret
ary or the committee. members will be able to trace
their relationship, and these members will be able to
deliver, e.g., a large obutura harvest in the names of
perhaps 5 to 10 different persons. The fact that the
traders and the moneylenders use this delivery techni
que does not mean that they are trying to conceal a
crime; it is merely an old trick to hide their real income
and to make it more difficult for the tax-collectors.
This was certainly the primary reason unti11969, when
personal taxation was abolished by the Tanzanian
Government, and it was a quite understandable reac
tion during the colonial regime, when the tax-collectors
represented the Colonial Government.

Today, in 1971, the large farmers and traders con
tinue to use the same delivery technique, but now
primarily because they fear the policy of the Nation.
For the same reason they are afraid to deposit their
surplus income in the bank.

Obviously the BCU has never been concerned about
whether or not farmers deliver only the coffee they
have grown on their own farm units, and no rules are
laid down in the Co-operative Society Act to deal with
this problem. Therefore, until 1967, with the publica
tion of the Arusha Dec!aration and Socialism and
Rural Development and, in 1971, The Dar Dec!aration,
the BCU was mainly concerned about running their
marketing organization at maximum efficiency as a
business. They also gave concern to improving the



husbandry of coffee and bananas through their exten
sion service and loan policy and they sponsored educa
tion by giving funds for school fees and scholarships to
their members. Everything was done to the best of the
ability of the Union leaders in co-operation with the
civil servants, both parts acting according to the politi
cal and religious standards which they had been taught
by the English civil servants and teachers and the
German and Scandinavian missionaries. This
superimposing of the cultural, religious and business
institutions of the Western world broke down what
existed of traditional ujamaa and favoured indi
vidualism and class formation in rural society.

Göran Hyden says in his West Lake Stud y (1969):
"Unequai distribution of wealth, status and power was
accepted as a divine rule in traditional Buhaya. The
inequality was less visible in Karagwe where Bahima
and Bairu lived physically more excluded from each
other than in the eastern part. "

lf this is true, the breakdown of the sovereignty of
the kings or chiefs merely meant a transfer of the
wealth and power to the newelite, as we have de
scribed on pages 45-46. The masses remained passive,
and although the peasant society as a whole benefited
from the general progress of a cash economy and in
creasing education, their dcvelopment did not keep
pace with the rapid economic development of the elite.
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The gap between the rich and pOOl' increased steadily,
and at the same time there became instilled in the Haya
world the doctrine that there were only two roads to
progress-business or education, or ideal ly a combina
tion of the two. Agricultural work lost prestige unless it
could be performed by using other people's labour.

Alarge, well-maintained kibanja remained the status
symbol and the objective of the Bahaya, but it was
generally accepted and shown byeveryday experience
that money was a necessary prerequisite for a farmer to
really prosper. To this rural society, with what may be
a slight, growing awareness of being exploited, but still
with a general tendency to accept inequality as the
modus vivendi came the ideology of the Arusha Decla
ration in early 1968 and the concept of uja111aa in early
1969.
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APPENDIX

Check 10/6 -69 and 1/2 -70

N.N.

11/12 -68

Goats:

Hens 2

Sub-division

Date

Hater Supply ~ ..

Cattle: Calves :- .

Heifers :- .

Cows :- .

Bull s -:- .

Farmer ~:~: .

Village ~:~: .

Famil y members: ~ .

l. Husband ?~ .
2. Hife ~? l)

3. Children .~:~?~~~~~~.~:~?~:~..
4. Other ~~:~: .

House built: 1958

crops c-trees area
plot. Land use planted bananas tenure m2

1. Kibanja trad. Interp1anted Ba. 871 Inherited 5472
beans, maize, yam pumkin Ar. 184 from

Ro. 66 father

2. Rouse. Rough soi1 wa11s, " 556
corrugated roof, separate
kitchen, grass roof, cour t-
yard, long entrance

3. Kibanja modern. Bananas, beans, Jan 1967 Ba. 51 " 676
maize, casava. Few arabica Ar. 6
not yet uprooted

--

4. Ekishambu. 10/6 -69 cleared Aug 1969 Ba. 48 " 652
ho1es for bananas. Modern

5. Maize. 10/6 planted bananas. May 1969 Ba. 9 " 236
Modern

6. Kibanja trad. Interp1anted Ba. 138 Bought 752
with beans and maize Ar. 37 200/=

Ro. 3 1963

7. Ekishambu, former1y part of 164
p10t 6

8. Omusiri: Groundnuts, beans, 1968/69 Other 808
cassava, sweet potatoes. Dec/Jan peop1es'
10/6 cassava. sw. pot. land

9. Ekishambu From 372
father

10. Omusiri: Sweet potatoes March Other 120
1/2 -70 harvested 1969 peop1es'

land

11. Omusiri: Groundnuts, beans, 1969/70 Govern- 1384
maize, sweet potatoes, Dec/Jan ment
cassava land

l) b=boy d=daughter st=standard empl=employed
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Tarehe __9"-'/'-'6'-----.=.6:.-9 _ Jina la r'lku1ima -!N~.cJN~.'-- _
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Jina la muulizaji -!Nc:.'cJN,,-,--. _

Vatu "anaofanya 6 8 9 la 11 12 Jum1a

KUliL wa
I I

rat

I

Sembe I I I I
I I IFesto Pauzi No. I Chakula Kutembea Pauzi

I I

I 1 I I

I
Kupaiiiia I Kupalilia kwa

II I
,

Astiria " No. I Kupikal " I " Deo HSHlRlKA Kupika

I

I I I I I I

t I
I

hoelog I Food I I walk around I

I
dOOking

t
[ I

I weeding

!
weedLog cooking

I --1 L I I I I
I I 1 I I I I
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APPENDIX 3

Chakula Kinachotumika Namba za Sehemu
Mapato Matumizi kila siku za Shamba

Chakula cha mchana

Fish 2/- Mukungu wa Ndizi

Onions -/20 1bs. 16 No. l

Coffee -/30

l bunch bananas

1bs. 16 No. l

I
I

I Chakula cha jioni

Ndizi

Viazi Vikuu

BananaS

Potatoes

Kama kuna mazao
mengine yaliyovunwa Namba za Sehemu
yaandike hapa za Shamba

Coffee Arabica

l Debe No. 6

Took l bunch of
bananas 1bs. 20 No. 6
for Mr. Daudi
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Extract from house-hold budget book
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Daftari ya fedha taslimu Mwezi .. ~~~~~: .. 1969

Income Expenditure

Siku Mapato Shs. Ce Siku Matumizi Shs. Ce

1/8 Kuuza ndizi 10 1/8 Sigara 25

11/8 Sold bananas 3 50 i Pombe 1 75

12/8 Sold bananas 4 Bicyc1e repair 50

14/8 Sold bananas 2 2/8 Fish 1 50
;

18/8 Kuuza kahawa (coffee) 36 Coffee chewing 10

22/8 Building work 5 I Sweets i 05

31/8 Sel1ing Pombe 16 20 I Oil for the 1amp 25
i

I Pombe 1 20I

Soap 50

3/8 Cigarettes 50

Pombe l 65

Salt 20

etc.
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Appendix 5 Month1y expenditure 1969 Number of Year1y
pure ha ses expendi ture

J F M A M J J A S O N O per year Shs

l Meat H50 (J.50 :L Ljco
2 Fi sh 1.80 ,240 440 I.~o Iso 720 )co 10 "O 0.60 1100 1.2. 33Ao
3 Banana (eating) )00 17 qo 1550 (l. Il) II·~ 'ö1JD ~8() :J32JJ 1020 ,U %' 70
4 Banana (pombe)

5 Vegetables 0:10 0;20 J- OAO
6 Onians [ro OK :0 IlS
7 Spices (mainly

curry powder) 0.20 010 O.~o 0.10 0·10 0.40 0.10 010 0./0 0.;;0 \'5' :/.20
8 Salt O.bO 040 0.<10 120 .zU! 0.1,0 l.lö ('0 1.\,0 ÖbO I·YO Iso 30 ll{fI:)
9 Sugar 0.'/0 I.a» 0.75 :2.2r 1.<10 07, 10 70'6

10 Fruit 1.'30 13S I.~ I.()C) 1."1, 0·21) 021) 1.10 0.15 O.J.O ,2.05 3'1 11.70
11 Bread & cakes 0.60 '3Ul 0.50 0"0 040 :'.2.0 0"0 lb 3'. ~O
12 Cassava lOb lOb O·SO 'l. ?<J 0·50 (J.W 120 ~.oo '3 KO OqO 050 )h 20 lO
13 Potatoes I.go O~o 060 I &'J : 100 b 6.'<0
14 Rice 0.&0 , I 0·60
15 Haize 1.50 050 ~ ,2.1JD
16 r'\a i ze fl our

.-
2(1:) 1.(,5 i :UJ/) :2JJö O'bO 'i &.IS"

17 Other fl our --'1-- I
. - ~ __ o - - - - - -

18 Seans i I:W ,2 1.:1.0

--I (t~
-
I---L.. _08'0..lL Groundnuts. bambar~ . - - 030 -f---

20 Cookino oi l I----
OKO OoO! OUl -Q2Q. f-__6_ l.gQ --- - -- - --- -

21 Eoos - .. -- -
22 1'li 11et - -1--- - - - - -- .-

23 Heals outside h. O,bO 0.60 - :l 1.10
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